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ABSTRACT
Computer modeling of Oriented Strand Board (OSB) properties has gained widespread
attention with numerous models created to better understand OBS behavior. Recent
models allow researchers to observe multiple variables such as changes in moisture
content, density and resin effects on panel performance. Thickness-swell variation
influences panel durability and often has adverse effects on a structural panel’s bending
stiffness. The prediction of out-of-plane swell under changing moisture conditions was,
therefore, the essence for developing a model in this research.

The finite element model accounted for both vertical and horizontal density variations,
the three-dimensional (3D) density variation of the board. The density variation, resulting
from manufacturing processes, affects the uniformity of thickness-swell in OSB and is
often exacerbated by continuous sorption of moisture that leads to potentially damaging
internal stresses in the panel. The overall thickness-swell (the cumulative swell from nonuniform horizontal density profile, panel swell from free water, and spring-back from
panel compression) was addressed through the finite element model in this research.

The pursued goals in this study were, first and foremost, the development of a robust and
comprehensive finite element model which integrated several component studies to
investigate the effects of moisture variation on the out-of-plane thickness-swell of OSB
panels, and second, the extension of the developed model to predict panel stiffness. It is
hoped that this paper will encourage researchers to adopt the 3D density distribution
approach as a viable approach to analyzing the physical and mechanical properties of
OSB.
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INTRODUCTION

In the wood industry, the terms composites and reconstituted wood products are used to
describe any wood product that is "glued" together. The composites in the wood industry
range from fiberboard to laminated beams and structural components. Millions of tons of
wood composites are now manufactured annually from previously unused species as well
as forest and mill residues, and agricultural residues. Non-veneer composites, such as
oriented strandboard (OSB), particleboard and medium density fiberboard (MDF)
continue to grow in market share. For instance, OSB production in the US, which started
in the early 1980s, reached 1 billion square meters based on 9.5mm thickness (11.2
billion square feet based on 3/8 in. thickness) in 1998 (Ince, 2000). OSB now controls
about 75% of the sheathing market in the US housing industry. The panel usage by
furniture, cabinets, doors, flooring, millwork, molding, and wall paneling industries was
nearly ½ billion square meters based on 19mm thickness in 1997 (4.5 billion square feet,
¾ in. thickness). These segments account for nearly 60% of industrial panel consumption
in the United States and Canada (Limb and Shober, 1999). Manufacturers of high-end
furniture didn't use any wood composites in their production 5 years ago, but now use
more than 50% wood composites in their products.

In the future, the manufacture of wood composites will increase even more because it is
expected that the forest resource will provide fewer larger trees, particularly the conifers
preferred for so long in the manufacture of lumber and plywood (Maloney, 1996).
Composite products have become a large and important segment of the forest products
industry, and even more new composite plants are expected to begin production in the
1

next few years to meet the increased demand. OSB panels are subject to changing
moisture conditions, especially when used in wall and roof sheathing applications. The
changing moisture conditions cause dimensional changes in the panel, particularly in the
out-of-plane direction, commonly referred to as thickness-swell. Thickness-swell (TS)
reduces strength properties, damages fasteners such as nails, and makes floor panels
uneven and susceptible to squeak. Excessive dimensional change of the panel may
detract from the aesthetic appearance of conventional asphalt-covered roof systems. The
excessive edge TS of panels, which telegraphs through the shingles, creates a condition
known in the industry as the "window-pane effect." Thus, thickness-swell decreases the
durability and long-term value of housing. Thickness-swell and its related problems are
also a reason why OSB has not made the inroads into the commercial market that it has
in the residential market.

A better understanding of OSB and the ability to analytically model panel performance
under changing moisture conditions is necessary to improve the behavior of wood
composites. The behavior of non-veneer composites, such as OSB, under changing
moisture conditions is a complex problem. There have only been a few initial attempts at
modeling panel performance under changing moisture conditions. Wood composites,
and in particular OSB, do not have uniform density but rather vary in density in both the
horizontal and vertical direction. Numerous researchers have indicated that the vertical
and horizontal density distributions are correlated to many performance characteristics.
Individually, the vertical and horizontal density distributions only focus on one spatial
direction in the panel and do not account for variation in the other spatial plane. To
2

improve the quality of wood composites, a basic understanding of the three-dimensional
(3D) spatial density variation is required. The objective of this study was to investigate
3D spatial density variations in commercial OSB panels and to use the finite element
method to predict panel performance from the density distribution.

3

2

LITERATURE REVIEW

Density variations in the plane of the panel are referred to as the horizontal density
distribution (HDD) while density variation through the thickness of a panel is described
by the vertical density profile (VDP). Together, a three-dimensional (3D) spatial density
distribution can be assembled.

2.1 Vertical density distribution
When the OSB panel is formed under hydraulic pressing, a density gradient results from
a complex interaction between temperature, moisture, and gas pressure conditions
within the formed mat. Hot pressing resulting in a density gradient through the thickness
of flat-pressed panel products has been well documented by researchers and producers
(Suchsland, 1962; Wang, 1986 and 1987; Wang and Winistorfer, 1998 & 1999; Wang et
al., 2000 & 2001a; Winistorfer, 1992). Variation in stress development and relaxation
within individual layers is the result of such pressing. Because of the strong relationship
between panel density, compaction characteristics and subsequent panel properties such
as bending strength, dimensional stability, surface quality, edge machining, and fastener
performance, understanding the nature of the density gradient in wood composite panels
is of critical importance to manufacturers and researchers. A density gradient through
the panel thickness is typically reflected by the presence of high density face layers and
low density core layers within the panel, but may take on many forms depending on
manufacturing conditions and desired end-product attributes. Historically, the density
profile has been measured using a gravimetric approach, but in the last decade,
nondestructive nuclear and x-ray instruments have become the standard means of
4

analysis (Wang 1986; Haag 1992; Laufenberg 1986; Quintek Measurement Systems,
Inc. 1999). A real-time online system for full-scale production monitoring of the density
profile immediately after pressing has been developed in Europe (Dueholm, 1996).
Winistorfer et al. (2000) investigated a radiation based system for measuring in-situ
density of wood composite mats during consolidation. Measuring the vertical density
profile has been routine practice for many mills in North America.

There are numerous published research reports that describe the correlation between
vertical density profile and panel properties (VDP). Some of the physical and
mechanical properties which are influenced by density include: modulus of elasticity
(E) and modulus of rupture (MOR) (Rice and Carey, 1978; Hse, 1975; Wong et al.,
1998; Wang et al., 2000a and 2001), internal bond (Schulte and Frühwald, 1996 a and
b), thickness-swell and water absorption through OSB thickness (Wang and
Winistorfer, 2000, 2002 and 2003; Winistorfer and Xu, 1993; Xu and Winistorfer,
1995), tensile strength of particleboard (Plath and Schnitzler, 1974), tensile and
compression strength through OSB thickness in the in-plane direction (Steidl et al.,
2003), linear expansion of particleboard (Suzuki and Miyamoto, 1998), and torsion
shear strength of particleboard (Shen and Carrol, 1970).

2.2 Horizontal density distribution
HDD is mainly dependent on furnish (wood flake), geometry, and forming. As strands
are formed into a mat, some areas in the panel will have more overlapping strands than
other areas. As the mat is pressed to a constant thickness, these areas become denser
5

than the areas with fewer overlapping strands. On the other hand, void (Sugimori and
Lam, 1999) or low density areas may also exist in the panel. Suchsland (1962, 1973)
described variations in the horizontal density as undesirable because differential
swelling between areas of varying density could cause damaging stresses in a panel.
Suchsland and Xu (1989, 1991) simulated the HDD in flake board by crossing narrow
strips of veneer in perpendicular layers to form a mat. The number of strips in each
layer could control variations in the HDD. This density variation has a direct effect on
both the internal bond and the thickness-swell, and an indirect effect as damaging
swelling stresses develop during water exposure. Xu (1993) measured the HDD by
removing finite specimens and showed that apparent HDD in wood composites is
dependent on the size of the specimens used to measure the density variations. Smaller
specimen sizes will have more variability in density than larger specimen sizes. The
results showed that modulus of rupture (MOR), modulus of elasticity (E), internal bond
(IB) and thickness-swell (TS) of particleboard were greatly affected by non-uniformity
of a board’s structure. All these properties were improved as structure uniformity
improved. Lu and Lam (1999) determined the HDD in a robot formed wood flakeboard
mat using x-ray scanning.

Linville (2000) developed a model to predict failure in an OSB panel due to the
horizontal density distribution. The model predicts that increases in horizontal density
variations will increase damage in the panel due to differential swelling. Dai and
Steiner (1997) developed a mathematical model for characterizing horizontal density
variation of a short-fiber wood composite panel by point density variance, point-to6

point autocorrelation function, and variance of the average local density. Oudjehane
and Lam (1998) showed that during the manufacture of wood composite panels,
random layout of flakes has a strong influence on the density variation within the panel.
One previous work (van Houts et al., 2003a) analyzed mat structures made from
industrially manufactured strands using simulation modeling. Information provided by
the model includes the number and geometrical details of voids and strand overlap.

2.3 Panel properties related to density
As previously indicated, there have been many studies that have correlated a wide
variety of panel properties to the density (or density profile) of the panel. Some of the
works directly related to this research are reviewed. Previous studies showed a strong
relationship between layer density and layer thickness-swell through the panel thickness
(Wang et al., 2001b; Wang and Winistorfer, 2000, 2002a and b). The correlation
coefficient between the layer thickness-swell and layer density after 2 hours of water
exposure is as high as 0.961 in an aspen panel, Figure 2.1. The correlation coefficient
between the layer thickness-swell and layer density of the aspen panel decreased as
water exposure time increased. This indicates that layer density strongly affected layer
thickness-swell and subsequently affected the swelling of the whole sample. However,
layer density is not the only factor that results in differential layer swell. Internal
swelling stress development related to horizontal density variation in the panel during
water exposure is an important factor (Wang and Winistorfer, 2000). High horizontal
density variation in the face zone could be another factor.
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Figure 2.1: Relationship between layer thickness-swell and layer density of an aspen
OSB panel. (Source: Wang and Winistorfer 2000).

Wu and Ren (2000) used Nelson’s model to examine the sorption behavior of OSB
under long-term cyclic humidity conditions. The parameters that defined the sorption
behavior were a function of the sorption mode (adsorption or desorption), resin content,
density, and flake alignment concentration. A procedure was developed to predict
thickness-swell and thickness-swell distribution as a function of the vertical density
profile based on the layer’s swell rate and density.

Various studies have related the in-plane layer modulus of elasticity and strength to
the density of the panel by examining layer properties of the panel. Data collected
8

from the studies were used to predict the apparent bending modulus of elasticity and
modulus of rupture. Geimer et al. (1975) examined three layer particle boards and in
one series of tests, face and core layers were separated and tested for stiffness in
tension parallel to the board surface. Geimer (1979) measured tensile and compressive
modulus of elasticity and failure stress of full-thickness flakeboards with uniform
density and different degrees of flake alignment. Logarithmic relationships between
stiffness and density were developed. Carll and Link (1988) studied layer behavior of
aspen panels, with the face and core layers being tested in compression and tension.
Grant (1997) examined the effects of strand alignment and developed relationships
between the individual surface layer strata and the unidirectional modulus of elasticity
and failure stress. Steidl (2000) and Steidl et al. (2003) determined layer tensile and
compressive properties of a commercial OSB panel and related these to density and
flake orientation in the in-plane direction.

Linville (2000) related through-the-thickness stress-strain behavior of OSB panels to
panel density, moisture content, and resin content. Nineteen-millimeter (¾ in.) panels
were pressed using aspen strands and varying MDI resin contents. A press cycle was
chosen which gave close to uniform vertical density profile panels. Sixteen-millimeter
(5/8 in.) diameter plugs were obtained from the panels and tested in both tension and
compression at various moisture contents. A quadratic stress-strain curve was used for
tension with the point of zero-slope of the stress-strain curve corresponding well to
failure. A linear stress-strain curve was used for compression. Empirical relationships

9

were developed between the constitutive constants and the original density of the
sample, the moisture content, and the resin content.

Wu and Suchsland (1997) and Wu (1998) examined the effects of moisture on the
flexural properties of OSB panels. Moisture changes cause a change in the basic
mechanical properties of wood, a change in the density variation in the OSB panel, and a
change in geometric properties related to bending stiffness and strength. An increase in
moisture content and the resulting thickness-swell causes a reduction in strength due to a
basic decrease in wood strength with increasing moisture content, a reduction in strength
due to a less dense panel, a potential loss of strength due to degradation of adhesive
bonds, but an increase in strength due to an increased panel thickness and thus section
modulus. For example, Wu showed that while there was a 72% decrease in modulus of
elasticity for moisture content changes from 4% to 24%, there was only a 37% decrease
in bending stiffness due to increased panel thickness. Pritchard et al. (2001) reported a
22% decrease in bending strength and a 72% decrease in bending stiffness in OSB from
65% relative humidity to 85% relative humidity. They all attributed the decrease to
internal damage of the panel from thickness-swell.

2.4 Spatial density distribution - previous work and analysis
Previous work indicated that the vertical and horizontal density distributions are
correlated to many panel performance characteristics. Individually, the vertical and
horizontal density distributions only focus on one spatial direction in the panel and do not
account for variation in the other spatial plane. Different vertical density profiles, but
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with the same average density, would result in a measured uniform HDD despite the
spatial density variation. To investigate spatial density variation, a full width, 50mm (2
in.) wide sample strip was cut from the middle of a 11mm (7/16 in.) thick 1.2m x 2.4m
(4ft x 8 ft) commercial OSB panel (Wang, 2004). The strip was cut into twenty-two
50mm x 50mm (2 in. x 2 in.) density specimens marked as D1 to D22. A commercial xray densitometer (QMS Density Profile System) was used to measure the vertical density
profile of each specimen. The average density profile was calculated from the 22
specimens. Figure 2.2 shows 22 vertical density profiles across the width of the
commercial OSB panel and the average density profile. The vertical density profiles
across the width of the panel also indicated the horizontal density variation across the
panel width. Specimen D1 had the lowest density and D17 had the highest density for
face area. Specimen D9 had the lowest density and D17 had the highest density for core
area. The results also revealed that the horizontal density variation through the panel
thickness varied. The density range at the high-density face zone was 6450 – 10000 N/m3
(41.1 - 63.9 lb/ft3). The relative density difference (density difference between the max.
and min. points divided by average density) was 43.2%. On the other hand, the density
range at the low density core zone was 5150 – 7160 N/m3 (32.8 - 45.6 lb/ft3). The relative
density difference was 32.9% or about 25% smaller than the high-density face zone.
Recent research on commercial OSB conducted by Wang and his colleagues (Gu et al.,
2003; Wang et al., 2003), showed that both vertical density profile and other performance
measures varied from one OSB manufacture to another, especially for thicker aspen made
panels. Figure 2.3 shows a representative OSB sample edge before and after swelling
(Wang and Winistorfer, 2002, 2003). Before soak, slots and bars appear as straight lines.
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Figure 2.2: Vertical density profiles across the width of commercial 11mm (7/16 in.)
thick 1.2m x 2.4m (4ft x 8 ft) OSB specimens.

Figure 2.3: Representative OSB sample edge before water soak and after 24-hour water
exposure. (Source: Wang and Winistorfer 2002a and b).
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After 2 hours water exposure, the surface layers exhibit a non-uniform swell response
within the individual layers. At 2 hours exposure, core layers exhibited little change in
thickness or in uniformity of swell. After 8 hours water exposure, the core layers
exhibited the same non-uniform swell response, as did the surface layers. After 24 hours
of water exposure, most layers exhibited non-uniform layer swell. Excessive thicknessswell occurred in the high-density surface layers. Some areas in Figure 2.3 showed much
greater swell than the other layers of the sample. The non-uniform layer swell of the OSB
samples was likely due to mat structure characteristics of OSB, heterogeneous furnish
characteristics and non-uniform mat formation. A heterogeneous mat structure likely
causes additional stress development within the mat during pressing and results in nonuniform stress release during water exposure.

Winistorfer et al. (1998) procured commercial OSB and plywood products for
comparison of whole panel 1.2m x 2.4m (4 ft x 8 ft) water absorption, thickness-swell,
and moisture content. The results showed that a significant non-uniform distribution of
water absorption, thickness-swell, and moisture content existed across the panel. This
non-uniform water absorption has also been found in small samples (van Houts et al.,
2003b and c). Figure 2.4 is a nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) image after 12 hours of
water soak in the XY plane through the center of a sample with industrial sealant applied
on the upper and right edge (van Houts et al., 2003c). The effectiveness of the industrial
sealant in preventing water from entering the edges is quite apparent. However in one
location a significant amount of water has entered the right edge, even though there is
sealant present.
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Industrially applied sealant on this edge

Low density zone
Water penetration

Industrially applied sealant on this edge
Figure 2.4: NMR image taken through the XZ plane after 12 hours of water soak.
(Source: van Houts et al. 2003c).

This location corresponds to a low density zone with a large number of voids. It shows
how a low density zone, even when the edge is sealed with industrial sealant, is
susceptible to rapid water penetration and affects the thickness-swell of the sample.
Macro-voids exist in strand-based wood composites (Sugimori and Lam, 1999; van
Houts et al., 2003a). The voids contribute to the rate and directional characteristics of
moisture movement through a panel. Macro-voids, low-density spots and high-density
spots should be considered as defects in strand-based wood composites. The defects
cause potentially damaging internal stresses to develop in the wood panel.
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2.5 Finite element method
The development of the finite element method began in the 1950s with a classic paper
by Turner et al (1956). The name "finite element" was coined in the 1960's and the
method has grown to become the most widely used method in structural and mechanical
analysis (Clough, 1980). The finite element method has been used to solve such diverse
problems as geometric and material nonlinear problems, heat transfer problems,
magnetic field problems and coupled problems such as thermal-mechanical problems or
in the case of wood, moisture-mechanical problems.

The finite element method has been applied to various problems related to wood science
and engineering. Cramer and Fohrell (1990) used the finite element method to simulate
the tension performance of lumber members. Grain-angle maps obtained using
nondestructive techniques were used in conjunction with small clear-wood specimen
property tests to develop finite element models. The model predicted tensile strength and
fracture patterns of real wood that contained knots. A spatially varying property,
determined non-destructively, was used in conjunction with constitutive models and the
finite element method to analyze the performance of a full-scale specimen. Their work is
similar in concept to the approach taken in this research.

Some of the early applications of the finite element method to wood composites were by
Hunt (1972) who used the finite element method to predict the tensile modulus of
elasticity of flakeboard as a function of its ingredients, and Stieda (1972) who used the
finite element method to predict stresses in wood composite members, such as plywood
15

box beams. More recently, Clouteir (2001) used the finite element method to model the
hygro-mechanical behavior of wood composites. They specifically examined the
warping of medium density fiberboard panels and the warping of engineered wood
flooring strips. Closely related to the research performed herein is the work of Linville
and Wolcott (2001). They used a form of a finite element analysis and through the
thickness material properties to examine internal fractures arising from thickness
swelling stresses in oriented strand composites. They concluded that minimizing density,
reducing horizontal density variations and increasing resin content will reduce thicknessswell and minimize damage by differential swelling.
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3

BACKGROUND FOR RESEARCH

3.1 Rational and significance
New product development continues at a rapid pace and enhancements are being
investigated due to performance requirements, wood species availability, resin advances,
and manufacturing technology advances. Wood-based composites are the future of the
wood industry.

The University of Tennessee Forests Products Center has focused on the thickness-swell
and vertical density profile issues for the last decade, pioneering measurement of layer
thickness-swell and in-situ density profile during pressing. The work undertaken in this
research extended their work by relating spatial density properties to thickness-swell and
bending properties. A basic understanding of the three-dimensional (3D) spatial density
variation and its relationship to panel behavior is required for continued improvement in
the quality of wood-based composites.

The significance of this work is that it uses sound engineering principles in conjunction
with wood science to develop a model for analytically determining thickness-swell and
mechanical properties in oriented strandboard panels as a function of the 3D spatial
density variation. The model has many broad-based applications to process control such
as continuous, on-line monitoring systems. The real significance of this work lies in the
fact that it combines many component pieces of work into an integrated model of OSB.
Every portion of this work has been previously studied to at least some extent. However,
the results until now had not been integrated into a single inclusive model. The hygro17

mechanical coupled finite element code that was developed provides a comprehensive
model of OSB behavior.

3.2 Objective and overview
The objective of the proposed study was to use the finite element method to investigate
the effects of moisture variation on the out-of-plane properties of OSB panels based on
the 3D density variation. An overview of the developed model is shown in flow chart
form in Figure 3.1.

Density is critical to the work done herein and is used consistently to refer to the dry
density of a specimen. It is expressed as a weight density, or a specific weight, Newton
per cubic meter (pound per cubic foot). Under moisture loading or during a soak test,
changes in density are based on the dry density and do not include moisture
contributions from the soak test.

3.3 Measuring 3D spatial density distribution
Wang et al (2003) studied and compared the performance of various commercially
available OSB products. One aspect that was examined was thickness-swell. Remaining
samples from Wang et al.’s (2003) study were used in this study. Southern pine (Pinus
spp.) and aspen (Populus spp.) panels were chosen. Two panels, 305mm x 760mm (12
in. x 30 in.), were cut from full size panels, 1.2m x 2.4m (4 ft x 8 ft), of each type of
wood species. Two classifications, good performance specimens and poor performance
specimens, were created for pine and aspen panel samples based on TS performance.
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Determine Panel Initial Conditions
3D Spatial Density Distribution
Moisture Loading
Resin Content
Sorption at Nodal Points

Use Finite Element Method to find Thickness-swell
•
Determine Strain at Nodal Points
•
Determine Panel Stiffness Matrix
•
Determine Displacements at Nodal Points

•
•
•
•

Validate Model
Perform Soak Test on Samples
Perform Bending Test on Samples
Predict Thickness-swell and Stiffness
Compare Experimental and Predicted Results

NO
Is the Model Valid?

YES

Analyze and Output Results

Figure 3.1: Flow chart
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Pine specimens with thickness-swell exceeding 15% were classified as a poor
performing and specimens with TS less than 15% were classified good performance
pine samples. A similar classification for aspen was made but with specimens
experiencing TS in excess of 3% being classified poor performance. The layout of the
samples obtained from the selected panels is shown in Figure 3.2. In this study, goodperformance panels from the aspen and pine boards were labeled Aspen1 and Pine1
respectively and the poor performance panels were labeled Aspen2 and Pine2. All
panels used in this study had a thickness of 18¼ mm (23/32 in.).

In performing thickness-swell tests, 152mm x 152mm (6 in. x 6 in.) samples were cut
from each of the 18¼ mm (23/32 in.) thick panel groups. Each sample was labeled for
location in the main uncut panel and for fiber orientation and then scanned using a
commercial x-ray densitometer (INSPEX X-ray Inspection System) in the horizontal
and vertical directions with care given to the orientation of the x-ray source. X-ray
attenuation was limited to 400 data points per meter (10 data points per inch). Bending
test samples measuring 76mm x 490mm (3 in. x 19 ¼ in.) samples were also obtained
from the panels with consideration given to fiber orientation. In all, 14 thickness-swell
samples and 20 bending samples were analyzed in this research.

Of the 14 thickness-swell samples analyzed, 4 samples, one from each performance
group, were used for model calibration and 10 remaining samples predicted for TS. All
samples, thickness-swell and bending, were x-rayed in the horizontal and vertical
directions for the purposes of creating the 3D spatial density matrix. When samples are
20

BS – Bending Sample: 76mm x 490mm (3 in. x 19.25 in.)
TS – Thickness-swell Sample: 152mm x 152mm (6 in. x 6 in.)
Figure 3.2: Panel layout
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exposed to x-ray attenuation, regions of higher density allow fewer radiation particles to
emerge from the opposite end of the exposed surface. Hence, it was possible to convert
the data resulting from x-ray attenuation to density by simply measuring how much
attenuation emerged. An explanation of how data collected in the horizontal and vertical
directions were assembled into a 3D density image will be discussed at a later section.
The x-ray equipment at Mississippi State University used in scanning the samples was
capable of accommodating much larger panel sizes and this expedited the scanning
process. By acquiring the density distribution this way, the panel samples were
preserved for later testing. In this study, HDD was determined based on square grid
sizes of 12.7mm x 12.7mm (½ in. x ½ in.) and 25.4mm x 25.4mm (1 in. x 1 in.)
throughout each panel. Since the nominal thickness of the samples was 18¼mm (23/32
in.), the average number of density points at a resolution of 400 data points per meter in
the thickness direction was at most seven.

3.4 Determination of through-the-thickness material properties
Little is known about the relationship between stresses and strains in the through-thethickness direction of composite panels. However, this information is crucial to both
calculating thickness-swell and predicting internal stresses and damage. Two major
parameters were of major concern in this research, density and moisture content changes.
These parameters were selected since their influence altered both mechanical and
physical properties of the composite. The factors affected include but are not limited to
modulus of elasticity, poisson ratio, sorption and diffusivity. As an orthotropic material,
wood fibers have different properties in the orthogonal directions. It was essential
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therefore that the complexity of wood be streamlined to facilitate easier modeling of the
composite. It was to this end that the following assumptions were made:

(a) OSB is generally a three-layered product comprising of top, core, and bottom
layers. The layers were assumed isotropic along a specific fiber orientation and
assigned different properties to reflect the orthotropic nature of wood.
(b) Density at nodal points comprised of the fiber and resin’s contribution at a nodal
point.
(c) Beyond the fiber saturation point, it was difficult, if not impossible, to predict the
flow of moisture from one point to the other as delamination of fibers lead to
channel flow. Therefore thickness-swell predictions were made only up to the
fiber saturation point.

During an investigation of transverse physical and mechanical properties of an oriented
strand composite, Linville (2000) established a relationship between the fraction of resin
used in binding the wood fibers together and the swelling coefficient of the composite.
The swelling coefficient is the ratio of induced strain to moisture change which caused
the strain. The research used aspen strands and MDI resin. Based on tests at resin levels
of 2, 4, and 6 percent, Linville was able to extrapolate that a resin limit of 12.5% would
keep thickness-swell to a minimum. According to Linville, the swelling coefficient of a
wood composite had a linear relationship with the density (ρ), Equation 3.1:

β = ρ [−0.00204 R + 0.000255]
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Equation 3.1

Where:

β

- Swelling Coefficient (%-1)

ρ

- Density (N/m3)

R

- Resin Fraction

In keeping with the tenets of the unsteady state moisture transfer equation which
describes how moisture may be transferred through a solid mass such as a wood
composite, the tensor of effective diffusivity in both the transverse (through-the
thickness) direction, αz, and in-plane directions, αxy, are required. These parameters are
affected by both density and moisture content, and determine diffusivity of moisture
through the wood composite. Siau (1995) showed that αz and αxy may be evaluated as:
αz = α z =

Dt ρ
981

(m2/s)
(m2/s)

αxy = 2.5 αz
Where:

Equation 3.2

Transverse diffusion coefficient, Dt , is given by:
Dt = Dbt / (1-Va) / (1-Va0.5)

(m2/s)

Transverse bound-water diffusion coefficient, Dbt , is given by:
− ( 38500 − 290 M avg )
−6

Dbt = 7 × 10 e

(m2/s)

RT

Va = 1 – Gs (0.653 + 0.01Mavg)

- Porosity of wood

Gs

- Specific gravity of wood

Mavg

- Average moisture content (%)

R

- Molar gas constant (J/mol/K)

T

- Temperature (Kelvin)

ρ

- Density (N/m3)
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Although the work performed here targeted properties in the out-of-plane direction,
evaluations of in-plane modulus of elasticity and bending stiffness were incorporated in
the model. Steidl (2000) investigated layer properties of oriented strand boards and was
able to relate density variations to modulus of elasticity (E) and strength in the in-plane
direction. Her experimental samples, taken from southern pine OSB panels with a density
range of 4500-5500 N/m3 (27-35 lbs/ft3), were production sanded and bonded with MDI
resin (Steidl et al., 2003). Her work was instrumental in determining the stiffness of the
samples subjected to a 3-point bending test in this research. The in-plane stresses
resulting from the applied point load at mid-span of the bending sample could not have
been evaluated without knowing the section properties of the panel. A discussion of how
the panel’s stiffness (EI) was determined is presented later. Steidl’s work showed through
Equations 3.3 – 3.10 how the density of OSB composites related to strength (STR) and E
in the in-plane longitudinal and parallel fiber orientations.

Modulus of Elasticity (kPa) vs. Density (N/m3)
Tension
Perpendicular:

E = 593ρ - 2420000

Equation 3.3

Parallel:

E = 141ρ - 4570000

Equation 3.4

Perpendicular:

E = 361ρ - 1620000

Equation 3.5

Parallel:

E = 581ρ - 1920000

Equation 3.6

Compression
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Strength (kPa) vs. Density (N/m3)
Tension
Perpendicular:

STR = 1.19 ρ - 5360

Equation 3.7

Parallel:

STR = 3.73ρ - 17600

Equation 3.8

Perpendicular:

STR = 1.77 ρ - 7000

Equation 3.9

Parallel:

STR = 3.30 ρ - 12400

Equation 3.10

Compression

In a related research, Linville (2000) examined OSB panel properties in the through-thethickness direction. Pertinent to the work done herein was his work in evaluating internal
stresses in the out-of-plane direction. As moisture loading changed nodal strains, the
modulus of elasticity in the out-of-plane direction, required for the determination of
induced stresses, also changed. Linville was able to show through equations 3.11 – 3.14
that changes in tensile and compressive stresses and moduli of elasticity in the out-ofplane direction could be evaluated as functions of density, resin fraction and moisture
content. These empirical equations allowed the model developed herein to account for
changes in the out-of-plane modulus of elasticity (E) at all nodes within the 3D spatial
matrix.
Internal Stress (kPa)
Tension:

σ = -229 + 0.0839ρ + 16500R – 24800M

Compression: σ = Ecεc (Pa)
Where:

ρ - Density (N/m3)
R - Resin fraction
M - Percent moisture content (%)
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Equation 3.11
Equation 3.12

Modulus of Elasticity (MPa)
Compression: EC = 47.3 + 0.0114 ρ + 1630 R − 788M
Tension:

ET = AT+ BTεT

Where:

AT = 35.7 + 0.00632 ρ + 1980 R − 597 M

Equation 3.13
Equation 3.14

BT = - AT2 / 615
εT - Tensile strain

3.5 Moisture content and loading
Moisture loading of OSB panels is typically performed two ways, long-term cyclic
relative humidity variation and saturated conditions also referred to as the soak test.
Modeling conditions focused on the soak test and provisions for relative humidity
conditions were made in the developed model. A relative humidity test is representative
of what a panel would experience when used as sheathing in a building. The work of Wu
and Ren (2000) can be used to determine equilibrium moisture content through the
thickness of the panel as a function of the relative humidity conditions. Incremental
analysis, which is a well-established finite element tool and is the basis for nonlinear
finite element programs, was used to examine the panel as it experienced moisture
changes.

The soak test is an industry standard test for determining thickness-swell. In contrast to
the relative humidity variation test, the soak test takes a much shorter time to
accomplish, hence its adoption in the work herein. The bottom surface of each 152mm x
152mm (6 in. x 6 in.) thickness-swell specimen was sealed with a silicone water sealant
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and allowed to cure over a 24 hour period. The remaining four sides and top surface
were left unsealed to reflect modeling conditions. Following ASTM D1037-99 standards
for evaluating thickness-swell for wood composites, the samples were immersed in a
water soak tank and the unsealed top panel surface was kept 25.4mm (1 in.) below water
level. Thickness-swell measurements were made at 25.4mm (1 in.) offsets from the
midpoints on all edges of each sample. Similar measurements were made at 25.4mm (1
in.) offsets from the corners of the sample to monitor corner effects as well as maximum
thickness-swell. At times of 2, 4, 8, 16, 24, and 96 hours, thickness-swell measurements
were made using an electronic caliper. The sample weights were obtained to determine
changes in density at the end of 24 hours. Although the standard duration for thicknessswell measurement is 24 hours, a measurement at 96 hours was performed in order to
further understand long-term moisture exposure. It was against the measured thicknessswell that model predictions were contrasted. The observed thickness-swell at the
corners was higher than the rest of the main sample in all the samples tested. It was
therefore expected that model predictions would reflect higher thickness-swell at the
corners than the rest of the main sample. In accordance with ASTM D1037-99, bending
tests were also performed on samples from each of the panel groups. It was evident from
the test data that panels with the surface fiber orientation perpendicular to the span of the
bending sample had both lower strength and modulus of elasticity (E) than those with
fiber orientation in the parallel direction.
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Abstract

A comprehensive finite element model was developed for predicting thickness-swell of
oriented strandboard. The finite element model accounted for both vertical and horizontal
density variations, the three-dimensional (3D) density variation of the board. The density
variation, resulting from manufacturing processes, affects the uniformity of thicknessswell in OSB and is often exacerbated by continuous sorption of moisture that leads to
potentially damaging internal stresses in the panel.

The model accounted for nonlinear through-the-thickness mechanical behavior. Unsteady
state moisture transfer equations were used to model moisture content changes during a
soak test. Model predictions were within 16% of experimentally measured values.

The two fold mission of this study was first to develop a robust and comprehensive finite
element model which integrates several component studies to investigate the effects of
moisture variation on the out-of-plane thickness-swell of OSB panels, and second, to
present the 3D density distribution as a viable basis for modeling the physical and
mechanical properties of OSB.
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4.1 Introduction
Oriented strandboard (OSB) is a complex wood composite that has non-uniform density
distribution in both the through-the-thickness (vertical) direction and in the in-plane
(horizontal) direction. The three-dimensional density distribution affects many properties
of the panel performance. This study developed and used a robust and comprehensive
finite element model that integrated several component studies to investigate the effects
of the three-dimensional density distribution and moisture variation on the out-of-plane
thickness-swell of OSB panels. The model focused on thickness-swell since it is often
considered to be a measure of panel durability. The model was developed specifically to
predict out-of-plane thickness-swell and internal stresses under changing moisture
conditions. It was further enhanced to use results from thickness-swell predictions to
determine the flexural stiffness of OSB (Tackie et al., 2006). The uniqueness of the
developed model is its use of a three-dimensional (3D) density distribution matrix in
capturing an OSB panel composition.

4.2 Literature review
When an OSB panel is formed under hydraulic pressing, a density gradient results from a
complex interaction between temperature, moisture, and gas pressure conditions within
the formed mat. In the thickness (vertical) direction of the formed panel, the gradient is
characterized by high-density surface layers and low-density core layers, but may take on
many forms depending on manufacturing conditions and desired end-product attributes.
The vertical density gradient of flat-pressed panel products has been well documented by
researchers and producers (Suchsland, 1962; Wang, 1986 and 1987; Wang and
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Winistorfer, 1998 and 1999; Wang et al., 2000 and 2001a; Winistorfer, 1992). The strong
relationship between panel density, compaction characteristics and subsequent panel
properties such as bending strength, dimensional stability, surface quality, edge
machining, and fastener performance, has made OSB density variation research critically
important to manufacturers and researchers. Historically, the density profile has been
measured using a gravimetric approach, but in the last decade, nondestructive nuclear and
x-ray instruments have become the standard means of analysis (Wang, 1986; Haag, 1992;
Laufenberg, 1986; Quintek Measurement Systems, Inc., 1999).

There are numerous published research reports that describe the correlation between a
panel’s vertical density profile (VDP) and panel properties. Some of the physical and
mechanical properties which are influenced by density include: modulus of elasticity
(E) and modulus of rupture (MOR) (Rice and Carey, 1978; Hse, 1975; Wong et al.,
1998; Wang et al., 2000a and 2001), internal bond (Schulte and Frühwald, 1996a and
b), thickness-swell and water absorption through OSB thickness (Wang and
Winistorfer, 2000, 2002 and 2003; Winistorfer and Xu, 1993; Xu and Winistorfer,
1995), tensile strength of particleboard (Plath and Schnitzler, 1974), tensile and
compression strength through OSB thickness in the in-plane direction (Steidl et al.
2003), linear expansion of particleboard (Suzuki and Miyamoto, 1998), and torsion
shear strength of particleboard (Shen and Carrol, 1970).

Also of critical importance is the horizontal density distribution (HDD). HDD is mainly
dependent on furnish (wood flake), geometry and forming. As strands are formed into a
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mat, some areas in the panel have more strands overlapping than other areas. As the mat
is pressed to a constant thickness, the areas with greater overlap become denser than
areas with fewer overlapping strands. Void or low-density areas may exist in the panel
(Sugimori and Lam, 1999). Suchsland (1962, 1973) described variations in the
horizontal density as undesirable because differential swelling between areas of varying
density could cause damaging internal stresses in a panel. Xu (1993) was able to show
that the modulus of rupture (MOR), modulus of elasticity (E), internal bond (IB) and
thickness-swell (TS) of particleboard were greatly affected by the non-uniformity of a
board’s structure. All these properties improved as structure uniformity improved.

The essence of this paper is to detail the finite element model formulation processes,
show how a 3D density distribution matrix was applied, and to lay the background for
case studies performed using the developed model. Emphasis in this paper was placed on
the stiffness matrix formulation process, moisture loading, and determination of nodal
displacements as a result of induced strain from the moisture loading process or soak test.

4.3 Experimental procedure
4.3.1 Materials
Wang et al. (2003) studied and compared the performance including thickness-swell, of
various commercially available OSB products. Samples remaining from Wang et al.’s
(2003) study were used in this study. Two 0.6m x 1.2m (2ft x 4ft) southern pine (Pinus
spp.) and two similarly sized aspen (Populus spp.) panels were chosen. Of the two
panels chosen, one pine and one aspen panel was selected from and classified as poor
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performing based on a test sample, cut from the parent panel, having a 24-hour
thickness-swell exceeding 15% in the case of pine and 4% in the case of aspen. The
other two panels for either aspen or pine were classified as good performance. Overall,
20 specimens, five specimens from each of the four sample groups, good and poor
performing aspen and good and poor performing pines were examined. All panels used
in this study had a nominal thickness of 18¼ mm (23/32 in.).

4.3.2 Measuring thickness-swell
The soak test is an industry standard test for determining thickness-swell. This test was
adopted for the current research because in contrast to the relative humidity variation
test, the soak test takes a much shorter time. Following ASTM D1037-99 standards for
evaluating thickness-swell for wood composites, 152mm x 152mm x 18¼ mm (6 in. x 6
in. x 23/32 in.) samples, first sealed on the bottom surface with a silicone water sealant,
were allowed to cure over a 24 hour period. The four sides and top surface were left
unsealed to reflect modeling conditions. The samples were immersed in a water soak
tank and the unsealed top panel surface was kept 25.4mm (1 in.) below water level.
Thickness-swell measurements were made at 25.4mm (1 in.) offsets from the midpoints
on all edges of each sample. Measurements were made at 25.4mm (1 in.) offsets from
the corners of some of the samples to monitor corner effects as well as maximum
thickness-swell. At times of 2, 4, 8, 16, and 24 hours, thickness-swell measurements
were taken using an electronic caliper. The sample weights at 24 hours were obtained to
re-evaluate density.
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4.3.3 Measuring 3D spatial density distribution
The spatial density distribution relied on density distributions in the plane of the
specimens (HDD) and distributions through the thickness of the specimens (VDP). With
the aid of an X-ray densitometer (INSPEX X-ray Inspection System), the thickness-swell
samples were exposed to x-ray attenuation prior to the soak test, first in the horizontal
direction for the HDD and then in the vertical (thickness) direction for the VDP.
Attenuation data was collected at 400 data points per meter (10 data points per inch). At a
nominal thickness of 18¼ mm (0.7 in.), 7 data points were collected at 3.05mm (0.12 in.)
intervals through the sample’s thickness.

4.4 Analytical work
4.4.1 Model overview
The developed model reflects a host of researched OSB factors. Provisions in the model
allow, at a future date, easy access and modification of factors that affect OSB behavior.
The model also makes room for factors either not yet researched or not accounted for in
the model’s present form. The flow chart shown in Figure 4.1 is an outline of the
structure of the developed model. Simulations of thickness-swell over a specified soak
testing period, usually 24 hours, are iteratively performed at efficient time steps with
each cycle representing an incremental moisture load. At the end of each iteration or
moisture loading cycle, updates to the panel’s geometry, stiffness, density, moisture
content, modulus of elasticity, and stress levels are made. All updates occur at the nodes
of the finite elements.
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Figure 4.1: Model flow chart
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4.4.2 Model representation of an OSB specimen
Oriented strandboard are typically three-layered composites comprising a top, core, and
bottom layer. The top and bottom layer fibers are oriented in the same direction and the
core layer is oriented in a perpendicular direction to the top and bottom layers. For the
purposes of finite element modeling, seven nodal planes, Figure 4.2, were defined
through the OSB thickness. The nodal planes were numbered Nodal Plane 1 (bottom
specimen surface) to Nodal Plane 7 (top specimen surface). Nodal Plane 1 was fixed and
the remaining nodal planes were free to translate in the thickness direction. The top,
core, and bottom layers were each defined by two element layers in thickness direction.
Twelve elements were used along the length and width of a thickness-swell specimen.
Overall, the top, core, and bottom layers were each defined by 2 sub-layers of 144
elements or 288 elements per specimen layer. Evaluation of the specimens’ top, core,
and bottom layers were performed at the nodes.
Fiber orientation
parallel to span
Specimen

Model

NP 7
Top Layer

NP 6

Core Layer

NP4

Bottom Layer

NP 2
NP 1
Fiber orientation
perpendicular to
span

Nodal plane
Element sub-layer

Figure 4.2: Model layer representation.
(Surface fiber orientation parallel to span length)
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4.4.3 Model operation
The model flow chart represents a snapshot of an interactive simulation process or
loading cycle. The model operation begins with a geometric construction of a test
sample followed by a discretisation or meshing process based on user defined variables
such as the sample’s dimensions, properties, and desired mesh (finite element) size. This
process is followed by a formulation of the 3D density matrix. Initialization matrices for
the sample’s moisture content, resin fraction and modulus of elasticity based on nodal
density are created.

From the specified ambient moisture conditions, ambient temperature and initial
moisture content, new nodal moisture contents are determined. The change in nodal
strain is computed from the change in moisture content coupled with sorption data at the
nodes. The modulus of elasticity (E), either compression or tension, in the out-of-plane
direction is computed from the nodal strain. Together, E and the nodal strains are used in
calculating stresses induced at the nodes. Subsequent nodal stresses from additional
strain are added to the previous iteration stresses.

The generation of the panel stiffness and load matrices follow next. Boundary conditions
are enforced and the nodal displacements solved for. A test to end the moisture loading
process is performed by evaluating the soak time limit. If the limit is not reached, the
current state of the model is saved and an update of parameters follows. The change in
nodal density is based on dry density. A geometry update based on the new nodal
displacements and geometry from the last iteration is made. The new nodal density at
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iteration N, ρ N , is evaluated as:

ρN =
Where:

t0
[ ρ0 ]
tN

Equation 4.1

t N - Layer thickness at iteration N
t0 - Initial thickness
ρ0 – Initial panel density before moisture loading

Since sorption, stiffness and load matrices are functions of density, any updates in panel
nodal density result in updates of these parameters as well. When the soak time limit is
reached, final model results are stored for post processing.

4.4.4 Element development
A specialized finite element code was written in MATLAB, a powerful matrix based
computer-programming language. Although several excellent general purpose finite
element codes are available (e.g., ABAQUS, ANSYS, ADINA), there were advantages
and reasons to develop our own code. The building unit of the modeled panel was the 8noded brick element, Figure 4.3, which generally has 3 degrees of freedom (d.o.f.) at a
node. The d.o.f. was however limited to one at a node, translation in the thickness
direction. Also illustrated in Figure 4.3 are the Gauss integration points. Displacements
are shown only for the top nodes. Locking (Cook, 1995) is a common problem with the
general 8-noded brick. By limiting the d.o.f. it was possible to avoid effects due to
locking. The determination of displacements at the nodes was equivalent to determining
thickness-swell.
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Figure 4.3: Natural coordinates for the H8 element

A local natural coordinate system ξ-η-ζ is established which has an origin at the center
of the element and values of ±1 at the element edges. The displacement in the zdirection, w, is:
8

w = ∑ f i wi

Equation 4.2

i =1

Where:

fi – Displacement or shape function given by:

1
f1 = (1 − ξ )(1 − η )(1 − ζ )
8
1
f 3 = (1 + ξ )(1 + η )(1 − ζ )
8
1
f 5 = (1 − ξ )(1 − η )(1 + ζ )
8
1
f 7 = (1 + ξ )(1 + η )(1 + ζ )
8

1
f 2 = (1 + ξ )(1 − η )(1 − ζ )
8
1
f 4 = (1 − ξ )(1 + η )(1 − ζ )
8
1
f 6 = (1 + ξ )(1 − η )(1 + ζ )
8
1
f8 = (1 − ξ )(1 + η )(1 + ζ )
8
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ξ = η = ζ = ±1
w - Displacement in the z direction at any point in the element
wi - Displacement at node - i
The shape functions, fi, can be thought of as a three-dimensional linear interpolation
matrix. With the constitutive properties such as modulus of elasticity known, the
element stiffness matrix, k, for the element was determined using virtual work, in which
the integration was performed over the volume of the element. The element stiffness
matrix relates the nodal forces to nodal displacements through Equation 4.3.
k = ∫ BT EB∂V

Equation 4.3

v

Where:

k – Element stiffness matrix
B - Differential operator relating strains to nodal displacements
E – Constitutive (modulus of elasticity) matrix

Since there is a nonlinear relationship between stress and strain and possible failure in
tension, the integration required to obtain the element stiffness matrix cannot be
performed in closed form, instead 2x2x2 Gaussian integration was used.

Gaussian integration generally gives the most accurate numerical integration for a given
number of points. The disadvantage of Gaussian integration is that there are no
integration points on the surface of the element, which is often a place of interest. An
alternative is Newton-Cotes integration that does have integration points on the surface
of the element, but is generally less accurate than Gaussian integration. For the purposes
of the work done herein, the Gaussian integration technique was implemented.
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The element stiffness matrices were assembled to form a global stiffness matrix K which
represented the stiffness matrix for the entire sample and related applied panel forces, P,
resulting from moisture induced strain to the displacements, U, at the nodes. By
modeling displacement only in the through-the-thickness direction, it was possible to use
a significant number of elements. A 152mm x 152mm x 18¼mm (6 in. x 6 in. x 23/32
in.) thickness-swell sample was typically meshed with an element of dimension 12.7mm
x 12.7mm x 3.05mm (½ in. x ½ in. x 0.12 in.). For such a meshing size, 864 elements
were used. The finely meshed sample enabled the model to accurately capture the threedimensional density profile.

The formulation of the stiffness and load matrices was accomplished using 2x2x2
Gaussian quadrature. For the isoparametric hexahedron (H8 element), the stiffness
matrix, k, from Equation 4.3, was formulated as follows (Weaver et al., 1984):
2
2 2
k = ∫ BT E B ∂V = ∑ ∑ ∑ BT ( w) E B ( w) | J ( w) |
v
k = 1 j = 1i = 1
Where:

Eqn. 4.4

B = dfi = 1 x 8 matrix relating strains to nodal displacements.
E = 1 x 1 constitutive matrix.
J = DL CN = 1 x 1 jacobian matrix.

Equation 4.5

CN = 8 x 1 array of nodal coordinates of the H8 element.
DL = 1 x 8 array of derivatives of the shape functions.
D L = [ f 1ζ
f1i =

f 2ζ

f 3ζ

f 4ζ

∂f i
∂ζ
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f 5ζ

f 6ζ

f 7ζ

f 8ζ ]

Eq. 4.6

The E matrix was obtained using Linville’s empirical equations which relate E to
density, resin content and moisture content. The empirical equations allowed the model
to reflect changes in the out-of-plane modulus of elasticity (E) at all nodes within the 3D
spatial matrix.
Modulus of Elasticity (MPa)
Compression: EC = 47.3 + 0.0114 ρ + 1630 R − 788M

Equation 4.7

Tension:

ET = AT+ BTεT

Equation 4.8

Where:

AT = 35.7 + 0.00632 ρ + 1980 R − 597 M
BT = - AT2 / 615

εT - Tensile strain
ρ - Density (N/m3)
R - Resin fraction
M - Percent moisture content (%)

The Gaussian quadrature coefficients for two integration points along each dimension of
the H8 element and evaluated along ξ, η, and ζ are ± 0.5773502692. The uniqueness of
the model was the ability to assign to all nodes different properties such as density,
moisture content, resin content, and modulus of elasticity and this allowed the model to
closely reflect local conditions in the panel. In a similar fashion, the load matrix, po was
evaluated as follows:
T
p = ∫ B Eε dV =
o v
TS

Where:

2
2 2 T
∑ ∑ ∑ B ( w) Eε | J ( w) |
TS
k = 1 j = 1i = 1

εTS - Matrix of nodal strains.
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Equation 4.9

During a moisture loading cycle, nodal properties were re-evaluated and updated
according to equations that governed the panel’s physical and mechanical behavior.

4.4.5 Spatial density matrix assembly
The 3D spatial density matrix assembly relies on both horizontal density distribution
(HDD) and vertical density profile (VDP). A method was needed to combine the HDD
and VDP to obtain a three-dimensional density distribution. The 152mm x 152mm (6 in.
x 6 in.) HDD acquired from x-ray attenuation was first divided in grid-like fashion as
shown in Figure 4.4. A grid area of 12.7mm x 12.7mm (½ in. x ½ in.) was used. The
number of grid areas or number of sections necessary for condensing the HDD to meet
meshing requirements is variable and is dependent on how much HDD variation is
needed in the model. As a result of the chosen grid size, 12 sections and 12 grid levels
were used. The vertical density profiles for sections A - L are presented in Figure 4.5.
Grid areas found in a common section were assumed to share the same VDP. In sectionA for instance, grid areas A1 – A12 share the VDP (A) shown in Figure 4.5. The grid
areas within sections B – L were treated similarly. One of several nodes in the section
has been shown to illustrate how tributary areas for nodes were considered. Distribution
of HDD to discrete nodes was achieved by averaging density from x-ray attenuation
found in tributary areas surrounding the nodes at the grid intersections as illustrated in
Figure 4.4.

Each node represented an average density for the tributary area surrounding the node.
The averaged horizontal nodal densities were then distributed to discrete nodes through
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Figure 4.4: Grid for distributing horizontal density distribution
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Figure 4.5: Vertical density profiles.
(Solid points are vertical density points at nodal planes in the thickness of the specimen)
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the thickness of the panel. Such distributions relied on the VDP of the sample. A
mathematical formulation for the distribution of the averaged HDD begins with an
evaluation of the mean vertical density for all profiles, Equation 4.10.
N

ρK =
Where:

∑ρ

p

p =1

N

(N/m3)

Equation 4.10

ρ K - Overall mean vertical density at section K (N/m3)
ρp - Mean density at nodal plane p

(N/m3)

N -Total number of nodal planes

For any given grid area Ki found in Figure 4.4 with a node having a tributary area of (a

x b), the average HDD, ρ H K , at that node is given by Equation 4.11 assuming that the
i
applied x-ray resolution was m density points per unit length.
bm am

ρH =
Ki

Where:

∑∑ ρ
y =1 x =1

abm 2

Ki
x, y

(N/m3)

Equation 4.11

ρ H - Average HDD at section K grid area i (N/m3)
Ki

ρ x,K y - Horizontal density at nodal point [x, y] in grid area Ki (N/m3)
i

abm2 - Total number of nodes in grid area Ki

The density for nodes in the thickness direction is a function of the newly found average
horizontal density and the ratio of a nodal plane’s mean vertical density to the overall
mean vertical density and is determined by Equation 4.12. The series of vertically
distributed, average horizontal densities made up the spatial density matrix. It was this
spatial matrix that served as input for the finite element model.
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ρ KP =
1

Where:

ρP × ρH

Ki

ρK

(N/m3)

ρ KP - Density at layer p along grid Ki
1

Equation 4.12
(N/m3)

4.4.6 Moisture content and loading
The loads exerted at the nodes result from swelling or shrinkage caused by gain or loss in
nodal moisture content. Linville (2000) showed through Equation 4.13 that the moisture
induced strain was linearly proportional to the change in moisture content.
εTS = β ∆M
Where:

Equation 4.13

εTS - Moisture induced swelling strain

β = ρ [−0.00204 R + 0.000255] - Swelling coefficient (%-1)
ρ

- Density (N/m3)

R

- Resin Fraction

Eqn. 4.14

∆M - Change in moisture content below fiber saturation (%)
Equivalent nodal loads, po, were evaluated using Equation 4.9.

The enforced boundary condition of the panel was complete fixity at nodal plane 1
(specimen bottom surface). This was analogous to laying the panel on a flat surface.
Physically, the bottom surface was pervious and could allow moisture changes in nodal
plane 1 (bottom specimen surface). The experimental setup prevented such moisture
change in the bottom surface nodes through an application of a silicone water sealant.
The displacements at the nodes in all nodal planes were obtained by solving a set of
simultaneous equations, Equation 4.15.
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Equation 4.15

KU = P

Where:

K - Global stiffness matrix
U - Nodal displacements
P - Global load matrix

Since the material behavior and geometric changes of the panel under moisture-induced
strain were nonlinear, an iterative approach was used in obtaining nodal displacements.
The constitutive mechanical and physical properties, also functions of density, were reevaluated each iterative step as changes such as swell in the panel occurred.

4.4.7 Mathematical formulation and discretisation
The moisture-induced strain at a node was critical to the determination of the nodal
displacements. However, such strain required the solution of the moisture-stress-strain
relation, which governed moisture movement through the panel. The unsteady state
moisture transfer in wood composites is described by Equation 4.16 (Cloutier et al.,
2001):

ρ ∂M

r
Dρ r
+ ∇.(− t ∇M ) = 0
100 ∂t
100

Where:

Equation 4.16

M - Moisture content (%)

Transverse diffusion coefficient, Dt , is given by:
Dt = Dbt / (1-Va) / (1-Va0.5)

(m2/s)

Equation 4.17

Transverse bound-water diffusion coefficient, Dbt , is given by:
− ( 38500 − 290 M avg )
−6

Dbt = 7 × 10 e

(m2/s)

RT

Va = 1 – Gs (0.653 + 0.01Mavg)
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- Porosity of wood

Gs

- Specific gravity of wood

Mavg

- Average moisture content between nodes (%)

R

- Molar gas constant (J/mol/K)

T

- Temperature (Kelvin)

ρ

- Density (N/m3)

t

- Time (s)

Implementation of the governing equations required a discretisation process that also
reflected physical changes in the sample as swelling occurred. The path that water may
take in a wood composite can be influenced by a host of factors. In order to reflect
moisture movement in the composite, the discretisation process required some
simplification of the flow model. Figure 4.6 shows the adopted flow path of moisture as
it moves from the top surface to the lowest node and from the sides to the center of the
panel. By sealing the bottom surface and leaving the remaining sides open, the model
also reflected potential moisture exposure conditions in the field. Similar to the exposure
conditions modeled here is the condition in which laid floor or roof sheathing may be left
unattended and exposed to the elements of weather before some covering is applied.
Flow in each layer coincided with the layer’s fiber orientation. For instance, if a layer’s
orientation was east-west, then the direction of flow was east to the halfway point
between east and west and from the west to the halfway point between east and west.

Although the equilibrium moisture content in wood composites is generally less than the
fiber saturation point of 30% in wood fibers, 30% was used as the upper bound for
moisture at the nodes in the model (Wang, 2004). A superposition of the flow paths, top
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Figure 4.6: Moisture path from top surface and from exposed sides

to bottom and from the sides, contributed to the moisture content change at any given
node. During each iterative process, the net moisture content was checked against the
fiber saturation point, the point beyond which no further moisture content change was
permitted. Partitioning the panel in this form aided the discretisation process and made
implementation into a computer program much more tractable. Equation 4.16 is a second
order partial differential equation in the form presented in Equation 4.18 (Anderson,
1995). Equation 4.18 represents flow in a single direction.
∂M
∂ 2M
= αz
∂t
∂z 2

Equation 4.18

Dt ρ
981

Equation 4.19

αz =
Where:

αz - Out-of-plane tensor of effective water conductivity (m2/s)
αx,y = 2.5αz - In-plane tensor of effective water conductivity (m2/s)
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M - Moisture content (%)
t - Time (s)
Dt - (Equation 4.17) Tensor of effective diffusivity (m2/s)
ρ - Basic density (N/m3)
z - Distance between nodes in the thickness direction (m)
x, y - Distance between nodes in the in-plane direction (m)

Using the method of lines for partial differential equations made it possible to derive
equations that reflected moisture content changes at the panel’s surfaces and the internal
nodes. By adopting an explicit finite difference approach and ensuring that the time steps
did not exceed the upper bound for time, Equations 4.20 and 4.22 were implemented to
reflect changes within the panel and at the surfaces in direct contact with moisture
(Anderson, 1995).
M in +1 = M in + α

Where:

∆t
( M in+1 − 2 M in + M in−1 )
∆z 2

Equation 4.20

i - Node i
n - Iteration step n
t - Time (s)
M - Moisture content (%)

α - Tensor of effective conductivity (m2/s)
At the exposed specimen surfaces where there is moisture exchange between the nodes
and surroundings, Geankoplis (2003) suggested that the rate of moisture loss or gain can
be described by Equation 4.21:
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∂M
|z = 0
∂z
( − M 3 + 4 M 2 − 3M 1 )
= −α
2∆z

h( M 0 − M 1 ) = −α

Equation 4.21

Solving for M1, the surface node moisture content, we have:
M1 =
Where

2hM 0 ∆z − αM 3 + 4M 2
3α + 2h∆z

Equation 4.22

h = 3.2 × 10 −4 Convective moisture transfer coefficient (kg/m/s/%);
(Encyclopedia of Wood, 1999)
M0 - Ambient moisture content (%)
α - Tensor of effective water conductivity (m2/s)
∆z - Distance between nodes, vertical or horizontal (m)

From Equation 4.13, the through-the-thickness strain due to moisture changes at the
nodes, εTS, was computed. Nodal loads were computed from Equation 4.9

4.5 Model verification
4.5.1 Panel initial conditions
A sample from each of the four study groups, good and poor performance pine and good
and poor performance aspen was selected for model calibration. All samples had an
initial moisture content of about 2%, determined through oven drying. The assumed
resin type for these commercially obtained samples was diphenyl methane diisocyanate
(MDI). The ambient moisture content was taken as 30% to reflect 100% relative
humidty conditions (FPMDI, 1998). It was assumed for all samples that the initial strain
was zero as no moisture loading had taken place at time zero hour. All nodes in the
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meshed panel were initialized to density values from the 3D density distribution matrix
that was created from the HDD and VDP x-ray attenuation data. Based on the initial
panel density at the nodes, and Linville’s (2000) equations for out-of-plane modulus of
elasticity (E), initial E values were assigned to the nodes in the nodal plane of the
modeled specimen. A resin fraction for the representative group sample was determined
through a model calibration process. Resin contents of 5% - 10% were determined for
the calibrated samples.

4.5.2 Calibration and validation
An explicit 2nd order finite difference equation was employed in the solution of the
unsteady state moisture movement equation. The solution required an efficient, yet
accurate, iteration time step. To ensure this, a normalized graph of thickness-swell
prediction versus number of time steps was created, Figure 4.7. Computational time for

Prediction (%TS with 48 time steps)

a finely meshed sample required significant processing time and computer resources.
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Figure 4.7: Thickness-swell vs. number of iterations
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40

44

48

To strike a balance between an acceptable predicted solution and the number of
iterations required to achieve the solution, time-steps of 2 hours or less were used. One
sample from each panel type was used for calibration of resin content. Based on the
calibrated mesh size, time step, and resin content for the group representative sample,
thickness-swell predictions for the remaining samples in the representative sample’s
group were made and the results compared to experimental measurements.

4.6 Results and discussions
Figures 4.8 and 4.9 show comparisons between experimental and predicted average
swell for a good and poor performance pine sample respectively not used in the
calibration process. Favorable predictions were made for all the remaining samples and
the results are summarized in Tables 4.1 and 4.2. Table 4.1 compares average thickness-

Average panel thickness-swell (%)
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Figure 4.8: Average thickness-swell of a good performance pine OSB sample
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Figure 4.9: Average thickness-swell of a poor performance pine OSB sample

Table 4.1: Experimental and predicted % average thickness-swell over 24 hours

0 Hr

Board
P1-TS1
PINE 1

PINE 2

ASPEN 1

ASPEN 2

0

Experimental Measurements
2
4
8
Hrs
Hrs
Hrs
16 Hrs
0.4

0.5

2.0

2.7

Predicted

Error

24 Hours

24 Hours

%

3.0

3.4

13.1

P1-TS2

0

0.0

1.0

1.5

2.7

3.4

3.45

0.1

P1-TS3

0

0.5

1.3

0.8

2.4

3.3

3.25

-1.0

P2-TS1

0

2.6

4.6

9.1

14.5

16.9

16

-5.2

P2-TS2

0

2.9

5.2

8.3

12.9

15.3

15.5

1.5

P2-TS3

0

2.5

4.1

7.6

13.2

16.9

15.75

-7.0

P3-TS1

0

0.6

1.1

1.9

2.5

3.1

3.0

-1.9

P3-TS2

0

0.4

1.1

1.4

2.0

3.0

3.1

4.1

P3-TS3

0

0.9

1.6

1.4

2.7

2.9

3.05

3.8

P3-TS4

0

0.3

1.1

1.1

2.5

3.0

3.2

5.8

P4-TS1

0

0.5

1.2

1.7

3.0

4.1

4.75

15.1

P4-TS2

0

0.9

1.7

2.4

3.7

4.6

4.5

-3.0

P4-TS3

0

0.5

1.2

1.8

3.8

4.8

4.6

-4.0

P4-TS4

0

0.5

1.3

1.5

3.4

4.4

4.8

8.0
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Table 4.2: Experimental and predicted % maximum thickness-swell over 24 hours

0 Hr

Board

PINE 1

PINE 2

ASPEN 1

ASPEN 2

Experimental Measurements
2
4
8
Hrs
Hrs
Hrs
16 Hrs

Predicted

Error

24 Hours

24 Hours

%

-19.7
-10.5
-10.8
-17.0
-29.4
-25.3
-38.5
-36.5

P1-TS1

0

1.9

2.1

3.1

3.8

5.3

4.25

P1-TS2

0

1.7

2.7

2.8

3.9

5.0

4.5

P2-TS1

0

8.5

10.6

17.7

23.0

25.2

22.5

P2-TS3

0

8.5

12.0

19.2

25.4

28.9

24

P3-TS1

0

2.3

3.8

3.0

5.0

5.8

4.1

P3-TS2

0

2.8

3.6

3.8

4.1

5.9

4.4

P4-TS2

0

3.3

4.3

5.7

8.5

11.1

6.8

P4-TS4

0

3.1

5.0

5.0

7.6

9.9

6.3

swell over the sample while Table 4.2 compares maximum thickness-swell at any
experimentally measured point on the sample. Two representative samples from each of
the four groups were selected and measured for maximum thickness-swell.
Measurements of maximum thickness-swell were performed at 25.4mm (1 in.) offsets
from the four corners of each specimen since the corners were most permeated during
the soak test. The negative error rates indicate an under-prediction of the experimental
thickness-swell measurements.

4.7 Conclusions
A comprehensive finite element model utilizing the three-dimensional density
distribution of an OSB panel was developed. The use of the finite element method was
critical in capturing the non-linear behavior of OSB’s mechanical and physical
properties. The finite element model was used to predict thickness-swell during a water
soak test. Several component studies were adopted in predicting thickness-swell. Some
related density to properties such as E and sorption, and others addressed the hygromechanical behavior of OSB. Studies, which address moisture movement in a solid
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mass, were incorporated as well as works which address fiber saturation. Considerations
for fiber orientation were made in the discretisation process of the model with moisture
flow models reflecting the orientation of the layers making up the OSB composite.
Overall, model predictions of thickness-swell were good with prediction errors of
average thickness-swell not exceeding 16%. Thus, the developed model provides a
unified approach to analyzing OSB behavior under varying moisture contents, explicitly
accounting for the three-dimensional density distribution.
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Abstract
A comprehensive finite element model was developed to examine the thickness-swell,
density changes, and internal stresses in oriented strandboard (OSB) panels under
moisture loading.

The finite element model accounted for both vertical and horizontal density variations,
the three-dimensional (3D) density variation of the board. The density variation, resulting
from manufacturing processes, affects the uniformity of thickness-swell in OSB and is
often exacerbated by continuous sorption of moisture, which leads to potentially
damaging internal stresses in the panel. The model was validated through comparison of
experimental results.

The model was used to investigate resin content variation on thickness-swell and internal
stresses resulting from moisture loading and to explore through case studies, the
effectiveness of the developed model in predicting stresses and swell under varying resin
fractions.
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5.1 Introduction
Oriented strandboard (OSB) is a complex wood composite that has non-uniform density
distribution in both the through-the-thickness (vertical) direction and in the in-plane
(horizontal) direction. The three-dimensional density distribution affects many properties
of the panel performance. This study used a robust and comprehensive finite element
model that integrated several component studies to investigate the effects of resin content
variation, the three-dimensional density distribution, and moisture variation on the out-ofplane thickness-swell of OSB panels.

Thickness-swell was chosen as the primary

variable since it is often considered to be a measure of panel durability. Prediction of the
out-of-plane thickness-swell and internal stresses under changing moisture conditions and
resin content was pursued through the developed model in this study.

5.2 Literature review
When an OSB panel is formed under hydraulic pressing, a density gradient results from a
complex interaction between temperature, moisture, and gas pressure conditions within
the formed mat. In the thickness (vertical) direction of the formed panel, the gradient is
characterized by high-density surface layers and low-density core layers, but may take on
many forms depending on manufacturing conditions and desired end-product attributes.
The vertical density gradient of flat-pressed panel products has been well documented by
researchers and producers (Suchsland, 1962; Wang, 1986 and 1987; Wang and
Winistorfer, 1998 and 1999; Wang et al., 2000 and 2001a; Winistorfer, 1992). The strong
relationship between panel density, compaction characteristics and subsequent panel
properties such as bending strength, dimensional stability, surface quality, edge
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machining, and fastener performance, has made OSB density variation research critically
important to manufacturers and researchers. Historically, the density profile has been
measured using a gravimetric approach, but in the last decade, nondestructive nuclear and
x-ray instruments have become the standard means of analysis (Wang, 1986; Haag, 1992;
Laufenberg, 1986; Quintek Measurement Systems, Inc., 1999).

There are numerous published research reports that describe the correlation between a
panel’s vertical density profile (VDP) and panel properties. Some of the physical and
mechanical properties which are influenced by density include: modulus of elasticity
(E) and modulus of rupture (MOR) (Rice and Carey, 1978; Hse, 1975; Wong et al.,
1998; Wang et al., 2000a and 2001), internal bond (Schulte and Frühwald, 1996a and
b), thickness-swell and water absorption through OSB thickness (Wang and
Winistorfer, 2000, 2002 and 2003; Winistorfer and Xu, 1993; Xu and Winistorfer,
1995), tensile strength of particleboard (Plath and Schnitzler, 1974), tensile and
compression strength through OSB thickness in the in-plane direction (Steidl et al.,
2003), linear expansion of particleboard (Suzuki and Miyamoto, 1998), and torsion
shear strength of particleboard (Shen and Carrol, 1970).

Also of critical importance is the horizontal density distribution (HDD). HDD is mainly
dependent on furnish (wood flake), geometry and forming. As strands are formed into a
mat, some areas in the panel have more strands overlapping than other areas. As the mat
is pressed to a constant thickness, the areas with greater overlap become denser than
areas with fewer overlapping strands. Void or low-density areas may exist in the panel
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(Sugimori and Lam, 1999). Suchsland (1962, 1973) described variations in the
horizontal density as undesirable because differential swelling between areas of varying
density could cause damaging internal stresses in a panel. Xu (1993) was able to show
that the modulus of rupture (MOR), modulus of elasticity (E), internal bond (IB) and
thickness-swell (TS) of particleboard were greatly affected by the non-uniformity of a
board’s structure. All these properties improved as structure uniformity improved.

This study used a comprehensive finite element model, developed in a related study
(Tackie et al., 2006a) which used several independently researched OSB factors,
including moisture transport and through-the-thickness properties, to investigate the
effects of resin content variation on the out-of-plane thickness-swell and internal stresses
induced from moisture related swelling on OSB. The model predictions are a function of
the three-dimensional density variation created from the panel’s VDP and HDD.

5.3 Experimental procedure
5.3.1 Materials
Wang et al. (2003) studied and compared the performance including thickness-swell, of
various commercially available OSB products. Samples remaining from Wang et al.’s
(2003) study were used in this study. Two 0.6m x 1.2m (2ft x 4ft) southern pine (Pinus
spp.) and two similarly sized aspen (Populus spp.) panels were chosen. Of the two
panels chosen, one pine and one aspen panel was selected from and classified as poor
performing based on a test sample, cut from the parent panel, having a 24-hour
thickness-swell exceeding 15% in the case of pine and 4% in the case of aspen.
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The other two panels for either aspen or pine were classified as good performance.
Overall, 20 specimens, five specimens from each of the four sample groups, good and
poor performing aspen and good and poor performing pines were examined. All panels
used in this study had a nominal thickness of 18¼ mm (23/32 in.).

5.3.2 Measuring thickness-swell
The soak test is an industry standard test for determining thickness-swell. This test was
adopted for the current research because in contrast to the relative humidity variation
test, the soak test takes a much shorter time. Following ASTM D1037-99 standards for
evaluating thickness-swell for wood composites, 152mm x 152mm x 18¼ mm (6 in. x 6
in. x 23/32 in.) samples, first sealed on the bottom surface with a silicone water sealant,
were allowed to cure over a 24 hour period. The four sides and top surface were left
unsealed to reflect modeling conditions. The samples were immersed in a water soak
tank and the unsealed top panel surface was kept 25.4mm (1 in.) below water level.
Thickness-swell measurements were made at 25.4mm (1 in.) offsets from the midpoints
on all edges of each sample. Measurements were made at 25.4mm (1 in.) offsets from
the corners of some of the samples to monitor corner effects as well as maximum
thickness-swell. At times of 2, 4, 8, 16, and 24 hours, thickness-swell measurements
were taken using an electronic caliper. The sample weights at 24 hours were obtained to
re-evaluate density.
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5.3.3 Measuring 3D spatial density distribution
Density is critical to the work done herein and is used consistently to refer to the dry
density of a specimen. It is expressed as a weight density, or a specific weight, Newton
per cubic meter (pound per cubic foot). Under moisture loading or during a soak test,
changes in density are based on the dry density and do not include moisture
contributions from the soak test.

The spatial density distribution relied on density distributions in the plane of the
specimens (HDD) and distributions through the thickness of the specimens (VDP). With
the aid of an X-ray densitometer (INSPEX X-ray Inspection System), the thickness-swell
samples were exposed to x-ray attenuation prior to the soak test, first in the horizontal
direction for the HDD and then in the vertical (thickness) direction for the VDP.
Attenuation data was collected at 400 data points per meter (10 data points per inch). At a
nominal thickness of 18¼ mm (0.7 in.), 7 data points were collected at 3.05mm (0.12 in.)
intervals through the sample’s thickness.

5.4 Analytical work
5.4.1 Model development
A detailed account on model formulation, moisture loading, and development and
construction of the 3D density distribution matrix from a VDP and HDD is presented in
a related paper (Tackie et al., 2006a). A summary is however presented here to give
context to the parametric studies undertaken in this work.
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The finite element code was written in MATLAB, a powerful matrix based computerprogramming language. The basic element used in the finite element code was an 8noded brick shown in Figure 5.1. Also indicated are the Gaussian integration points
within the element. Locking can occur with a general 8-noded brick, which generally
has three degrees-of-freedom at each node (Cook, 1995). By limiting the model to only
one degree of freedom, in the through-the-thickness direction, problems associated with
poor aspect locking were avoided. The heart of the finite element model is the
formulated stiffness matrix. The uniqueness of the model lies in its ability to assign to
all nodes in meshed panel different properties such as density, moisture content, resin
content, and modulus of elasticity. This uniqueness allows the model to closely reflect
local conditions in the panel. The element stiffness matrices were assembled to form a
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Figure 5.1: H8 element
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global stiffness matrix K which represented the stiffness matrix for the entire sample
and related applied panel forces, P, resulting from moisture induced strain to the
displacements, U, at the nodes.

By modeling displacement only in the through-the-thickness direction, it was possible to
use a significant number of elements. A 152mm x 152mm x 18¼mm (6 in. x 6 in. x
23/32 in.) thickness-swell sample was typically meshed with an element of dimension
12.7mm x 12.7mm x 3.05mm (½ in. x ½ in. x 0.12 in.). The meshing was therefore
comprised of 12 elements each along the length and width (144 elements in a layer), and
six elements in the thickness direction for a total of 864 elements. The bottom surface
was fixed in the model with no displacements permitted in the thickness direction. The
finely meshed sample enabled the model to accurately capture the three-dimensional
density profile. The displacements at the nodes were obtained by solving a set of
simultaneous equations resulting from Equation 5.1.
KU = P
Where:

Equation 5.1

K - Global stiffness matrix
U - Nodal displacements
P - Global load matrix

5.4.2 Layers and orientation
Figure 5.2 shows the modeling of an OSB specimen. The panel was modeled by seven
nodal planes and six element layers in the thickness direction. The top, core, and bottom
panel layers were each defined by two element layers in thickness direction. The top and
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Figure 5.2: Specimen representation.
(Specimen with surface fiber orientation parallel to span length)

bottom panel layers had strand orientations parallel to the specimen length. The middle
panel layer had strand oriented perpendicular to the top and bottom, or parallel to the
specimen width. The nodal planes were numbered Nodal Plane 1 (bottom specimen
surface) to Nodal Plane 7 (top specimen surface). Nodal Plane 1 was fixed and the
remaining nodal planes were free to translate in the thickness direction. Twelve elements
were used along the length and width of a thickness-swell specimen. Overall, the top,
core, and bottom layers were each defined by 2 sub-layers of 144 elements or 288
elements per specimen layer. Evaluation of the specimens’ top, core, and bottom layers
were performed at the nodes.

5.4.3 Moisture loading
The applied loading at the nodes in the panel result from moisture induced strain. The
strain at the node, εTS, represents the total strain from moisture sorption. The movement
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of moisture from node to node was addressed through a flow model and implemented
mathematically through the unsteady state moisture movement equation described
according to Equation 5.2 (Cloutier et al., 2001):
∂M
∂ 2M
= αz
∂t
∂z 2

αz =

Dt ρ
981

Equation 5.2

(m2/s)
(m2/s)

αxy = 2.5 αz
Where:

Equation 5.3

Transverse diffusion coefficient, Dt , is given by:
Dt = Dbt / (1-Va) / (1-Va0.5)

(m2/s)

Transverse bound-water diffusion coefficient, Dbt , is given by:
− ( 38500 − 290 M avg )

Dbt = 7 × 10 −6 e

(m2/s)

RT

Va = 1 – Gs (0.653 + 0.01Mavg)

- Porosity of wood

Gs

- Specific gravity of wood

Mavg

- Average moisture content (%)

R

- Molar gas constant (J/mol/K)

T

- Temperature (Kelvin)

ρ

- Density (N/m3)

An explicit 2nd order finite difference equation was employed in the solution of the
unsteady state moisture movement equation. During each moisture loading cycle or time
step, nodal properties such as density, geometry and constitutive properties were reevaluated and updated to reflect the panel’s physical and mechanical state. The solution
required an efficient iteration time step which was established through a thickness-swell
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prediction versus number of time steps plot shown as Figure 5.3. Finely meshed samples
required significant processing time and computer resources and therefore a balance
between an acceptable predicted solution and the number of iterations was struck. Figure
5.3 showed that time-steps of 2 hours or less generally gave favorable results.

5.4.4 Spatial (3D) matrix assembly
The 3D spatial density matrix assembly relies on both horizontal density distribution
(HDD) and vertical density profile (VDP). A method was needed to combine the HDD
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Figure 5.3: Iterations vs. time
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and VDP to obtain a three-dimensional density distribution. The 152mm x 152mm (6 in.
x 6 in.) HDD acquired from x-ray attenuation was first divided in grid-like fashion as
shown in Figure 5.4. A grid area of 12.7mm x 12.7mm (½ in. x ½ in.) was used. The
number of grid areas or number of sections necessary for condensing the HDD to meet
meshing requirements is variable and is dependent on how much HDD variation is
needed in the model. As a result of the chosen grid size, 12 sections and 12 grid levels
were used. The vertical density profiles for sections A - L are presented in Figure 5.5.
Grid areas found in a common section were assumed to share the same VDP. In sectionA for instance, grid areas A1 – A12 share the VDP (A) shown in Figure 5.5. The grid
areas within sections B – L were treated similarly. One of several nodes in the section
has been shown to illustrate how tributary areas for nodes were considered. Distribution
of HDD to discrete nodes was achieved by averaging density from x-ray attenuation
found in tributary areas surrounding the nodes at the grid intersections as illustrated in
Figure 5.4.

Each node represented an average density for the tributary area surrounding the node.
The averaged horizontal nodal densities were then distributed to discrete nodes through
the thickness of the panel. Such distributions relied on the VDP of the sample. A
mathematical formulation for the distribution of the averaged HDD begins with an
evaluation of the mean vertical density for all profiles, Equation 5.4.
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N

ρK =
Where:

∑ρ

p

p =1

(N/m3)

N

Equation 5.4

ρ K - Overall mean vertical density at section K (N/m3)
ρp - Mean density at nodal plane p

(N/m3)

N -Total number of nodal planes
For any given grid area Ki found in Figure 5.4 with a node having a tributary area of (a

x b), the average HDD, ρ H Ki , at that node is given by Equation 5.5 assuming that the
applied x-ray resolution was m density points per unit length.
bm am

ρH =
Ki

Where:

∑∑ ρ

Ki
x, y

y =1 x =1

abm

(N/m3)

2

Equation 5.5

ρ H - Average HDD at section K grid area i (N/m3)
Ki

ρ xK, y - Horizontal density at nodal point [x, y] in grid area Ki (N/m3)
i

abm2 - Total number of nodes in grid area Ki
The density for nodes in the thickness direction is a function of the newly found average
horizontal density and the ratio of a nodal plane’s mean vertical density to the overall
mean vertical density and is determined by Equation 5.6. The series of vertically
distributed, average horizontal densities made up the spatial density matrix. It was this
spatial matrix that served as input for the finite element model.

ρ KP =
1

Where:

ρP × ρH
ρK

Ki

(N/m3)

ρ KP - Density at layer p along grid Ki
1
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Equation 5.6
(N/m3)

5.5 Results and discussions
5.5.1 Predictions of thickness-swell
Figures 5.6 and 5.7 show comparisons between experimental and predicted average
swell for a good and poor pine sample respectively. The model was able to capture both
the 24 hour thickness-swell and the moisture diffusion through time. Table 5.1 compares
average thickness-swell as measured by the four midpoints along the side of the panel.
Two representative samples from each of the four groups were selected and additional
corner measurements of thickness-swell were made. Table 5.2 compares maximum
thickness-swell at these corner measurement points to the predicted maximum at the
same locations in the panel. Table 5.3 compares the model thickness-swell predictions to
experimental measurements at specific nodal points located in the top surface layer. The
eight selected nodes include four nodes located 25.4mm (1 in.) from the edge of the
specimen and four nodes at 25.4mm (1 in.) offsets from the corners. The small errors
show that the model predictions of swell, even at discrete points, are favorable. A
correlation coefficient of 0.904 was determined for the relationship between the model
predictions and experimental measurements.

To better understand the 24-hour TS predictions, the horizontal density distribution was
examined. Figure 5.8 shows the HDD from x-ray attenuation. The density distribution in
the top surface layer with fiber orientation parallel to the sample length was examined
for pine sample P1-TS2. Figures 5.9 and 5.10 show the top nodal plane density
distribution at zero and 24 hours of soak time. The density in the top nodal plane at zero
soak time ranged from 3700 – 8000 N/m3 (24 – 50 lb/ft3) with an average of 5800 N/m3
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Table 5.1: Percent average TS over 24 hours

0 Hr

Board
PINE 1

PINE 2

ASPEN 1

ASPEN 2

Experimental Measurements
2
4
8
Hrs
Hrs
Hrs
16 Hrs

24 Hours

Predicted

Error

24 Hours

%

P1-TS1

0

0.4

0.5

2.0

2.7

3.0

3.4

13.1

P1-TS2

0

0.0

1.0

1.5

2.7

3.4

3.45

0.1

P1-TS3

0

0.5

1.3

0.8

2.4

3.3

3.25

-1.0

P2-TS1

0

2.6

4.6

9.1

14.5

16.9

16

-5.2

P2-TS2

0

2.9

5.2

8.3

12.9

15.3

15.5

1.5

P2-TS3

0

2.5

4.1

7.6

13.2

16.9

15.75

-7.0

P3-TS1

0

0.6

1.1

1.9

2.5

3.1

3.0

-1.9
4.1

P3-TS2

0

0.4

1.1

1.4

2.0

3.0

3.1

P3-TS3

0

0.9

1.6

1.4

2.7

2.9

3.05

3.8

P3-TS4

0

0.3

1.1

1.1

2.5

3.0

3.2

5.8

P4-TS1

0

0.5

1.2

1.7

3.0

4.1

4.75

15.1

P4-TS2

0

0.9

1.7

2.4

3.7

4.6

4.5

-3.0

P4-TS3

0

0.5

1.2

1.8

3.8

4.8

4.6

-4.0

P4-TS4

0

0.5

1.3

1.5

3.4

4.4

4.8

8.0

Predicted

Error

24 Hours

24 Hours

%

-19.7
-10.5
-10.8
-17.0
-29.4
-25.3
-38.5
-36.5

Table 5.2: Percent maximum TS over 24 hours

0 Hr

Board

PINE 1

PINE 2

ASPEN 1

ASPEN 2

Experimental Measurements
2
4
8
Hrs
Hrs
Hrs
16 Hrs

P1-TS1

0

1.9

2.1

3.1

3.8

5.3

4.25

P1-TS2

0

1.7

2.7

2.8

3.9

5.0

4.5

P2-TS1

0

8.5

10.6

17.7

23.0

25.2

22.5

P2-TS3

0

8.5

12.0

19.2

25.4

28.9

24

P3-TS1

0

2.3

3.8

3.0

5.0

5.8

4.1

P3-TS2

0

2.8

3.6

3.8

4.1

5.9

4.4

P4-TS2

0

3.3

4.3

5.7

8.5

11.1

6.8

P4-TS4

0

3.1

5.0

5.0

7.6

9.9

6.3
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Table 5.3: Experimental and predicted TS at discrete nodal points. (Sample P1-TS1)
TS Measurement Points

C1

M1

C2

M2

C3

M3

C4

M4

Expt. TS (%)

5.3

3.5

4.2

2.8

4.0

2.3

5.3

3.3

Pred. TS (%)

4.0

3.1

3.6

2.6

3.5

3.1

3.9

3.1

TS Error (%)

-24.5

-10.4

-14.7

-5.0

-13.1

30.0

-25.5

-7.9

C – Corner node measurement (Max TS – Table 5.2)
M – Main panel node (Average TS – Table 5.1)
The negative error indicates an under-prediction of TS measurements.

Figure 5.8 HDD from x-ray attenuation before soak (sample P1-TS2)
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Figure 5.9 Top nodal plane density distributions before soak (sample P1-TS2)

Figure 5.10 Top nodal plane density distributions after 24 hours of soak. (P1-TS2)
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(37 lb/ft3). After 24 hours of soak time, the nodal plane density ranged from 3600 – 5500
N/m3 (23 – 35 lb/ft3) with an average of 4600 N/m3 (29 lb/ft3), or a 22% decrease.
Figure 5.11 shows the change in top nodal plane density after 24 hours of water soak.
Three-dimensional plots of nodal planes 7 (top), 4 (middle), and 2 (bottom) thicknessswell distributions after 24 hours of soak time are shown in Figure 5.12. The strand
orientations of nodal planes 7 and 2 are along the panel length and are perpendicular to
nodal plane 4, where they are oriented along the panel width. Thickness-swell was
relatively higher at the corners than at the mid-section of the specimen. Unlike nodes in
the interior portion of a specimen, nodes at the corners are unrestrained along two edges
and free to swell or translate in the thickness direction. Model predictions of excessive
swell at the corners were consistent with experimental measurements.

Figure 5.11 Top nodal plane density change distribution after 24 hours of soak (P1-TS2)
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(a)

(b)

(c)
Figure 5.12 TS for pine OSB sample P1-TS2 at 24 hours. (a) Nodal Plane 7, top (b)
Nodal Plane 3, middle (c) Nodal Plane 2, bottom
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The behavior along nodal lines 6 and 10, parallel to the length is compared. The average
initial density for nodal line 6 was 6100 N/m3 (39 pcf) and 5800 N/m3 (37 pcf) for nodal
line 10. After 24 hours of soak the average density along nodal line 6 was 5400 N/m3
(34 pcf), or a 13% decrease and 4100 N/m3 (26 pcf), or a 30% decrease. Higher
thickness-swell along nodal line 10 may also have resulted from the proximity of line 10
to the edge where nodes are less constrained. Conversely, nodal line 6 at the mid-section
of the specimen is more constrained.

One of the primary objectives of this research was to develop and use the model to
capture behavior in thickness-swell, density, and moisture content of OSB specimens.
To this end, a comparison of a good performance (P1-TS2) and poor performance (P2TS2) pine OSB specimens was made. Average thickness-swell trends for the good and
poor performance OSB pine specimens are presented in Figure 5.13. The TS trend for
the good performance specimen has a steady upward increase while an abrupt change in
the lowest nodal plane is seen at 6 hours for the poor performance specimen. An
explanation for the abrupt change in TS may be gained through Figure 5.14, which
shows the vertical density profiles of both samples. It is evident from Figure 5.14 that
the poor performance specimen (P2-TS2) is less dense in the bottom layer and therefore
more porous. Porosity is captured in the flow model as detailed in Equation 5.3 and may
explain the non-uniform TS trend in nodal plane 2.
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(a)

(b)
Figure 5.13 Nodal plane TS distribution after 24 hours of soak. (a) pine sample P1-TS2
(b) pine sample P2-TS2
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(a)

(b)
Figure 5.14 Average VDP for dry pine OSB specimens (a) Good (b) Poor
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There are several features in the developed model that enable a closer examination of the
factors which affect OSB behavior. These include 2D and 3D plots of TS, density,
moisture content, and statistics of the parameters. Figure 5.15 shows decreasing trends
in average specimen density and the initial and final vertical density profiles of the P1TS2 specimen before and after a 24-hour soak test. The steady decrease is consistent
with the steady increase in the TS trends shown in Figure 5.13 (a). Density variation in
the layers is reflected in the uneven changes in the element layer density profile after 24
hours of soak, Figure 5.13 (b).

Moisture content variation in the layers can also be monitored as seen in Figure 5.16. A
steady increase in the average nodal plane moisture content was recorded for nodal
planes 2 – 6 over time. Since the top nodal plane was in direct contact with water in the
soak tank, it reached the theoretical fiber saturation point. However, the average
moisture content in all element layers did not reach saturation. This is consistent with
research on equilibrium moisture contents of wood composites (FPMDI, 1998). The
effect of moisture content on the top nodal plane (specimen top surface) of a poor
performance panel at soak times of 2, 12 and 24 hours is shown in Figure 5.17. The plots
show how moisture loading changes the geometry of the top nodal plane. Density
distribution plots at 24 hours for nodal planes 7 (top), 4 (middle), and 2 (bottom) are
presented in Figure 5.18 to show the density variations in the specimen. These variations
result in variations in thickness-swell across the nodal planes which define the specimen.
The overall specimen thickness-swell is a cumulative effect of swell in individual
element layers.
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Figure 5.15 (a) Nodal plane density distribution after 24 hours of soak. (P1-TS2)
(b) Vertical density profile before and after 24-hour soak test
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Figure 5.16 Nodal planes moisture content after 24 hours of soak. (P1-TS2)
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(a)

(b)

(c)
Figure 5.17 Nodal plane 7 TS for sample P2-TS1 at (a) 2 hours (b) 12 hours (c) 24 hours
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(a)

(b)

(c)
Figure 5.18 Density distributions for sample P2-TS1 at 24 hours. (a) NP 7 (b) NP 4,
(c) NP 2
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Capturing density variations and relating such variations to TS performance is important
to the future development of high performance OSB panels. Consider a representative
good performance (P1-TS1) and poor performance (P2-TS1) OSB pine specimen. The
density range before soak for all nodes in the good performance specimen was 3700 –
8000 N/m3 (24 – 50 pcf) and 3400 – 6500 N/m3 (22 – 41 pcf) for the poor performance
specimen. Density deviations from the mean specimen density were computed for all
nodes and an overall coefficient of variation (COV) was used to quantify the variation.
The overall density variation over a 24-hour soak period for the two representative
samples is plotted in Figure 5.19. There was relatively small density variation in the
good performance sample and a large density variation in the poor performance sample.
Poor performance panels not only have large TS, but also highly variable TS.

A number of case studies on resin effect on thickness-swell, internal stress and density
were conducted. Resin fraction variation was chosen since its cost is factored highly
into OSB manufacture and since slight variations in resin content significantly influence
thickness-swell.

5.5.2 Case 1: Effects of resin content variation on thickness-swell
Resin content effect on thickness-swell is well documented (Wu et. al., 2002; Gu et al.,
2003; Brochmann et al., 2002). Linville (2000) reported a decrease in thickness-swell
with increasing resin fraction. For this case study, a poor performing pine sample was
selected. It was established through model calibration that the resin content was 5%.
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Figure 5.19 Density variation trends after 24 hours. (P1-TS1 and P2-TS1)

Experimentally determined and model predictions of thickness-swell were 16.9% and
16% respectively. Using the developed model and keeping all other parameters constant,
the resin fraction was varied from 4% to 12%. Figure 5.20 shows thickness-swell as a
function of percent resin content along with a fitted linear relationship. The down
sloping trend in thickness-swell as resin content increased is in agreement with studies
done by Linville. In a related research, Wu (2002) also reported decreasing thicknessswell when resin fractions increased from 4% to 6%. As resin content decreased,
variation in thickness-swell over the panel increased as well as total TS. The increase in
variation was slight in the good performance panels and significant in the poor
performance panels.
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Figure 5.20: Thickness-swell (TS) vs. resin content variation (RC)

5.5.3 Case 2: Effects of resin content variation on internal stress
In addition to analyzing resin effects on thickness-swell, the internal stresses due to
moisture loading were also studied. Density variation in an OSB panel, especially in the
horizontal direction results in differential swelling. It causes regions of low density to
resist the greater swelling in the surrounding high-density portions. The resistance
induces stresses in the panel, which can result in bond-line failure. Tension will be
induced in the low-density regions and compression in the high-density regions. Figure
5.21 shows a stress distribution plot of nodal plane 4 of a poor performance pine
sample, P2-TS1. Compression stresses along nodal line 6 in the length direction
correspond to high density regions, Figure 5.18(b). The lower density at the edges
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Figure 5.21: Nodal plane 4 stress distribution at 24 hours. (Pine sample P2-TS1)

results in tensile stresses in those regions. Whenever tension stresses due to moisture
loading exceed the internal bond, there is failure in the fabric of the panel (Linville,
2000). Linville, in a similar study of failed panel fractions, showed that the strength, σult,
was a function of density, resin fraction, and moisture content, Equation 5.7.

σ ult = − 229 + 0.0839 ρ + 165 R − 24.8M
Where:

(kPa)

Equation 5.7

ρ – Density (N/m3)
R – Percent resin content (%)
M - Percent moisture content (%)

For the distribution shown in Figure 5.21, pine sample P2-TS1, with an average nodal
plane density after 24 hours of soak of 3000 N/m3 (19 lb/ft3), average moisture content at
fiber saturation point of 30%, and resin fraction of 5%, the ultimate strength evaluated
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using Equation 5.7, is 0.10 MPa (15 psi). This estimate of ultimate strength indicates that
most nodes in the plane have failed, especially along the edges and at core portions of the
nodal plane.

Model simulations of 2, 4, and 6 percent resin content were performed while keeping
other factors constant. A node was classified as failed if the imposed stress from moisture
loading exceeded the ultimate bond strength. Figure 5.22 shows the percent failures at the
edge and main panel. Edge failure plots accounted for failures at the nodes on the
peripheral of the sample through to 25.4mm (1 in.) from the edge. Evident from the plots
is the decreasing failure rate at the ends and main sample as resin fractions increased.
Failed fractions were significantly higher at the edges than in the rest of the sample. This
trend is in good agreement with observations made of OSB edge swell (Gu et al., 2003;
Wang et al., 1999) and with those observed in this work. In most cases, low stress levels
were found in the early stages of moisture loading. As the moisture loading increased, the
stresses also increased. Observations made of layer stresses in a good performance
specimen also showed increases in layer stresses as moisture loading increased. However,
edge failure was less than 50%, which is lower than any of the failure rates reported for
the poor performance specimen in Figure 5.22. From Equation 5.7, higher resin content
alone, which was the case for the good performance specimens, elevates the ultimate
nodal strength and consequently reduces the failure rate.
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Figure 5.22: Failed panel fraction for P2-TS1 at 24 hours. (a) 2% (b) 4% (c) 6% RC
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5.5.4 Case 3: Effects of RC and initial MC variation on density change
The strong correlation between density and thickness-swell is well documented (Linville,
2000; Wang et al., 2003). Well established also, are decreasing density trends with
increasing moisture content. This case study investigated resin content variation and
initial moisture content on the decrease in density over a 24-hour moisture loading
period. More specifically, the investigation targeted density changes in the specimen’s
surface or nodal plane 7 over a 24-hour soak test period. The choice of the top nodal
plane over other nodal planes was because a significant drop in a specimen’s top layer
density strongly impacts the mechanical behavior of the panel. Figure 5.23 shows the
change in density as a function of initial moisture content. Trends for 6%, 7% and 8%
0.00
6% Resin Content

-10.00

Density change (%)

7% Resin Content
-20.00

DC = 2.73MC - 55
r2 = 0.84
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Figure 5.23: Resin content variation on initial percent moisture content (MC) – percent
density change (DC) in a 24-hour soak test.
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resin contents are presented. Increased resin content decreased the overall density change
after a 24-hour soak period. For the sample with the higher resin content, the level of
change was not as high as the sample with lower resin content. This indicated that
increasing resin fraction can prevent density decay or loss in a specimen under moisture
loading.

5.6 Conclusion
The effect of resin content variation on thickness-swell was investigated in this work.
Edge thickness-swell, which continues to be of concern to the wood composite industry,
was quantified for the composite layers of OSB. Edge failure rates were quantified per
layer. Resin content (RC) effect on the average thickness-swell and failed panel fractions
resulting from moisture-induced stress was also pursued. It was concluded that
increasing resin content decreases the failed fraction of a panel. Variable RC on density
change in a 24-hour soak period was investigated as well and the findings revealed that
increasing the RC decreased the rate of decrease of density as moisture loading
increased. Overall, the 3D density distribution approach does influence the accuracy of
thickness-swell predictions and offers an alternate method to the traditional approach
taken in analyzing OSB density distribution.
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Abstract
Finite element modeling methods have been used in predicting Oriented Strand Board
(OSB) properties. In a related study, a 3D density distribution technique was used in
predicting thickness-swell. An extension of the 3D approach was pursued in forecasting
panel stiffness in the in-plane direction. The extended model primarily relied on a spatial
density distribution and functions relating density to modulus of elasticity, resin fraction
and moisture content. The spatial density distribution accounted for both vertical and
horizontal density variations.

As moisture loading from soak tests change properties in the panel, the stiffness is
affected as well. Prediction of mid-span deflection in a bending sample was undertaken
and parametric studies on stiffness were performed with varying resin content. Under
moisture loading, changes in the cross-section’s geometry affects the stiffness of the
panel. A study on the individual layers contribution to stiffness was examined and
relationships between average layer density, stiffness, and curvature were explored

In short, the essence of this study was to first use a robust and comprehensive finite
element model, developed in a related study, to investigate panel stiffness as a function of
resin content variation and moisture content change. The 3D density distribution method
is also presented as a viable alternative to analyzing OSB properties.
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6.1 Introduction
The need for well-engineered oriented strandboard (OSB) has been met with intensified
efforts aimed at first understanding its properties and fixing flaws in the engineering
process. Recent attempts include computer models that investigate thickness-swell, resin
effects and stiffness. This study investigated and predicted bending stiffness by analyzing
panel characteristics from a 3D density distribution perspective. A robust and
comprehensive finite element model previously developed to predict thickness-swell was
expanded to investigate OSB stiffness. Thickness-swell predictions from the model
provided information on geometry changes that affect section properties. A thorough
review of the developed model and how predictions of thickness-swell are made is
presented in a related paper on finite element modeling of OSB (Tackie et al., 2006a).

6.2 Literature review
There are numerous published research reports that describe the correlation between
density and the physical and mechanical properties of wood composites. Some of the
factors influenced by density include: modulus of elasticity (E) and modulus of rupture
(MOR) (Rice and Carey, 1978; Hse, 1975; Wong et al., 1998; Wang et al., 2000a and
2001), internal bond (Schulte and Frühwald, 1996 a and b), thickness-swell and water
absorption through OSB thickness (Wang and Winistorfer, 2000, 2002 and 2003;
Winistorfer and Xu, 1993; Xu and Winistorfer, 1995), tensile strength of particleboard
(Plath and Schnitzler, 1974), tensile and compression strength through OSB thickness
in the in-plane direction (Steidl et al., 2003), linear expansion of particleboard (Suzuki
and Miyamoto, 1998), and shear strength of particleboard (Shen and Carrol, 1970).
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Moisture effect on wood degradation is well documented. Wu and Ren (2000) used the
Nelson model to examine the sorption behavior of OSB under long-term cyclic
humidity conditions. Wu and Suchsland (1997) examined the effects on moisture on the
flexural properties of OSB and concluded that moisture changes cause a change in the
basic mechanical properties of wood. The resulting thickness-swell from moisture
sorption causes a reduction in strength due to a less dense panel. Prichard et al. (2001)
conditioned OSB samples over a 4-week period at relative humidity of 65% and 85%
and performed static, fatigue and creep tests on the samples. They reported a decrease of
22% static strength. The decrease was attributed to internal damage of the panel from
thickness-swell. Wu showed under dynamic loading that while there was a 72%
decrease in the modulus of elasticity as moisture content changed from 4% to 24%,
there was only a 37% decrease in the bending stiffness due to an increased panel
thickness.

The effect of moisture on the overall stiffness of a panel was investigated in this study. A
comprehensive finite element model, which combined several independently researched
OSB factors for predicting thickness-swell was adopted, modified and used in
determining specimen layer stiffness contributions to the overall stiffness.

6.3 Analytical work
6.3.1 Bending model – No moisture effects
A panel’s stiffness depends on the modulus of elasticity in the in-plane direction and on
the geometry of the bending sample’s cross-section. Figure 6.1 shows a section through
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Figure 6.1: Bending specimen and cross-section A-A

a typical specimen with a mid-span load P. Also shown in the figure is a cross-section
A-A through the sample’s cross-section. The meshed section is the finite element
model’s representation of the cross-section and nodes in the section represent density
points in the panel. The density assigned to a node was extracted from the 3D density
matrix.

Steidl’s (2000) work relating density to modulus of elasticity (E) in the in-plane
direction was used in determining E at the nodes. A limitation to using Steidl’s equations
was that the prediction equations had a systematic error. Tensile equations were able to
predict 61% of the actual E measured and compressive equations were able to predict an
even lower 47% of the experimentally determined E. The low predictions were
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attributed to thinly cut test samples that were used in obtaining layer properties. It was
postulated that failure to accurately predict E was also because fewer strands were left to
contribute to strength and stiffness (Steidl, 2000). Modifications of the equations based
on percent predictions of the actual E were made. Further work is needed to improve
predictions of panel stiffness. Steidl’s work was still adopted despite flaws with the
equations because the thickness-swell model computed E from its 3D density matrix.
The modified density-modulus of elasticity equations considered fiber orientation and are
presented as Equations 6.1 – 6.4. The meshed cross-section was proportioned into top,
core, and bottom element layers according to a predetermined specimen layer (shell)
ratio. The moduli of elasticity equations were applied with consideration given to the
location of a density node in the cross-section. Values of E for the top and bottom nodal
planes were computed using parallel equations and the core E values were determined
according to perpendicular equations. In addition, tension and compression equations
were selected according to the strain state at a node. Positively strained nodes required
tension equations and nodes experiencing negative strain had compression equations
applied.
Modulus of Elasticity (kPa) vs. Density (N/m3)
Tension
Perpendicular:

E = 593ρ - 2420000

Equation 6.1

Parallel:

E = 141ρ - 4570000

Equation 6.2

Perpendicular:

E = 361ρ - 1620000

Equation 6.3

Parallel:

E = 581ρ - 1920000

Equation 6.4

Compression
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6.3.2 Prediction of stiffness
Stiffness is a measure of the panel’s ability to resist bending. It is a function of E and
moment of inertia (I). The average modulus of elasticity (Ei) for an element i in section
A-A with dimensions, ul x ut, was evaluated as the average E of the nodes surrounding
the unit area. Since E varied throughout the sample, the neutral axis (N.A) needed in
evaluating moment of inertia (I) was not necessarily located at the centroid of the crosssection and was therefore computed according to Equation 6.5 (ASTM Standards, 1994).
n

∑E ⋅ A ⋅d
i

N . A. =

i

i

i =1

Equation 6.5

n

∑E ⋅ A
i

i

i =1

Where:

Ei - Average modulus of elasticity for unit area Ai in element layer-i
di - Distance from the top of the panel to the centroid of element layer-i

An effective stiffness (EI) was calculated from the unit elements making up a given
cross-section. When several cross-sections along the specimen span are evaluated for
stiffness, a better stiffness profile for the entire sample emerges. In a material with
uniform E, the critical section under a mid-span point load is the mid-section. In the case
of OSB, with a random distribution of E, the critical section is not apparent until an
adequate number of sections are evaluated for stiffness. The effective bending stiffness
is evaluated according to Equation 6.6:
n

EI = ∑ Ei ⋅ Ixxi

(Nm2)

Equation 6.6

i =1

Where:

Ei - Average E for unit area Ai in element layer-i

Ixxi = Ixoi + Ai ⋅ di

2

(m4)

(N/ m2)
Equation 6.7
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Ixoi - Moment of inertia about the centroid of unit area Ai

(m4)

di - Distance from the N.A. to the centroid of unit area Ai

(m)

Ixxi - Net moment of inertia for unit area Ai in element layer-i (m4)
In isolation, the effective stiffness only provides constitutive information on a panel’s
cross-section and it fails to detail how a section might perform under a specific load. For
this reason, a ratio of the imposing moment, which is the applied load’s effect on a
section to the effective stiffness at the same section, was calculated. This ratio of
moment to effective stiffness, commonly referred to as M over EI or curvature,
facilitated model predictions of deflection under the imposed load P. The panel
deflection was determined from the curvature plot. A curvature plot for a sample with
no moisture loading effects is shown as Figure 6.2. The dashed line represents the M/EI
curve for a sample with uniform EI. When there is variation in horizontal density, the
panel is characterized by a non-uniform EI. The effect of a specific non-uniform EI is
the superimposed curve that indicates variations in curvature and signals variations in
the horizontal density distribution.

6.4 Experimental procedure
6.4.1 Bending and strength test
Ten pine (Pinus spp.) bending samples were examined with five belonging to good
performance pine and five belonging to poor performance pine. The group distinctions
were based on a previous study by Tennessee Forest Products Center (Wang et al.,
2003). Samples with thickness-swell less than 15% after a 24-hour soak test were
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Figure 6.2: Curvature plot per unit load along panel span without moisture effects

deemed good and samples with thickness-swell exceeding 15% were classified as poor.
Samples with performance levels between these groups were not investigated. The
nominal dimensions for the samples were 76mm x 490mm x 18¼mm (3 in. x 19¼ in. x
23/32 in.). In all, 4 samples cut from a larger board had fiber orientations parallel to the
sample span and the 6 remaining had fiber orientations perpendicular to the span.
Following ASTM D1037-99 standards on OSB, the bending properties were determined
by loading the 76mm x 490mm (3 in. x 19¼ in.) sample at mid-span to failure. For a
sample of thickness t, the loading speed was determined according to Equation 6.8 and
the load was applied continuously.
Load speed = 12.12 t (mm/min)

Equation 6.8
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Some of the samples within the same study group failed at loads significantly lower than
their counterparts. Table 6.1 and 6.2 show the results for the modulus of elasticity,
modulus of rupture, and maximum deflection at mid-span. Predictions carry a plus or
minus to signify the model’s over prediction or under prediction of experimentally
determined deflection. Model predictions per unit load of deflection were compared with
mid-span deflections of 7.62mm (0.3 in.). The load causing deflection at mid-span was
noted as well. None of the samples were soaked before testing. A thorough discussion
on how x-ray attenuation was used in capturing the 3D spatial density distribution is
presented in a related paper on thickness-swell prediction (Tackie et al., 2006a). The
average density range for the samples was 5300 – 7000 N/m3 (34 – 44 pcf). The average
standard deviation in element layer density was 300 N/m3 (1.9 pcf) in all layers of the
good performance pine samples and 400 N/m3 (2.5 pcf) in the poor performance panels.

6.4.2 Experimental and model results
From engineering mechanics and the concept of the conjugate beam method, the
sample’s mid-span deflection per unit load was evaluated using the M/EI curve and is
expressed as deflection per unit load. Predicted deflections at mid-span are presented for
both good and poor performance samples in Tables 6.1 – 6.2. The negative error rates
indicate an under prediction of experimental mid-span deflection of 7.6mm (0.3 in.).
Equation 6.9

Φ = M / E Ixx
Where:

Φ

- Curvature

M

- Moment

E Ixx

- Effective stiffness
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Table 6.1: Experimental and predicted deflections at midspan for pine OSB group 1
Experimental
E

Pred.
Deflxn

Deflxn

Pred.
Deflxn

Error

psi

lbs

in

in/lb

in

%

481662

114.5

0.300

0.00318

0.364

21.4

P1-PA-BS2

485762

114.5

0.300

0.00289

0.331

10.3

P1-PP-BS1

258580

65.1

0.300

0.00432

0.281

-6.3

Pine1 (Good performance)
P1-PA-BS1
Parallel

Load

Perpendicular

P1-PP-BS2

226984

55.9

0.300

0.00439

0.246

-18.1

P1-PP-BS3

221605

56.1

0.300

0.00394

0.221

-26.3

Table 6.2: Experimental and predicted deflections at midspan for pine OSB group 2
Experimental
E

Load

Deflxn

Pred. Deflxn

Pred.
Deflxn

Error

psi

lbs

in

in/lb

in

%

P2-PA-BS1

304633

74.5

0.300

0.00274

0.204

-32.0

P2-PA-BS2

240860

70.5

0.300

0.00493

0.348

15.9

P2-PP-BS1

150785

41.8

0.300

0.00635

0.266

-11.5

P2-PP-BS2

148021

42.8

0.300

0.00730

0.312

4.1

P2-PP-BS3

N/A

N/A

0.300

N/A

N/A

N/A

Pine2 (Poor performance)

Parallel

Perpendicular

6.5 Discussions and results
6.5.1 Case 1: Moisture, moment of inertia (I), and effective stiffness (EI)
It is often believed that moisture causes bond failure and consequently reduces OSB
panel stiffness (EI) over time (Wu and Suchsland, 1997). From Steidl’s equations,
Equations 6.1 - 6.4 which relate density to E, it is easy to infer that decreasing density
decreases E. This case study investigated changes in moment of inertia and stiffness
trends in an OSB specimen over a 24-hour soak period. Moment of inertia is a geometry
dependent quantity and was previously used in Equation 6.9 in evaluating stiffness. As
moisture loading changes a specimen’s cross-section through swelling, the moment of
inertia increases. At the same time, the density decline causes E to decline. The product
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of I and E, by definition, is the stiffness at the section of interest. Figure 6.3 shows a
normalized plot of I, E and EI. It is interesting to see the EI trend stay relatively constant
after about a 5% decrease, even with an increase in I. The losses in EI due to decrease in
E are compensated for by an increase in cross-section geometry. After a 4-week relative
humidity conditioning period of OSB, Prichard et al. (2001) reported a 22% decrease in
the static strength and 72% decrease in E and attributed such reductions to a loss in
wood strength. Unlike Prichard’s experimental work, the moisture exposure time in this
research was considerably less and therefore resulted in a smaller predicted drop in EI.
Wu and Suchsland (1997) reported a 37% decrease in bending stiffness. Their
conditioned samples had relative humidity exposure times of 12 months for the first
cycle and six months each for the two subsequent cycles. The relatively lower decrease
of 5% in EI and 25% in E shown in Figure 6.3 may be explained by the much shorter
moisture loading period in this research.

6.5.2 Case 2: Layer stiffness distribution
The effect of an applied load on the layers in the thickness of OSB was investigated.
The study evaluated the percent contribution by element layers to the overall stiffness of
the panel. Figure 6.4 shows the average element layer stiffness (EI) and transformed
cross-section (EA) profiles of a dry panel at 5% resin content. The stiffness (EI)
contribution by element layers to the overall panel stiffness has an I-shaped beam
distribution as shown in the insert. While the EI profile shows the relative stiffness of
the layers, EA shows the actual in-plane load the respective element layers can
withstand from bending. The EA profile is in agreement with the stiffness profile of the
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specimen. The profiles reflect purposely engineering specimens with high surface and
low core densities to resist stresses induced by out-of-plane loads. The average vertical
density profile shown in Figure 6.5 supports both the EI and EA profiles. After 12 hours
of moisture loading, Figure 6.6 indicates a shift in the stiffness and EA contributions to
the overall panel makeup. The shift is consistent with the experimental setup where the
lowest layer was fixed and the upper layers were free to swell.

The effect of an increased resin fraction was investigated. A soak test simulation for a
panel at 6% resin content was performed and the results compared with a similarly
loaded panel, but at 5% resin content. The soak time in each case was 12 hours. A
comparison of the 5% and 6% resin fractions respectively shown in Figures 6.6 and 6.7
indicated slight EA increases in the top and bottom element layers and a drop in the
percent EA contribution in the inner element layers. Again, the vertical density profile in
Figure 6.5 explains the disparity in the percentage EA and EI contribution between the
inner and surface element layers. The high-density nodal layers make the extreme fibers
or surface layers stiffer and the increase in resin content increases the stiffness. The high
percent EA contribution by layer one is the result of the fixed base that reflects
modeling conditions.

6.6 Significance and Conclusion
An investigation into stiffness and moisture related swelling revealed trends that pointed
to factors other than just swelling. In the absence of other degradation factors, panel
stiffness was shown to remain almost constant. Although OSB is popular with the
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Figure 6.7: Percent contribution to overall EI and EA. (12 hrs., 6% RC)

construction and building industry, it is often relegated to less critical structural tasks
such as sheathing and flooring. A dependable prediction of panel stiffness is necessary
to improving its structural rating. The deflection predictions, which are a measure of
stiffness, need further refinement. Improvements in predictions require better
interpolating functions that relate well to density. The developed finite element model
allows for an easy expansion of its current list of interpolating functions and developing
more refined functions to cover a range of wood species is recommended.
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7 CONCLUSIONS
7.1 Thickness-swell conclusion
A comprehensive finite element model was developed to predict thickness-swell. The
predictions relied on a 3D density matrix formulation to capture variations in an OSB
specimen. The thickness-swell predictions of OSB experiencing moisture loads yielded
good results. The model allows researchers and manufacturers to examine regions of
critical density by generating plots of the HDD, layer thickness-swell, moisture content
and internal stresses. Also available for analysis are 2D plots of a range of panel
statistics. The model provides a user-friendly interface for TS simulations and for postprocessing analysis. The provision of an Equations Editor Window facilitates changes to
program functions and allows for an easy inclusion of externally developed equations.
The favorable predictions validated integrated OSB related functions and concepts and
offers the 3D approach as a viable alternative to traditional methods currently used in
OSB research.

7.2 Stiffness conclusion
Stiffness predictions of OSB were a natural extension of results predicted from the OSB
thickness-swell model. Information acquired from the thickness-swell model provided
updates to the geometry of a soaked specimen and functions relating density to modulus
of elasticity (E) in the in-plane direction enabled predictions of panel stiffness. Although
predictions had a high margin of error, it was recognized that refinement of functions that
predict E would mitigate the errors. The engine for accomplishing stiffness prediction
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exists in the developed finite element model for thickness-swell prediction and has been
set up to easily accommodate changes when new and improved functions are developed.

7.3 Potential for further research
The primary objective of the exercise pursued herein was the development of a robust
finite element model that integrated several component studies on OSB into a single
consolidated research oriented environment. It was recognized that future expansion of
the model may be needed and to that end provisions were made to accommodate such
expansions. For the purposes of practically deploying this model in a commercial
environment such as along a production line for quality assurance, the following areas for
further study are recommended:

(a) Improved functions which relate density to in-plane E.
(b) X-ray attenuation techniques for creating the 3D density matrix.
(c) Functions that address resin content distribution in the OSB layers.
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Figure A1: Average thickness-swell of aspen1-TS1

Figure A2: Average thickness-swell of aspen1-TS2
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Figure A3: Average thickness-swell of aspen1-TS3

Figure A4: Average thickness-swell of aspen1-TS4
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Figure A5: Average thickness-swell of aspen2-TS1

Figure A6: Average thickness-swell of aspen2-TS2
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Figure A7: Average thickness-swell of aspen2-TS3

Figure A8: Average thickness-swell of aspen2-TS4
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Figure A9: Average thickness-swell of pine1-TS1

Figure A10: Average thickness-swell of pine1-TS2
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Figure A11: Average thickness-swell of pine1-TS3

FigureA12: Average thickness-swell of pine2-TS1
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FigureA13: Average thickness-swell of pine2-TS2

FigureA14: Average thickness-swell of pine2-TS3
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(a)

(b)
Figure A15: Property changes at 24 hours. Pine samples (a) P1-TS1 (b) P2-TS1
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(a)

(b)
Figure A16: Statistics at 24 hours. Pine samples (a) P1-TS1 (b) P2-TS1
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Figure A17: Load-displacement curves for pine - group 1 in the parallel direction
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Figure A18: Load-displacement curves for pine - group 1 in the perp. direction
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Figure A19: Load-displacement curves for pine – group 2 in the parallel direction
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Figure A20: Load-displacement curves for pine – group 2 in the perp. direction
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User’s Manual
I MATLAB Version:
MATLAB Version 6.5.0.180913a (R13)
Operating System: Microsoft Windows XP Version 5.1 (Build 2600: Service Pack 2)
Java VM Version: Java 1.3.1_01 with Sun Microsystems Inc. Java HotSpot (TM) Client
VM

II System Requirements:
OSB_FEM works effectively with MATLAB 6.5, R-13 version on a Windows 95 or
higher platform. A minimum storage requirement of 40MB and 32MB RAM is
recommended.

III Installation
Move or Copy the OSB_FEM folder from source to C-Drive.
The final path name should be: C:\OSB_FEM
Open the MATLAB command window and under the file menu, select “Set path”
Click the “Add with subfolders” button.
Browse the C directory and open OSB_FEM and select the “Current” folder
Save settings and close the “set path” dialog box
In the main MATLAB window and at the interface’s top menu, locate
“Current Directory:”
Click on the button with “…”
Browse the directory to C:\OSB_FEM\Current and select this directory

IV Running Program
In the MATLAB graphical user interface (GUI) and at the command prompt: >>
Type: controlpanel to run the program
Figure B1 appears. This is the Finite Element Model (F.E.M) Control Panel.

F.E.M. CONTROL PANEL
There are 3 parts to this GUI, the Panel Property Section, the Experimental Conditions
Section, and the 3D Density Data Section.
Panel Property Section
Select the panel dimensions and mesh size for the panel here. Default values are set for a
6 in. x 6 in. thickness swell sample. However, the unit thickness and panel thickness have
to be selected carefully to reflect the available nodes in the thickness acquired through xray attenuation.
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The shell ratio reflects percentages by weight of the surface to core layers.
Provisions for other material types and element types have been made for future program
expansion. Provision for fiber orientation refinement has also been provided. Use the
default value.
Experimental Conditions Section
Input initial moisture content and ambient temperature. For a soak-test, default ambient
moisture content has been provided. Expansion of the program to reflect relative
humidity conditions have been provided but not yet implemented.
Select YES or NO for the model to evaluate edge effects.
The default experimental time is 24 hours and can be adjusted to reflect other conditions
Time step is in seconds and a default of 7200 seconds or 2 hours has been set.
Please note: Time steps influence the accuracy of results. The explicit time marching
scheme is the default approach implemented
3D Density Data Section
Select sample type from the drop down box to access the appropriate HDD/VDP x-ray
attenuation file
Select the sample file name from the list
A default of 10 data points per inch is set and can be modified to reflect x-ray attenuation
conditions
Note: Spread sheet data size should match sample size. Please see instructions be low for
updating HDD/VDP file listing
The View Plots button allows users to open the Analysis GUI to re-examine old files and
plots
If no analysis is performed or if old files are deleted through the Advanced Settings
interface, View Plot actions yield no results
Clicking the MODIFY button under the Advanced Settings label opens the Equations
Editor Window shown in Figure B2
When all 3 sections are addressed, click the ANALYZE button to commence the
analysis. A status bar should appear to indicate progress of the program.
If none appears between 30 – 60 seconds (depending on system resources), review input
parameters or the Trouble shooting section of the manual
When the analysis completes, the Model Analysis Window will appear showing the
MATLAB Logo
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Equations Editor Window
The equations editor allows users to modify equations which impact the following areas:
1. Adsorption / Desorption
2. Fiber Saturation Point
3. Out-of-Plane Modulus of Elasticity (MOE)
4. In-plane MOE and Strength properties

WARNING
Modifying any of these equations could have significant impact of program performance.
Please be mindful of units when implementing changes
In the event of program failure, use the “Restore default equations” button to restore
default equations.
SAVE changes made before closing window
Use the CANCEL button if saving changes made or not made is not necessary
Use the “Delete old analysis files” if they are no longer required. This action is
recommended if hard drive space is limited.
It is also recommended that old analysis files, IF NEEDED for future work, be copied
from the folder:
"C:\OSB_FEM\Analysis" prior to new program analysis as old files are deleted at the
beginning of each analytical run.

Model Analysis Window
Figure B3 shows the Model Analysis Window with the MATLAB logo
This window allows users to view a number of statistics and model predictions. These
include:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Average thickness-swell
Max thickness-swell
Average density
Max density
Average moisture content
Max moisture content
Panel property changes
Some panel statistics (coefficient of variation and standard deviation)

Results can be viewed in 2D and 3D mode. Not all listed results can be viewed in 3D.
Click the Plot button show the plot result.
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Provisions have been made to view the x-ray HDD and VDP for the thickness-swell
samples.
Under the 3D mode, directional bars have been provided to allow the user view different
angles of the 3D plot. Scroll up or down, left or right to adjust the view
Under the 3D thickness-swell view ONLY, users can select “Simulation” from the menu
bar at the top of the GUI and view thickness-swell simulations from time zero to the final
iterative step. There are 5 iterations in the simulation with each one going from time zero
to the final time step.
To print results, go to File on the menu bar and click print.
To close interface, click close under the File menu option
Users can return to the Model Analysis Window from the FEM Control Panel by clicking
the View Plots button. Note that if a new simulation is run, old analysis files are deleted
and would not be available for further analysis.

V Update HDD/VDP Files
For a given sample, the number of nodes along a dimension is given as follows:
Nodes = dimension x (Resolution – 1) + 1
Example: If Resolution = 10 points / inch, dimension = 6 inches
Nodes = 6 x (10 – 1) + 1 = 55 nodes
Ensure that the HDD and VDP file names are identical Excel spread sheet file names.
However, save the HDD thickness-swell file in the directory:
C:\OSB_FEM\Density\Thickness Swell\HDD and the VDP thickness-swell file in the
directory: C:\OSB_FEM\Density\Thickness Swell\VDP
If the sample is a bending sample, the path name is:
C:\OSB_FEM\Density\Bending\HDD or VDP

VI Trouble shooting
Status bar not appearing after 60 seconds
Check to make sure that the panel thickness / unit thickness + 1 = number of nodes in the
VDP
Ensure that neither the time step nor the duration is zero
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Select unit thicknesses that divide the panel thickness wholly with a tolerance of about
0.0001
Operation not valid for bending samples
This message appears only for analysis done on bending samples. Bending samples are
analyzed only for strength and MOE. Select Thickness Swell under “Sample Type” in the
FEM Control Panel GUI
Indefinite Analysis Time
If the program status bar does not progress favorably, chances are that the computer
system resources are inadequate to perform analysis. Please refine mesh by selecting
larger unit sizes or decreasing number of analyzed layers
Caution: Ensure that number of elements in the width and length >= 6 and number of
elements in the thickness >= 3. An error message: “Please refine mesh” may appear if
minimum mesh size is violated.

Figure B1: OSB finite element modeling control panel
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Figure B2: Equations editor window

Figure B3: Model analysis GUI
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%============================================================%
%
OSB FEM CONTROL PANEL | 01/28/06 | ALAN D. TACKIE
%
%============================================================%
function varargout = ControlPanel(varargin)
% CONTROLPANEL M-file for ControlPanel.fig
% Last Modified by GUIDE v2.5 01-Feb-2006 00:22:57
if nargin == 0
fig = openfig(mfilename,'reuse');
% --- Generate a structure of handles to pass to callbacks, and store it.
handles = guihandles(fig);
% Obtain Testing Sample Type
SampleType = get(handles.popSampleType,'String');
SampleType_index = get(handles.popSampleType,'Value');
Sample = SampleType{SampleType_index(1)};
str =strcat('C:\OSB_FEM\Density\',Sample,'\HDD');
cd(str);
dir_struct = dir(str);
[sorted_names,sorted_index] = sortrows({dir_struct.name}');
names = sorted_names;
len = length(sorted_names);
jj=1;
for ii = 3:1:len;
sorted_names(jj) = names(ii);
jj = jj+1;
end;
for jj=1:1:2
sorted_names(len+1-jj) = '';
end
sorted_index = 1:1:len-2;
handles.file_names = sorted_names;
handles.is_dir = [dir_struct.isdir];
handles.sorted_index = [sorted_index];
set(handles.list_HDD_VDP,'String',handles.file_names,'Value',1)

% Change to main directory
str='C:\OSB_FEM\Current';
cd(str);
clc;
% --- Save changes to hpile GUI
guidata(fig, handles);
if nargout > 0
varargout{1} = fig;
end
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elseif ischar(varargin{1})
try
[varargout{1:nargout}] = feval(varargin{:}); % FEVAL switchyard
catch
disp(lasterr);
end
end
clc;
function varargout = popSampleType_Callback(h, eventdata, handles, varargin)
% Obtain Testing Sample Type
SampleType = get(handles.popSampleType,'String');
SampleType_index = get(handles.popSampleType,'Value');
Sample = SampleType{SampleType_index(1)};
str =strcat('C:\OSB_FEM\Density\',Sample,'\HDD');
cd(str);
dir_struct = dir(str);
[sorted_names,sorted_index] = sortrows({dir_struct.name}');
names = sorted_names;
len = length(sorted_names);
jj=1;
for ii = 3:1:len;
sorted_names(jj) = names(ii);
jj = jj+1;
end;
for jj=1:1:2
sorted_names(len+1-jj) = '';
end
sorted_index = 1:1:len-2;
handles.file_names = sorted_names;
handles.is_dir = [dir_struct.isdir];
handles.sorted_index = [sorted_index];
set(handles.list_HDD_VDP,'String',handles.file_names,'Value',1)

% Change to main directory
str='C:\OSB_FEM\Current';
cd(str);
clc;
% End initialization code - DO NOT EDIT
% -------------- END GRAPHICAL INITIALIZATION WINDOW ------------

% -------------- PROGRAM TO ANALYZE OSB PANELS -----------------% --- Executes on button press in btnAnalyze.
function btnAnalyze_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles)
clc
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fig = gcf;
handles = guihandles(fig);
MatOrientation = get(handles.popOrient,'String');
MatOrientation_index = get(handles.popOrient,'Value');
MatOrient = MatOrientation{MatOrientation_index(1)};
ElementType = get(handles.popElement,'String');
ElementType_index = get(handles.popElement,'Value');
Element = ElementType{ElementType_index(1)};
UnitThk = get(handles.edit_LayerThickness,'String');
ut = str2num(UnitThk)*0.0254; % Convert to meters
UnitWth = get(handles.popUnitWidth,'String');
UnitWth_index = get(handles.popUnitWidth,'Value');
uw = str2num(UnitWth{UnitWth_index(1)})*0.0254; % Convert to meters
UnitLth = get(handles.popUnitLength,'String');
UnitLth_index = get(handles.popUnitLength,'Value');
ul = str2num(UnitLth{UnitLth_index(1)})*0.0254; % Convert to meters
PanThk = get(handles.editPanelThickness,'String');
pt = str2num(PanThk)*0.0254; % Convert to meters
PanWdth = get(handles.editPanelWidth,'String');
pw = str2num(PanWdth)*0.0254; % Convert to meters
PanLth = get(handles.editPanelLength,'String');
pl = str2num(PanLth)*0.0254; % Convert to meters
SurfSR = get(handles.edit_SurfShellRatio,'String'); % Surface Shell Ratio
Ssr = str2num(SurfSR);
CoreSR = get(handles.edit_CoreShellRatio,'String'); % Core Shell Ratio
Csr = str2num(CoreSR);
M = get(handles.edit_MContent,'String'); % Panel MC
MContent = str2num(M);
% Moisture content surrounding panel exterior
% Ambient Moisture Content
AMC = get(handles.edit_MO,'String');
MO = str2num(AMC);
Resin = get(handles.edit_RC,'String'); % Panel Resin Content
R = str2num(Resin);
AmbTemp = get(handles.edit_T,'String'); % Convert Ambient Temperature in
T = str2num(AmbTemp) + 273.15;
% Degree Celcius to Kelvin
% Type of Test, Soak or RH
TyOfTest = get(handles.popTypeOfTest,'String');
TyOfTest_index = get(handles.popTypeOfTest,'Value');
TestType = TyOfTest{TyOfTest_index(1)};
% Check for Edge TS
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EdgeEff = get(handles.popEdgeEffect,'String');
EdgeEff_index = get(handles.popEdgeEffect,'Value');
EdgeEffect = EdgeEff{EdgeEff_index(1)};
% Surface Fiber Orientation
SurFibOrient = get(handles.popSurFibOrient,'String');
SurFibOrient_index = get(handles.popSurFibOrient,'Value');
SFibOr = SurFibOrient{SurFibOrient_index(1)};

% Duration of Test in hours
DT = get(handles.edit_DofT,'String');
hours = str2num(DT);
% Time Step in seconds
TS = get(handles.edit_TimeStep,'String');
delta_t = str2num(TS);
% Obtain Testing Sample Type
SampleType = get(handles.popSampleType,'String');
SampleType_index = get(handles.popSampleType,'Value');
Sample = SampleType{SampleType_index(1)};
% Obtain sample HDD and VDP excel file
DProfile = get(handles.list_HDD_VDP,'String');
DProfile_index = get(handles.list_HDD_VDP,'Value');
HDD_VDPfile = DProfile{DProfile_index(1)};
% X-Ray Resolution (density points per inch of panel dimension)
Res = get(handles.edit_Resolution,'String');
Resolution = str2num(Res);

% Obtain fiber saturation Point Equation
BB = load ('C:\OSB_FEM\Equations\GUI_InitialVariables');
FSP = BB.FSP;
% Determine FSP based on Temperature in (Degree Celius)
Mfsp = eval(FSP);
% --- Import HDD and VDP from Excel ---------------------------% --- Read HDD and VDP spreadsheets using xlsread
strHDD =strcat('C:\OSB_FEM\Density\',Sample,'\HDD\',HDD_VDPfile);
strVDP =strcat('C:\OSB_FEM\Density\',Sample,'\VDP\',HDD_VDPfile);
HDD = (xlsread(strHDD))*157.087464; % Convert lb/ft^3 TO N/m^3
VDP = (xlsread(strVDP))*157.087464; % Convert lb/ft^3 TO N/m^3
% Set diffusivity parameter (kg m^/2/s/%)
% Encyclopedia of Wood
h = 0.00032;
% Delete ALL old files from program folders
for ss=0:1:24
Iteration = strcat('Iteration',num2str(ss));
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Denlabel = strcat('C:\OSB_FEM\Analysis\Density\',Iteration,'\*.*');
MClabel = strcat('C:\OSB_FEM\Analysis\Moisture_Content\',Iteration,'\*.*');
Displabel = strcat('C:\OSB_FEM\Analysis\Displacements\',Iteration,'\*.*');
ThkSwelllabel = strcat('C:\OSB_FEM\Analysis\Thickness_Swell\',Iteration,'\*.*');
Stresslabel = strcat('C:\OSB_FEM\Analysis\Stress\',Iteration,'\*.*');
MoverEIlabel = strcat('C:\OSB_FEM\Analysis\MoverEI\',Iteration,'\*.*');
delete(Denlabel);
delete(MClabel);
delete(Displabel);
delete(ThkSwelllabel);
delete(Stresslabel);
delete(MoverEIlabel);
delete('C:\OSB_FEM\SystemFiles\ControlPanelVariables.mat');
clc;
end
% Create and Fill the Nodal Coordinates Matrix [CN1] with n-layers
% CN - Nodal Coordinates with node numbering
% Ne - Number of elements in the panel
% neThk - Number of elements in the Thickness
% neWid - Number of elements in the Width
% neLen - Number of elements in the Length
% NIL - Number of nodes in layer
% thk - Nodes in CN Matrix z-dimension
% wid - Nodes in CN Matrix y-dimension
% len - Nodes in CN Matrix x-dimension
% fnd - final nodal displacement
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% FUNCTION CALL: CNmatH8
%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
[cnx,cny,cnz,ne,wid,len,thk,neWid,neLen,neThk] = CNmatH8(ut,uw,ul,pt,pw,pl);
% Assemble OSB Panel 3D Density Matrix
% (1) Configure HDD and VDP to Mesh Dimensions
% (2) Assign density values to mesh nodes
% spl - Number of x-ray density values between nodes along panel length
% spw - Number of x-ray density values between nodes along panel width
% spt - Number of x-ray density values between nodes along panel thk'ness
% sl1 - Trib width for averaging density at 1st and Nth node along lenth
% sw1 - Trib width for averaging density at 1st and Nth node along Width
% sl, sw, st - All other tributary lengths, widths, and thicknesses
% resolution - Density resolution per inch of panel dimension
% MeshHDD
- HDD for meshed panel
% MeshVDP
- VDP for meshed panel
% AvgDensity - Panel average density computed from HDD
% Convert pl and pw to inches
xraylengthnodes = (1 + (pl/0.0254)*(Resolution-1));
xraywidthnodes = (1 + (pw/0.0254)*(Resolution-1));
xraythknessnodes = (1 + (pt/0.0254)*(Resolution-1));
spl = xraylengthnodes/(len-1);
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spw = xraywidthnodes/(wid-1);
spt = xraythknessnodes/(thk-1);
sl1 = ceil(spl/2);
sw1 = ceil(spw/2);
st1 = ceil(spt/2);
sl = floor((1 + (Resolution-1)*(pl/0.0254) - 2*sl1)/(len-2));
sw = floor((1 + (Resolution-1)*(pw/0.0254) - 2*sw1)/(wid-2));
st = floor((1 + (Resolution-1)*(pt/0.0254) - 2*st1)/(thk-2));
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% FUNCTION CALL: AvgMesh
%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% AvgMesh
- Returns averaged nodal density values for meshed panel [1B]
[MeshHDD,MeshVDP,AvgDensity] = AvgMesh(sl1,sw1,sl,sw,st1,st,len,wid,thk,HDD,VDP);
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% FUNCTION CALL: DmatH8
%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% Generate 3D Density matrix [D]
D = DmatH8(MeshHDD,MeshVDP,len,wid,thk);
% Generate [E_Initial] for Initial MOE for the panel (Linville, 2000)
InitialStrain = 0;
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% FUNCTION CALL: MOE_Initial
%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
E_Initial = MOE_Initial(AvgDensity,MContent,InitialStrain,R,MatOrient);

% Test for evaluating EI for bending samples only
if strcmp(Sample,'Bending')==1;
% Generate [E_Inplane] for MOE for inplane bending stiffness (Steidl, 2000)
% E_Inplane: Average MOE for all elements in panel
% E_Inplane: (neLen x neWid x neThk)
% Strain_Inplane: In plane strain at all nodes
% Re-evaluation of E_Inplane and EI performed on Line: 679
w=0;
Strain_Inplane = zeros(len,wid,thk);
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% FUNCTION CALL: MOE_Inplane
%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
E_Inplane = MOE_Inplane(D,Strain_Inplane,neLen,neWid,neThk,HDD_VDPfile);
% Determine bending stiffness for panel [EI]
% EI evaluated along panel length
% uw - unit width of element
% cnz - layer thickness coordinates
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% FUNCTION CALL: EI
%
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%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
EI(E_Inplane,cnz,uw,neLen,neWid,neThk,w,ul);
end
% neThk - Number of elements in the thickness of the panel
NumberOfSurfLayers = ceil((Ssr/100) * thk);
if ((mod(NumberOfSurfLayers,2)~=0) && (Csr ~= 0))
NumberOfSurfLayers = NumberOfSurfLayers - 1;
if ((NumberOfSurfLayers > neThk) && (mod(neThk,2)==0))
NumberOfSurfLayers = neThk;
else
if ((NumberOfSurfLayers > neThk) && (mod(neThk,2)~=0))
NumberOfSurfLayers = neThk - 1;
end;
end;
end;
% Determine number of top and core surfaces for the newmc fxn
TL = NumberOfSurfLayers/2;
CL = neThk-2*TL+1;
% TL and CL used as counters in the newMC function
% Calculate total elements in the top and core layers
nelayer = neLen * neWid;
NumbTopLayers = NumberOfSurfLayers/2;
NumbCoreLayers = neThk - NumberOfSurfLayers;
TotEleTopLayer = nelayer * NumbTopLayers;
TotEleCoreLayer = nelayer * NumbCoreLayers;

% Create and initialize the Global Stiffness Matrix [K] n x n
% Create and initialize the Displacement Matrix [U] n x 1
% Create and initialize the Load Matrix [P] n x 1
switch Element
case 'H8 Brick'
% dof for the H8 = 3
% nnl = number of nodes in a layer
% nelayer = number of elements in a layer
% Kdim = Dimension of [K] global stiffness matrix
% etsH8 = element Thickness Strain vector
nnl = (neLen+1)*(neWid+1);
Kdim = 3 * nnl * thk; % dof x nnl x number of node layers
nelayer = neLen * neWid;
NIL = wid*len;
fnd = NIL*(thk-1);
KH8 = zeros(Kdim,Kdim);
PH8 = zeros(Kdim,1);
UH8 = zeros(fnd,1);
etsH8 = zeros(Kdim,1);
% Additional elements to be developed during program expansion
case 'MZC Element'
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case 'BFS Element'
end;

% END SWITCH CASE FOR GLOBAL STIFFNESS MATRIX INITIALIZATION

% Generate Moisture Content matrix [MC] and set boundary conditions
% MC - Moisture Content
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% FUNCTION CALL: MCmatH8
%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
MC = MCmatH8(len,wid,thk,MContent,TestType);

% -------------- BEGIN ITERATIONS HERE ----------------------w=1; % for incrementing max thickness counter for HH below
h = waitbar(0,'Analysis in progress. Please wait...');
% Begin cyclic cyclic analysis at time increments of deltaTime
% Later modify deltaTime per convergence criterion
for deltaTime=delta_t:delta_t:3600*hours;
% Current layer thicknesses (for re-evaluating density changes)
for kk=2:1:thk;
for jj=1:1:wid;
for ii=1:1:len;
DLayerThk(ii,jj,kk) = cnz(ii,jj,kk)-cnz(ii,jj,kk-1);
end;
end;
end;

% Generate Beta matrix [Beta]
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% FUNCTION CALL: BETAmatH8
%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
BETA = BETAmatH8(len,wid,thk,R,D);
% Generate new MC matrix [newMC]
% delta_t - Time step
% Express delta_M as a fraction (/100)
% SFibOr - Surface Fiber Orientation
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% FUNCTION CALL: newMCmatH8
%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
newMC =
newMCmatH8(len,wid,thk,ul,uw,ut,MC,MO,Mfsp,h,T,delta_t,D,EdgeEffect,SFibOr,TL,CL,AvgDen
sity,w);
delta_M = (newMC - MC)/100;
MC = newMC;
% Strain due to change in MC
for ii=1:1:len;
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for jj=1:1:wid;
for kk=1:1:thk;
eTS(ii,jj,kk) = delta_M(ii,jj,kk) * BETA(ii,jj,kk);
end;
end;
end;
% Update strain in panel;
Strain_Inplane = eTS;
% Panel matrix for MOE [Ep] in the thickness direction
% Stress is converted from N/m^2 to psi using /6894.75729
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% FUNCTION CALL: Epanel
%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
Ep = Epanel(D,newMC,eTS,R,len,wid,thk,Mfsp);
EdgeFailLayerCount = zeros(1,thk-1);
EdgeFailLayerCount0 =EdgeFailLayerCount;
MainFailLayerCount = zeros(1,thk-1);
MainFailLayerCount0 =MainFailLayerCount;
% Panel matrix of Layer Stresses
for kk=2:1:thk;
Stress_temp = zeros(len,wid);
Stress_temp0 = zeros(len,wid);
EdgeFailCount = 0;
MainFailCount = 0;
for jj=1:1:wid;
for ii=1:1:len;
Stress(ii,jj,kk) = Ep(ii,jj,kk) * eTS(ii,jj,kk)/6894.75729;
CumStress(ii,jj,kk) = CumStress(ii,jj,kk) + Stress(ii,jj,kk);
Stress_temp(ii,jj) = CumStress(ii,jj,kk);
% *** Linville's Ultimate stress equation
UltStress(ii,jj,kk) = -33.2 + 1.91*(D(ii,jj,kk)/157.087464) + 2390*(R/100) - 360*(MC(ii,jj,kk)/100);
% Recording tensile stresses only
if (UltStress(ii,jj,kk) < CumStress(ii,jj,kk));
if ((ii==1)||(ii==2)||(ii==len-1)||(ii==len)||(jj==1)||(jj==2)||(jj==wid-1)||(jj==wid));
EdgeFailCount = EdgeFailCount + 1;
else
MainFailCount = MainFailCount + 1;
end
end
end;
EdgeFailLayerCount(kk-1) = EdgeFailCount;
MainFailLayerCount(kk-1) = MainFailCount;
end;
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% Save Fail count for layers
Iteration0 = strcat('Iteration',num2str(0));
Iteration = strcat('Iteration',num2str(w));
save
(strcat('C:\OSB_FEM\Analysis\Stress\',Iteration0,'\EdgeFailLayerCount.txt'),'EdgeFailLayerCount
0', '-ascii');
save
(strcat('C:\OSB_FEM\Analysis\Stress\',Iteration,'\EdgeFailLayerCount.txt'),'EdgeFailLayerCount',
'-ascii');
save
(strcat('C:\OSB_FEM\Analysis\Stress\',Iteration0,'\MainFailLayerCount.txt'),'MainFailLayerCount0'
, '-ascii');
save
(strcat('C:\OSB_FEM\Analysis\Stress\',Iteration,'\MainFailLayerCount.txt'),'MainFailLayerCount', 'ascii');
%Create stress layer label
% Create Iteration folder label
% Save Workspace variables for each iteration
StressLabel = strcat('StressLayer',num2str(kk),'.txt');
StressLabel0 = strcat('StressLayer',num2str(kk),'.txt');
save (strcat('C:\OSB_FEM\Analysis\Stress\',Iteration,'\',StressLabel),'Stress_temp', '-ascii');
save (strcat('C:\OSB_FEM\Analysis\Stress\',Iteration0,'\',StressLabel0),'Stress_temp0', '-ascii');
end;
% Assemble Element and Global Stiffness Matrix
switch Element
case 'H8 Brick'
% Counters for assembling global stiffness matrices
LF = NIL;
% Factor used in determining element layer
LayC = 0;
rowc = 0;
% Row counter of elements
elec = 1;
% Element counter
ii=1;
jj=1;
kk=1;
pp = 1;
% Generate nodal coordinates for the differential operator function
% Note that last element starts one dimension less than the total
for kk=1:1:thk-1;
for jj=1:1:wid-1;
for ii=1:1:len-1;
% Nodal coordinate assembly for the H8 element
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% FUNCTION CALL: NCAssemblyH8 %
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
CN = NCAssemblyH8(ii,jj,kk,cnx,cny,cnz);
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% Read strain due to TS, moisture content and density at nodes of current element
% ii,jj,kk are nodal coordinates
%
%
%

1 o-----o 4
|
|
2 o-----o 3

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% %
% FUNCTION CALL: StrainH8, NewmcH8, DH8 %
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% %
etsH8 = StrainH8(ii,jj,kk,eTS);
newmcH8 = NewmcH8(ii,jj,kk,newMC);
dH8 = DH8(ii,jj,kk,D);
% x=xi, y=eta z=zeta - Coeffients of Gaussian quadrature
% Set up coefficients for Gaussian Quadrature
% For n=2 integration points, weights R1=R2 = 1
Gauss = 0.5773502692;
a = -Gauss;
b = Gauss;
% Dimensionless centroidal coordinates [XI], [ETA], and [ZETA]
XI = [a b a b a b a b];
ETA = [a a b b a a b b];
ZETA= [a a a a b b b b];
% Initialize counter for integration by Gaussian quadrature
% Initialize differential operator
u = 1;
bh8 = zeros(6,24);
kh8 = zeros(24,24);
ph8 = zeros(24,1);
% Sign enforces equilibrium on strains at each node
% Botton 4 nodes have negative sign while top 4 nodes have positive signs
% Compute element Stiffness & Load Matrices
for L = 1:1:2;
% 2 integration points in the zeta direction (L1)
for K = 1:1:2;
% 2 integration points in the eta direction (L2)
for J = 1:1:2;
% 2 integration points in the xi direction (L3)
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% FUNCTION CALL: BmatH8
%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% Determine DJ and differential operator matrix
[bh8,DJ] = BmatH8(XI(u),ETA(u),ZETA(u),CN);
ts_vector = [0;0;etsH8(u);0;0;0];
% Create strain vector at integration node
if abs(newmcH8(u)) > Mfsp;
% Set maximum allowable moisture content
Moisture = Mfsp;
% at node to the fiber saturation point
else
Moisture = abs(newmcH8(u));
end
if abs(dH8(u)) < 0; % Check negative density values
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Density = 0;
else
Density = dH8(u);
end
% Case w=1 is for initial iteraton
% with initial strains assumed zero
% Evaluate for cases w=2,3,4...
% for tension and strains at nodes
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% FUNCTION CALL: EmatH8
%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
if w > 1;
if etsH8(u) < 0;
nodestate = 'compression';
Strain = abs(etsH8(u));
Emat = EmatH8(Density,Moisture,Strain,R,MatOrient,nodestate);
else
nodestate = 'tension';
Strain = abs(etsH8(u));
Emat = EmatH8(Density,Moisture,Strain,R,MatOrient,nodestate);
end
else
Emat = E_Initial;
% Use E_Initial for panel initial conditions
end
kh8 = kh8 + bh8.'*Emat*bh8*DJ;
% Compute the Element Stiffness Matrix for element (i)
ph8 = ph8 + bh8.'*Emat*ts_vector*DJ; % Compute the Element Load Matrix for element (i)
u = u+1;
% Increment counter u
end;
% End (Loop3)
end;
% End (Loop2)
end;
% End (Loop1)
% Assemble current element stiffness into Global Stiffness Matrix
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% FUNCTION CALL: SNassemblyH8
%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
[KH8,RC,EC] =
SNassemblyH8(KH8,kh8,Element,neLen+1,neWid+1,nelayer,pp,rowc,elec,LF,LayC);
% Assemble current element Load vector
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% FUNCTION CALL: PassemblyH8
%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
PH8 = PassemblyH8(PH8,ph8,neLen+1,neWid+1,nelayer,pp,rowc,elec,LF,LayC);
% Update row and element counters for stiffness matrix assembly
rowc = RC;
elec = EC;
pp = pp+1; % Increment element counter
% Adjust Layer Factor (LF) and increment Layer counter
if pp > nelayer;
pp = 1;
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rowc = 0;
elec = 1;
LayC = LayC + 1;
end;
end;
end;
end;

% Increment layer counter by 1

% END ii LOOP
% END jj LOOP
% END kk LOOP

% Implement Global Stiffness & Load Matrix Boundary Conditions
q = 3*NIL+3;
qq=1;
rr=1;
U = zeros(len,wid,thk);
for vv=q:3:Kdim;
% Begin with the immediate layer above the lowest layer
PH8mod(qq,1)=PH8(vv,1);
% Nodes in the lowest layer are fixed in all directions.
for ww=q:3:Kdim;
KH8mod(qq,rr)= KH8(vv,ww);
rr=rr+1;
end;
rr=1;
qq = qq+1;
end;
%XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
% SOLVE FOR NODAL DISPLACEMENTS X
%XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
UH8 = (KH8mod\PH8mod);
ww = 1;
mm=1;
% Assemble nodal displacements
for kk=2:1:thk;
U_temp = zeros(len,wid);
for jj=1:1:wid;
for ii=1:1:len;
U(ii,jj,kk) = U(ii,jj,kk) + UH8(mm);
U_temp(ii,jj) = U(ii,jj,kk)/0.0254; % Convert to inches
mm=mm+1;
end;
end;
% Create displacement layer matrix label
% Create Iteration folder label
% Save Workspace variables for each iteration
DisplacementsLayerLabel = strcat('DisplacementsLayer',num2str(kk),'.txt');
Iteration = strcat('Iteration',num2str(w));
save
(strcat('C:\OSB_FEM\Analysis\Displacements\',Iteration,'\',DisplacementsLayerLabel),'U_temp', 'ascii');
end;
% Upgrade the cnz matrix to reflect thickness swell
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for kk=2:1:thk;
cnz_temp = zeros(len,wid);
for jj=1:1:wid;
for ii=1:1:len;
% Ensure that there is room for thickness swell
if abs(U(ii,jj,kk)) <= DLayerThk(ii,jj,kk)
cnz(ii,jj,kk) = cnz(ii,jj,kk) + U(ii,jj,kk);
end
cnz_temp(ii,jj) = cnz(ii,jj,kk)/0.0254; % Convert to inches
end;
end;
% Create final displacement layer matrix label
% Create Iteration folder label
% Save Workspace variables for each iteration
ThkSwellLayerLabel = strcat('Thickness_SwellLayer',num2str(kk),'.txt');
Iteration = strcat('Iteration',num2str(w));
save
(strcat('C:\OSB_FEM\Analysis\Thickness_Swell\',Iteration,'\',ThkSwellLayerLabel),'cnz_temp', 'ascii');
end;
for kk=2:1:thk;
D_temp = zeros(len,wid);
for jj=1:1:wid;
for ii=1:1:len;
D(ii,jj,kk) = D(ii,jj,kk)*DLayerThk(ii,jj,kk)/(DLayerThk(ii,jj,kk) + abs(U(ii,jj,kk)));
D_temp(ii,jj) = D(ii,jj,kk)/157.087464; % Convert to lb/ft^3
end;
end;
% Create density layer matrix label
% Create Iteration folder label
% Save Workspace variables for each iteration
DensityLayerLabel = strcat('DensityLayer',num2str(kk),'.txt');
Iteration = strcat('Iteration',num2str(w));
save (strcat('C:\OSB_FEM\Analysis\Density\',Iteration,'\',DensityLayerLabel),'D_temp', '-ascii');
end;
% See initial evaluation on Line: 319
if strcmp(Sample,'Bending')==1;
% Re-evaluate [E_Inplane] for MOE for inplane bending stiffness (Steidl, 2000)
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% FUNCTION CALL: MOE_Inplane
%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
E_Inplane = MOE_Inplane(D,Strain_Inplane,neLen,neWid,neThk,HDD_VDPfile);
% Re-evaluate bending stiffness for panel [EI]
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% FUNCTION CALL: EI
%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
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EI(E_Inplane,cnz,uw,neLen,neWid,neThk,w,ul);
end
% Iteration Counter
% Increment waitbar counter
w=w+1;
waitbar(deltaTime/(3600*hours),h)
end;
end;
close(h)

% End Switch for Global Stiffness Matrix Assembly
% End Time Loop Counter
% Close waitbar

% Delete temp matlab files
delete('C:\OSB_FEM\Current\*.asv');

% Save number of iterations to SystemFile
% Note: Iteration is incremented by 1 before loop fails
IterationNumber = w-1;
% Obtain number of iterations in panel analysis
% Include Iteration Zero
str = IterationNumber:-1:0;
str = str';
ZeroIteration = num2str(str);
% Obtain number of iterations in panel analysis
% Exclude iteration zero
str = IterationNumber:-1:1;
str = str';
noZeroIteration = num2str(str);

% Save ControlPanel Variables for later use
save C:\OSB_FEM\SystemFiles\ControlPanelVariables;
% Find and close "old" Analysis GUIs
% Pass control handles to ControlPanel
% Open "new" Analysis Graphical User Interface
[flag,fig] = figflag('Analysis');
if flag==1;
close(fig)
fig = gcf;
handles = guihandles(fig);
end
open('Analysis.fig')
[flag,fig] = figflag('Analysis');
handles = guihandles(fig);
% Assign iterations array with no zero
handles.file_names = noZeroIteration;
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membrane
set(handles.pop_ChooseCycle,'String',handles.file_names,'Value',1)
% Set panel property options
BB = load ('C:\OSB_FEM\SystemFiles\ControlPanelVariables');
if (strcmp(BB.Sample,'Bending')==1);
% Assign iterations array with no zero
handles.file_names = BB.noZeroIteration;
set(handles.pop_ChooseCycle,'String',handles.file_names,'Value',1)
aaastr = [{'Bending Stiffness'},{'Curvature'},{'Stiffness Trend'},...
{'Stiffness Stats'}];
aaastr';
handles.file_names = aaastr;
set(handles.pop_PanelProperty,'String',handles.file_names,'Value',1)
% Set visibility of layer choice and cycle
set(handles.pop_ChooseLayer,'Visible','off')
set(handles.text_ChooseLayer,'Visible','off')
set(handles.pop_ChooseCycle,'Visible','on')
set(handles.text_ChooseCycle,'Visible','on')
else
aaastr = [{'Avg Thickness Swell'},{'Max Thickness Swell'},{'Avg Panel Thickness Swell'},...
{'Avg Moisture Content'},{'Max Moisture Content'},{'Avg Density'},{'Max Density'},...
{'Property Changes'},{'Sample Statistics'},{'Failed Fraction'}];
aaastr';
handles.file_names = aaastr;
set(handles.pop_PanelProperty,'String',handles.file_names,'Value',1)
% Set Layer options
aaastr = [{'Top Nodal Plane'},{'Nodal Plane 6'},{'Nodal Plane 5'},{'Nodal Plane 4'},...
{'Nodal Plane 3'},{'Nodal Plane 2'},{'All Layers'}];
aaastr';
handles.file_names = aaastr;
set(handles.pop_ChooseLayer,'String',handles.file_names,'Value',1)
% Set visibility of layer choice and cycle
set(handles.pop_ChooseLayer,'Visible','on')
set(handles.text_ChooseLayer,'Visible','on')
set(handles.pop_ChooseCycle,'Visible','off')
set(handles.text_ChooseCycle,'Visible','off')
end
% Open Advanced GUI Interface for 'Equations' Modification
function push_Modify_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles)
% Load Initial GUI Variables
BB = load ('C:\OSB_FEM\Equations\GUI_InitialVariables');
open('Equations.fig')
fig = gcf;
handles = guihandles(fig);
handles.BETA
= BB.BETA;
handles.FSP
= BB.FSP;
handles.BMOEC = BB.BendingMOECom;
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handles.BMOET = BB.BendingMOETen;
handles.MOETenPer = BB.MOETenPer;
handles.MOETenPar = BB.MOETenPar;
handles.MOEComPer = BB.MOEComPer;
handles.MOEComPar = BB.MOEComPar;
handles.STRTenPer = BB.STRTenPer;
handles.STRTenPar = BB.STRTenPar;
handles.STRComPer = BB.STRComPer;
handles.STRComPar = BB.STRComPar;
set(handles.edit_BETA,'String',handles.BETA,'Value',1);
set(handles.edit_FSP,'String',handles.FSP,'Value',1);
set(handles.edit_BendingMOECom,'String',handles.BMOEC,'Value',1);
set(handles.edit_BendingMOETen,'String',handles.BMOET,'Value',1);
set(handles.edit_MOETenPer,'String',handles.MOETenPer,'Value',1);
set(handles.edit_MOETenPar,'String',handles.MOETenPar,'Value',1);
set(handles.edit_MOEComPer,'String',handles.MOEComPer,'Value',1);
set(handles.edit_MOEComPar,'String',handles.MOEComPar,'Value',1);
set(handles.edit_STRTenPer,'String',handles.STRTenPer,'Value',1);
set(handles.edit_STRTenPar,'String',handles.STRTenPar,'Value',1);
set(handles.edit_STRComPer,'String',handles.STRComPer,'Value',1);
set(handles.edit_STRComPar,'String',handles.STRComPar,'Value',1);
% --- Executes on button press in push_ViewPlots.
function push_ViewPlots_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles)
% Load Initial GUI Variables
BB = load ('C:\OSB_FEM\SystemFiles\ControlPanelVariables');
noZeroIteration = BB.noZeroIteration;
open('Analysis.fig')
[flag,fig] = figflag('Analysis');
handles = guihandles(fig);
% Assign iterations array with no zero
handles.file_names = noZeroIteration;
set(handles.pop_ChooseCycle,'String',handles.file_names,'Value',1)
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%============================================================%
% PANEL NODAL POINTS
| 01/28/06 |
ALAN D. TACKIE
%
%============================================================%
%==================================%
% LayerThickness (ut) - Thickness of unit finite element
% UnitWidth
(uw) - Width of a unit element
% UnitLength (ul) - Length of a unit element
% PanelThickness (pt) - Thickness of overall panel
% PanelWidth (pw) - Width of overall panel
% PanelLength (pl) - Length of overall panel
% CN1
(cn) - Nodal Coordinates Matrix [len.x wid. x thk]
%------------------------------------------------------------function [CNx,CNy,CNz,Ne,Wid,Len,Thk,NeWid,NeLen,NeThk] = CNmatH8(ut,uw,ul,pt,pw,pl);
Thk = round(pt/ut)+1; % Nodes in CN Matrix z-dimension
Wid = round(pw/uw)+1; % Nodes in CN Matrix y-dimension
Len = round(pl/ul)+1; % Nodes in CN Matrix x-dimension
NeLen = Len - 1;
% Number of length elements
NeWid = Wid - 1;
% Number of width elements
NeThk = Thk - 1;
% Number of depth elements
Ne = NeLen * NeWid; % Number of elements per layer in panel matrix
CNz = zeros(Len,Wid,Thk); % Initialize cny matrix
CNy = zeros(Len,Wid,Thk); % Initialize cny matrix
CNx = zeros(Len,Wid,Thk); % Initialize cnx matrix
% Fill cnx and cny matrices with nodal coordinates
for kk=1:1:Thk;
for jj=1:1:Wid;
for ii=2:1:Len;
CNx(ii,jj,kk)=CNx(ii-1,jj,kk)+ ul;
end;
end;
end;
for kk=1:1:Thk;
for jj=2:1:Wid;
for ii=1:1:Len;
CNy(ii,jj,kk)=CNy(ii,jj-1,kk)+ uw;
end;
end;
end;
% Save Original Panel Layer Thicknesses = Iteration Zero (0)
for kk=2:1:Thk;
cnz_temp = zeros(Len,Wid);
for jj=1:1:Wid;
for ii=1:1:Len;
CNz(ii,jj,kk)=CNz(ii,jj,kk-1)+ ut;
cnz_temp(ii,jj) = CNz(ii,jj,kk)/0.0254; % Convert to inches
end;
end;
Thickness_SwellLayerLabel = strcat('Thickness_SwellLayer',num2str(kk),'.txt');
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save
(strcat('C:\OSB_FEM\Analysis\Thickness_Swell\Iteration0\',Thickness_SwellLayerLabel),'cnz_te
mp', '-ascii');
end;
return;
%

Chosen axes for panel discretization

% O--------O--------O -------> (x-dxn OR ii-dxn)
% | 1
| 2 |
% O--------O--------O
% | 3
| 4 |
% O--------O--------O
% |
% V
% (y-dxn OR jj-dxn)
% z-dxn is into the paper
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%============================================================%
%
HDD & VDP MESHING
|
12/28/05 |
ALAN D. TACKIE
%
%============================================================%
%====================================%
% spl - Number of x-ray density values between nodes along panel length
% spw - Number of x-ray density values between nodes along panel width
% spt - Number of x-ray density values between nodes along panel thk'ness
% sl1 - Trib width for averaging density at 1st and Nth node along lenth
% sw1 - Trib width for averaging density at 1st and Nth node along Width
% sl, sw, st - All other tributary lengths, widths, and thicknesses
% MeshHDD
- HDD for meshed panel
% MeshVDP
- VDP for meshed panel
% len
- Number of nodes in the length of panel
% wid
- Number of nodes in the width of panel
% thk
- Number of nodes in the thickness of panel
%------------------------------------------------------------function [MeshHDD,MeshVDP,AvgDen] = AvgMesh(sl1,sw1,sl,sw,st1,st,len,wid,thk,HDD,VDP);
% Initialize counters
I = 1;
J = 1;
counter = 0;
Nsum = 0;
% Determine average panel density
for tt = 1:1:len;
for rr = 1:1:wid;
Nsum = Nsum + HDD(tt,rr);
counter = counter + 1;
end;
end;
AvgDen = Nsum/counter;
counter = 0;
Nsum = 0;
% Determine average HDD nodal values for meshed panel
for x=1:1:len;
if ((x==1)||(x==len))
Ifinal = I + sl1;
else
Ifinal = I + sl;
end;
for y=1:1:wid;
if ((y==1)||(y==wid))
Jfinal = J + sw1;
else
Jfinal = J + sw;
end;
for uu = I:1:Ifinal;
for vv = J:1:Jfinal;
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Nsum = Nsum + HDD(uu,vv);
counter = counter + 1;
end;
end;
MeshHDD(x,y) = Nsum/counter;
Nsum = 0;
counter = 0;
end
I = Ifinal;
end;

% Determine average VDP nodal values for meshed panel
I = 1;
K = 1;
counter = 0;
Nsum = 0;
for x=1:1:len;
if ((x==1)||(x==len))
Ifinal = I + sl1;
else
Ifinal = I + sl;
end;
for z=1:1:thk;
if ((z==1)||(z==thk))
Kfinal = K + st1;
else
Kfinal = K + st;
end;
for uu = I:1:Ifinal;
for ww = K:1:Kfinal;
Nsum = Nsum + VDP(uu,ww);
counter = counter + 1;
end;
end;
MeshVDP(x,z) = Nsum/counter;
Nsum = 0;
counter = 1;
end
I = Ifinal;
end;
return;
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%============================================================%
%
3D DENSITY MATRIX
|
12/28/05 | ALAN D. TACKIE %
%============================================================%
%==================================%
% Len - Number of nodes in the length of panel
% Wid - Number of nodes in the width of panel
% Thk - Number of nodes in the depth of panel
% d - Density matrix for panel
%------------------------------------------------------------function d = DmatH8(MeshHDD,MeshVDP,Len,Wid,Thk);
VDPAvg = 0;
VDPSum = 0;
counter = 0;
for i=1:1:Len;
for k=1:1:Thk;
VDPSum = VDPSum + MeshVDP(i,k);
counter = counter + 1;
end;
VDPAvg = VDPSum/counter;
for k=1:1:Thk;
for j=1:1:Wid;
d(i,j,k) = MeshVDP(i,k) * MeshHDD(i,j)/VDPAvg;
end;
end;
VDPAvg = 0;
VDPSum = 0;
counter = 1;
end;
for kk=2:1:Thk;
D_temp = zeros(Len,Wid);
for jj=1:1:Wid;
for ii=1:1:Len;
D_temp(ii,jj) = d(ii,jj,kk)/157.087464;
end;
end;

% Convert to lb/ft^3;

% Save Original Density Matrix of Panel = Iteration Zero (0)
DensityLayerLabel = strcat('DensityLayer',num2str(kk),'.txt');
save (strcat('C:\OSB_FEM\Analysis\Density\Iteration0\',DensityLayerLabel),'D_temp', '-ascii');
end;
return;
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%============================================================%
%
INITIAL MOE |
01/30/06
|
ALAN D. TACKIE
%
%============================================================%
%===================================%
% AvgDEN
- Average panel density
% AvgMC
- Average moisture content
% MO
- Orientation of OSB strands
% E_initial - Average MOE for panel
% E_ten
- Bending MOE in tension
% E_com
- Bending MOE in compression
%r
- Percent resin content
% Strain
- Average strain at initization
% Function returns MOE Matrix for panel initialization
%-------------------------------------------------------------function [E_initial] = MOE_Initial(AvgDen,AvgMC,Strain,r,MO);
choice = MO;
BB = load ('C:\OSB_FEM\Equations\GUI_InitialVariables');
% Determine MOE Matrices for Surface and Core elements
for zz=1:1:2;
switch zz
case 1
% MOE in Compression: Parallel Orientation
% Convert psi to N/m^2 by mult. by 6894.75729
yy = BB.BendingMOECom;
yyy = strcat('Ec =(',yy,')* 6894.75729');
eval(yyy);
case 2
% MOE in Tension: Parallel Orientation
% Convert psi to N/m^2 by mult. by 6894.75729
yy = BB.BendingMOETen;
yyy = strcat('Ec =(',yy,')* 6894.75729');
eval(yyy);
end;
clc
switch choice
case 'Isotropic'
% Poisson evaluated at zero for TS samples
% Ratio can be changed in the "Equations Editor Window"
v = str2num(BB.PoissonRatio);
e1 = 1-v;
e2 = 1-2*v;
e3 = e2/2;
E = Ec/(1+v)/e2;
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Emat = E*[[e1 v v 0 0 0];
[v e1 v 0 0 0];
[v v e1 0 0 0];
[0 0 0 e3 0 0];
[0 0 0 0 e3 0];
[0 0 0 0 0 e3]];
case 'Plane Stress'

% Provision for Plane Stress scenario

case 'Plane Strain'

% Provision for Plane Strain scenario

end; % End Switch-Case for MOE Matix Determination
% Assign MOE Matrix to case choice
switch zz
case 1
Ecomp = Emat;
case 2
Etens = Emat;
end; % End Switch-Case for MOE Matrix Assignment
end;

% End FOR Loop

% Initial E is evaluated as the average of E-compression and E-tension
E_initial = (Ecomp + Etens)/2;
return;
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%============================================================%
% PANEL INPLANE MOE
| 01/20/06
|
ALAN D. TACKIE %
%============================================================%
%==================================%
%D
- Panel density matrix
% Strain_Inplane - Matrix of nodal strains
% neLen
- Number of elements in the length
% neWid
- Number of elements in the width
% neThk
- Number of elements in the thickness
% E_INPLANE
- Inplane MOE (psi)
%------------------------------------------------------------function EINPLANE = MOE_Inplane(D,Strain_Inplane,neLen,neWid,neThk,HDD_VDPfile);
% Initialize [E] matrix for in plane MOE at nodes
E = zeros(neLen+1,neWid+1,neThk+1);
% Initialize EINPLANE for average MOE for elements
EINPLANE = zeros(neLen+1,neWid,neThk);
% Determine bending orientation by identifying
% PA - Parallel from the file name otherwise sample
% orientation is PP - Perpendicular
PA = findstr(HDD_VDPfile,'PA');
if PA
Orientation = 'Parallel';
else
Orientation = 'Perpendicular';
end

% Load Steidl's equations for evaluating inplane bending [E]
BB = load ('C:\OSB_FEM\Equations\GUI_InitialVariables');
for ii=1:1:neLen+1;
for jj=1:1:neWid+1;
for kk=1:1:neThk+1;
% State strain condition at nodes
if Strain_Inplane(ii,jj,kk) < 0;
state = 'compression';
else
state = 'tension';
end
if strcmp(Orientation,'Parallel');
switch state
case 'compression'
% MOE in Compression
yy = BB.MOEComPar;
yyy = strcat('E(ii,jj,kk) =(',yy,')');
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eval(yyy);
case 'tension'
% MOE in Tension
yy = BB.MOETenPar;
yyy = strcat('E(ii,jj,kk) =(',yy,')');
eval(yyy);
end;
else
switch state
case 'compression'
% MOE in Compression
yy = BB.MOEComPer;
yyy = strcat('E(ii,jj,kk) =(',yy,')');
eval(yyy);
case 'tension'
% MOE in Tension
yy = BB.MOETenPer;
yyy = strcat('E(ii,jj,kk) =(',yy,')');
eval(yyy);
end
end
end
end
end
% Create average MOE for elements within panel
for uu=1:1:neLen+1;
for vv=1:1:neWid;
for ww=1:1:neThk;
EINPLANE(uu,vv,ww) = (E(uu,vv,ww)+E(uu,vv+1,ww)+...
E(uu,vv+1,ww+1)+E(uu,vv,ww+1))/4;
end
end
end
return;
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%============================================================%
%
PANEL STIFFNESS
| 02/21/06
| ALAN D. TACKIE
%
%============================================================%
%==================================%
% Determine bending stiffness for panel [EI]
% EI evaluated along panel length (lb-in^2)
% E_Inplane - Inplane MOE passed from calling program (psi)
% uw - unit width of element
% cnz - layer thickness coordinates
% All units consistent with USC System
% w - Counter passed from control panel
% neLen - Number of elements in the length
% neWid - Number of elements in the width
% neThk - Number of elements in the thickness
%------------------------------------------------------------function EI(E_Inplane,cnz,uw,neLen,neWid,neThk,w,ul);
% Convert to US customary units
cnz = cnz/0.0254; % Convert from meters to inches
uw = uw/0.0254; % Convert from meters to inches
ul = ul/0.0254; % Convert from meters to inches
% Initialize [dh] for average element height (inches)
% Initialize EIVECTOR for average MOE for elements
dh = zeros(neLen+1,neWid,neThk);
EIVECTOR = zeros(1,neLen+1);

% Evaluate average dh for each element
% Evaluate average area for each element [A] (in^2)
% Evaluate Moment of Inertia around centroid of element [Ixo] (in^4)
% Evaluate Moment Arm for evaluating Neutral Axis [MomentArm] (in)
for uu=1:1:neLen+1;
for vv=1:1:neWid;
for ww=1:1:neThk;
dh(uu,vv,ww) = 0.5*((cnz(uu,vv,ww+1)- cnz(uu,vv,ww))+ ...
(cnz(uu,vv+1,ww+1)-cnz(uu,vv+1,ww)));
Area(uu,vv,ww) = uw * dh(uu,vv,ww);
Ixo(uu,vv,ww) = Area(uu,vv,ww)*((dh(uu,vv,ww))^2)/12;
MomentArm(uu,vv,ww) = (0.5*(cnz(uu,vv,neThk+1) + cnz(uu,vv+1,neThk+1)))- ...
((0.5*(cnz(uu,vv,ww+1) + cnz(uu,vv+1,ww+1)))- (dh(uu,vv,ww)/2));
end
end
end
% Evaluate Neutral Axis (N.A.)
EA_Moment = 0;
EA = 0;
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for uu=1:1:neLen+1;
for vv=1:1:neWid;
for ww=1:1:neThk;
EA_Moment = EA_Moment + E_Inplane(uu,vv,ww) * Area(uu,vv,ww) * MomentArm(uu,vv,ww);
EA = EA + E_Inplane(uu,vv,ww) * Area(uu,vv,ww);
end
end
end
NA = EA_Moment/EA;
% Initialize section moment of inertia along beam length
% Evaluate distance from element centroid to N.A.
% Evaluate transfer of Moment of Inertia about N.A.
% Evaluate net moment of inertia for elements
% Evaluate EI for element
% Evaluate moment of inertia for section [EIVECTOR]
for uu=1:1:neLen+1;
EIxx_sum = 0;
Ixx_sum = 0;
for vv=1:1:neWid;
for ww=1:1:neThk;
Y_NA(uu,vv,ww) = (cnz(uu,vv,ww+1) - dh(uu,vv,ww)/2) - NA;
Adsquare(uu,vv,ww) = Area(uu,vv,ww)*(Y_NA(uu,vv,ww))^2;
Ixx(uu,vv,ww) = Ixo(uu,vv,ww) + Adsquare(uu,vv,ww);
Ixx_sum = Ixx_sum + Ixx(uu,vv,ww);
EIxx(uu,vv,ww) = E_Inplane(uu,vv,ww) * Ixx(uu,vv,ww);
EIxx_sum = EIxx_sum + EIxx(uu,vv,ww);
end
end
IxxVECTOR(1,uu) = Ixx_sum;
EIVECTOR(1,uu) = EIxx_sum;
end
% Initialize moment vector
Moment = zeros(1,neLen+1);
if mod(neLen,2)==0;
limit = neLen/2;
% Assemble moment vector for even number
% of elements along panel length
for uu=2:1:limit+1;
Moment(1,uu) = ul*(uu-1)/2;
end
pp=1;
for uu=limit+2:1:neLen+1;
Moment(1,uu) = Moment(1,limit+1-pp);
pp = pp+1;
end;
else
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% Assemble moment vector for odd number
% of elements along panel length
for uu=2:1:neLen+1;
if uu <= (neLen+1)/2;
Moment(1,uu) = ul*(uu-1)/2;
else
if (((neLen)/2) + 0.5== uu);
Moment(1,uu) = Moment(1,uu-1);
else
Moment(1,uu) = (neLen+1 - uu)*ul/2;
end
end
end
end
% Find curvature per unit load
MoverEI = Moment ./ EIVECTOR;
% Find maximum deflection at the center of span
Deflection = 0;
Loadsum = 0;
% Case for even number of elements along panel length
if mod(neLen/2,2)==0;
for ii=neLen/2:-1:1;
m1 = MoverEI(ii);
m2 = MoverEI(ii+1);
if ii~=1;
% Arm = Length of (ii-1)elements + dist. to trapezoidal C.G.
moment_arm = (ii-1)*ul + ul*(2*m2 + m1)/(m1+m2)/3;
Load = 0.5 * (m1+m2) * ul;
Loadsum = Loadsum + Load;
Deflection = Deflection + Load * moment_arm;
end
if ii==1;
Load = 0.5*m2*ul
Loadsum = Loadsum + Load;
Deflection = Deflection + Load*ul/3;
end
end
% Case for odd number of elements along panel length
else
for ii=ceil(neLen/2):-1:1;
m1 = MoverEI(ii);
m2 = MoverEI(ii+1);
if (ii~=ceil(neLen/2)||ii~=1);
% Arm = Length of (ii-1)elements + dist. to trapezoidal C.G.
moment_arm = (ii-1)*ul + ul*(2*m2 + m1)/(m1+m2)/3;
Load = 0.5 * (m1+m2) * ul;
Loadsum = Loadsum + Load;
Deflection = Deflection + Load * moment_arm;
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end
if ii==1;
Load = 0.5*m2*ul
Loadsum = Loadsum + Load;
Deflection = Deflection + Load*ul/3;
end
if ii==ceil(neLen/2);
midspanMoment = neLen*ul/4
midspanEI = (EIVECTOR(1,ii)+EIVECTOR(1,ii-1))/2;
m1 = MoverEI(ii-1);
m2 = midspanMoment/midspanEI;
% Arm = Length of (ii-1)elements + dist. to trapezoidal C.G.
moment_arm = (ii-1)*ul + ul*(2*m2 + m1)/(m1+m2)/3;
Load = 0.5 * (m1+m2) * ul/2;
Loadsum = Loadsum + Load;
Deflection = Deflection + Load * moment_arm;
end
end
end
% Calculate midspan shear and re-evaluate deflection
% Change in M/EI left and right areas under the curve
% gives midspan shear
% Shear influence = Midspan shear x 1/2 span length
RxnArm = Deflection;
LeftLoad = Loadsum;
% Case for even number of elements along panel length
if mod(neLen/2,2)==0;
for ii=neLen/2:-1:1;
m1 = MoverEI(ii);
m2 = MoverEI(ii+1);
if ii~=1;
moment_arm = (neLen/2)*ul + ul*(2*m2 + m1)/(m1+m2)/3;
Load = 0.5*(m1+m2)* ul;
Loadsum = Loadsum + Load;
RxnArm = RxnArm + Load * moment_arm;
end
if ii==1;
moment_arm = (neLen/2)*ul + 2*ul/3;
Load = 0.5*m2*ul;
Loadsum = Loadsum + Load;
RxnArm = RxnArm + Load*moment_arm;
end
end
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% Case for odd number of elements along panel length
else
for ii=ceil(neLen/2):-1:1;
m1 = MoverEI(ii);
m2 = MoverEI(ii+1);
if (ii~=ceil(neLen/2)||ii~=1);
moment_arm = (neLen/2)*ul + ul*(2*m2 + m1)/(m1+m2)/3;
Load = 0.5*(m1+m2)*ul;
Loadsum = Loadsum + Load;
RxnArm = RxnArm + Load* moment_arm;
end
if ii==1;
moment_arm = (neLen/2)*ul + 2*ul/3;
Load = 0.5*m2*ul;
Loadsum = Loadsum + Load;
RxnArm = RxnArm + Load*moment_arm;
end
if ii==ceil(neLen/2);
midspanMoment = neLen*ul/4
midspanEI = (EIVECTOR(1,ii)+EIVECTOR(1,ii-1))/2;
m1 = MoverEI(ii-1);
m2 = midspanMoment/midspanEI;
moment_arm = (neLen/2)*ul + ul*(2*m2 + m1)/(m1+m2)/3;
Load = 0.5*(m1+m2)*ul;
Loadsum = Loadsum + Load;
RxnArm = RxnArm + Load * moment_arm;
end
end
end
RightShear = RxnArm/(neLen*ul);
LeftShear = Loadsum - RightShear;
MidspanShear = LeftLoad - LeftShear;
Deflection = Deflection + MidspanShear * neLen*ul/2;
% Create Iteration folder label
% Save Workspace variables for each iteration
Iteration = strcat('Iteration',num2str(w));
save (strcat('C:\OSB_FEM\Analysis\MoverEI\',Iteration,'\MoverEI.txt'),'MoverEI', '-ascii');
save (strcat('C:\OSB_FEM\Analysis\MoverEI\',Iteration,'\Ixx.txt'),'IxxVECTOR', '-ascii');
save (strcat('C:\OSB_FEM\Analysis\MoverEI\',Iteration,'\EI.txt'),'EIVECTOR', '-ascii');
save (strcat('C:\OSB_FEM\Analysis\MoverEI\',Iteration,'\Deflection.txt'),'Deflection', '-ascii');
return;
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%============================================================%
% PANEL MOISTURE CONTENT
| 10/24/05
| ALAN D. TACKIE %
%============================================================%
%==================================%
% Len - Number of nodes in the length of panel
% Wid - Number of nodes in the width of panel
% Thk - Number of nodes in the depth of panel
% mcc - Matrix of moisture content for panel core
% mcs - Matrix of moisture content for panel surface
% testtype - Panel boundary condition [Soak Test, Relative Humidity*]
%
Soak Test is the primary test conducted herein, RH Test
%
provisions made for future program expansion
% function mc = MCmatH8(Len,Wid,Thk,mcs,mcc,mo,testtype); Alternate fxn
%-------------------------------------------------------------

function mc = MCmatH8(Len,Wid,Thk,mcontent,testtype);
choice = testtype;
mcs = mcontent;
mcc = mcontent;
% Create and initialize mc and mce matrix
mc = zeros(Len,Wid,Thk); % MC without edge effects
if Thk < 3;
msgbox('PANEL ANALYSIS ERROR, PLEASE ENSURE 3 OR MORE LAYERS FOR PANEL
ANALYSIS')
else
if (Thk == (3||4));
nlts = 1;
% Number of layers for top surface
nlbs = nlts;
% Number of layers for bottom surface
nlcore = Thk-2*nlts; % Number of layers for core
else
nlts = ceil(Thk/3);
nlbs = nlts;
nlcore = Thk-2*nlts;
end;
end;
switch choice
case 'Soak Test'
% Initialize mc for bottom surface
for ii=1:1:Len;
for jj=1:1:Wid;
for kk=1:1:nlbs;
mc(ii,jj,kk) = mcs;
end;
end;
end;
% Initialize mc for core
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for ii=1:1:Len;
for jj=1:1:Wid;
for kk=nlbs+1:1:nlbs+nlcore;
mc(ii,jj,kk) = mcc;
end;
end;
end;
% Initialize mc for top surface
for ii=1:1:Len;
for jj=1:1:Wid;
for kk=nlbs+nlcore+1:1:Thk;
mc(ii,jj,kk) = mcs;
end;
end;
end;
% Save Original Moisture Content of Panel = Iteration Zero (0)
for kk=2:1:Thk;
mc_temp = zeros(Len,Wid);
for jj=1:1:Wid;
for ii=1:1:Len;
mc_temp(ii,jj) = mc(ii,jj,kk);
end;
end;
Moisture_ContentLayerLabel = strcat('Moisture_Content',num2str(kk),'.txt');
save
(strcat('C:\OSB_FEM\Analysis\Moisture_Content\Iteration0\',Moisture_ContentLayerLabel),'mc_te
mp', '-ascii');
end;
case 'Relative Humidity'
end;
return;
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%============================================================%
% PANEL BETA
| 10/24/05 |
ALAN D. TACKIE
%
%============================================================%
%==================================%
% Len - Number of nodes in the length of panel
% Wid - Number of nodes in the width of panel
% Thk - Number of nodes in the depth of panel
% r - Percentage resin in panel
% D - Density matrix for panel
% beta - Beta Matrix for determining nodal strain
%------------------------------------------------------------% Equation for beta valid for small variance in the H.D.D.
% beta = (.032r + 0.04) x density
function beta = BETAmatH8(Len,Wid,Thk,r,D);
BB = load ('C:\OSB_FEM\Equations\GUI_InitialVariables');
BETA = BB.BETA;
%% Create and initialize beta [beta] matrix
%beta = zeros(Len,Wid,Thk);
%fid = fopen('C:\OSB_FEM\Equations\BETA.txt');
%BETA = fscanf(fid,'%c');
%fclose(fid);
% Initialize beta for all nodes
% r/100 converts % resin to resin fraction
for ii=1:1:Len;
for jj=1:1:Wid;
for kk=1:1:Thk;
beta(ii,jj,kk) = eval(BETA);
end;
end;
end;
return;
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%============================================================%
% NEW PANEL MOISTURE CONTENT | 1/28/06 | ALAN D. TACKIE %
%============================================================%
%=====================================%
% Len - Number of nodes in the length of panel
% Wid - Number of nodes in the width of panel
% Thk - Number of nodes in the depth of panel
% mc - Matrix of moisture content for panel
% h - Moisture transfer coefficient
% T - Temperature in degrees Kelvin
% dt - Time step
% d - Panel density matrix
% dz - Delta z is the layer thickness
% kz - Effective water conductivity in the thickness direction
% SFO - Surface Fiber Orientation
% CFO - Core Fiber Orientation
% tl - number of layers in the top and bottom surfaces
% cl - number of layers in the core
% avgD - Panel average density
% w - Iteration number from calling program
%------------------------------------------------------------% The method of partial lines for partial differential equations
% is used here to solve for new mc
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%

MC_node Thk = MC_inf
n5-----------o--------------Surface Node or node Thk
n4-----------o-------------dz
n3-----------o-------------n2-----------o-------------n1-----------o--------------Bottom Node

%

MC_node n1 = MC_inf at t = ti

%

MC_node n1,n2,n3,n4,n5 = MCo at t = 0

function newmc =
newMCmatH8(Len,Wid,Thk,dx,dy,dz,mc,mo,fsp,h,T,dt,d,EdgeYN,SFO,tl,cl,avgD,w);
R = 8.315;
% Universal Gas Constant - J/mol/K
mce = mc;
% Initialize mce for edge effect analysis IF EdgeYN is 'Yes'
Dwater = 9810;
% Density of water in N/m^3
Gs = avgD/Dwater; % Specific gravity of wood
d = d/9.81;
% Convert weight density to mass density [(N/m^3)/9.81 = Kg/m^3]
% Create and initialize new mc and mce matrices
newmc = zeros(Len,Wid,Thk);
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newmce = newmc;
% Determine new mc
for ii=1:1:Len;
for jj=1:1:Wid;
% Read mc and d at all nodes in the z-dxn at specific x-y location
for kk=1:1:Thk;
mc_coor(kk) = mc(ii,jj,kk);
d_coor(kk) = d(ii,jj,kk);
end;
% Array length
arraylength = length(mc_coor);
Mavg = mc_coor(Thk);
% Use Dbt for diffusion coef. in the transverse dxn
Dbt = (7*10^-6)*exp(-(38500-290*Mavg)/(R*T));
Va = 1 - Gs*(0.653 + 0.01*Mavg); % Porosity of wood - Siaw 1995: Eqn 1.20a
Dt = Dbt/(1-Va)/(1-Va^0.5);
% Transverse bound-water diffusion coef.
kz = Dt*100/d_coor(Thk);
m2 = mc_coor(Thk-1);
m3 = mc_coor(Thk-2);
newmc(ii,jj,Thk) = (2*h*mo*dz - kz*m3 + 4*kz*m2)/(3*kz + 2*h*dz);
mc_coor(Thk) = newmc(ii,jj,Thk);
% Solve for new mc at nodes N to node-2 in the bottom
for gg=Thk-1:-1:2;
if mc_coor(gg+1) >= mc_coor(gg-1)
m3 = mc_coor(gg+1);
% Higher Moisture Content
m2 = mc_coor(gg-1);
% Lower Moisture Content
else
m2 = mc_coor(gg-1);
m3 = mc_coor(gg+1);
end;
Mavg = m2 + (2/3)*(m3 - m2);
% Use Dbt for diffusion coef. in the transverse dxn
Dbt = (7*10^-6)*exp(-(38500-290*Mavg)/(R*T));
Va = 1 - Gs*(0.653 + 0.01*Mavg); % Porosity of wood - Siaw 1995: Eqn 1.20a
Dt = Dbt/(1-Va)/(1-Va^0.5);
% Transverse bound-water diffusion coef.
kz = Dt*100/d_coor(gg);
m_gg_Plus_1 = mc_coor(gg+1);
m_gg_minus_1 = mc_coor(gg-1);
m_gg
= mc_coor(gg);
newmc(ii,jj,gg) = m_gg + kz*dt*(m_gg_Plus_1 - 2*m_gg + m_gg_minus_1)/(dz^2);
end;
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end;
end; % End loops for new mc
% Perform Edge Effects Analysis
if strcmp(EdgeYN,'YES')==1
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%

o-----o-----o--> ii
UP
|
|
|
|
o-----o-----o
L --|-- R
|
|
|
|
o-----o-----o
DOWN
|
v
jj

% UP - DOWN Orientation
% |
|
| Up
% o o o
% |
|
| 1/2 Way Down
% o-----o----o ------------- Odd central node at 1/2 panel width
% |
|
| 1/2 Way Up
% o o o
% |
|
| Down

% LEFT - RIGHT Orientation
%
|
% ----o-----o-----o---%
|
% ----o-----o-----o---%
|
% ----o-----o-----o---% L 1/2R | 1/2L R
%
|
%
'---> Odd central node at 1/2 panel length

switch SFO
case 'Up - Down'
%
BOTTOM SURFACE - FROM UP TO 1/2 WAY DOWN
%-------------------------------------------------------------for kk=2:1:tl
% tl layer - highest bottom surface layer
for ii=1:1:Len;
% Read mc and d at all nodes in the y-dxn
% Loop until half the width of panel
% mc_coorUD - coordinates from UP -> 1/2 way DOWN
% d_coorUD - coordinates from UP -> 1/2 way DOWN
% 'floor' command - Used to round down division by 2
% Implication - Odd central node is ignored
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for jj=1:1:floor(Wid/2);
mc_coorUD(jj) = mc(ii,jj,kk);
d_coorUD(jj) = d(ii,jj,kk);
end; % End jj Loop
% Calculate length of array
arraylength = length(mc_coorUD);
Mavg = mc_coorUD(1);
% Use Dbt for diffusion coef. in the transverse dxn
Dbt = (7*10^-6)*exp(-(38500-290*Mavg)/(R*T));
Va = 1 - Gs*(0.653 + 0.01*Mavg); % Porosity of wood - Siaw 1995: Eqn 1.20a
Dt = Dbt/(1-Va)/(1-Va^0.5);
% Transverse bound-water diffusion coef.
kz = Dt*100/d_coorUD(1);

m2 = mc_coorUD(2);
m3 = mc_coorUD(3);
newmce(ii,1,kk) = (2*h*mo*dy - kz*m3 + 4*kz*m2)/(3*kz + 2*h*dy);
mc_coorUD(1) = newmce(ii,1,kk);
% Begin new mc calculations
for gg=2:1:arraylength-1;
if mc_coorUD(gg-1) >= mc_coorUD(gg+1)
m3 = mc_coorUD(gg-1);
% Higher Moisture Content
m2 = mc_coorUD(gg+1);
% Lower Moisture Content
else
m2 = mc_coorUD(gg+1);
m3 = mc_coorUD(gg-1);
end;
Mavg = m2 + (2/3)*(m3 - m2);
Dbt = (7*10^-6)*exp(-(38500-290*Mavg)/(R*T));
Va = 1 - Gs*(0.653 + 0.01*Mavg); % Porosity of wood - Siaw 1995: Eqn 1.20a
Dt = Dbt/(1-Va)/(1-Va^0.5);
% Transverse bound-water diffusion coef.
Dl = 2.5 * Dt;
kz = Dl*100/d_coorUD(gg);
m_gg_Plus_1 = mc_coorUD(gg+1);
m_gg_minus_1 = mc_coorUD(gg-1);
m_gg
= mc_coorUD(gg);
newmce(ii,gg,kk) = m_gg + kz*dt*(m_gg_Plus_1 - 2*m_gg + m_gg_minus_1)/(dy^2);
mc_coorUD(gg)=newmce(ii,gg,kk);
end; % End mc Loop

end;
end;

% End ii Loop
% End kk Loop

% ---------------- END UP TO 1/2 WAY DOWN -----------------
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%
BOTTOM SURFACE - FROM DOWN TO 1/2 WAY UP
%---------------------------------------------------------for kk=2:1:tl
% tl layer - highest bottom surface layer
for ii=1:1:Len;
% Read mc and d at all nodes in the y-dxn
% Loop until half the width of panel
% 'floor' command - Used to round down division by 2
% Implication - Odd central node is ignored
% mc_coorDU - coordinates from DOWN -> 1/2 way UP
% d_coorDU - coordinates from DOWN -> 1/2 way UP
vv = 1;
for jj=Wid:-1:floor(Wid/2)+1;
mc_coorDU(vv) = mc(ii,jj,kk);
d_coorDU(vv) = d(ii,jj,kk);
vv = vv+1;
end; % End jj Loop
% Calculate length of array
arraylength = length(mc_coorDU);
Mavg = mc_coorDU(1);
% Use Dbt for diffusion coef. in the transverse dxn
Dbt = (7*10^-6)*exp(-(38500-290*Mavg)/(R*T));
Va = 1 - Gs*(0.653 + 0.01*Mavg); % Porosity of wood - Siaw 1995: Eqn 1.20a
Dt = Dbt/(1-Va)/(1-Va^0.5);
% Transverse bound-water diffusion coef.
kz = Dt*100/d_coorDU(1);
if arraylength < 3;
msgbox('PROGRAM ERROR: Mesh should have at least 6 nodes per panel side')
break;
end;
m2 = mc_coorDU(2);
m3 = mc_coorDU(3);
newmce(ii,Wid,kk) = (2*h*mo*dz - kz*m3 + 4*kz*m2)/(3*kz + 2*h*dy);
mc_coorDU(1) = newmce(ii,Wid,kk);

% Begin new mc calculations
for gg=2:1:arraylength-1;
if mc_coorDU(gg-1) >= mc_coorDU(gg+1)
m3 = mc_coorDU(gg-1);
% Higher Moisture Content
m2 = mc_coorDU(gg+1);
% Lower Moisture Content
else
m2 = mc_coorDU(gg+1);
m3 = mc_coorDU(gg-1);
end;
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Mavg = m2 + (2/3)*(m3 - m2);
Dbt = (7*10^-6)*exp(-(38500-290*Mavg)/(R*T));
Va = 1 - Gs*(0.653 + 0.01*Mavg); % Porosity of wood - Siaw 1995: Eqn 1.20a
Dt = Dbt/(1-Va)/(1-Va^0.5);
% Transverse bound-water diffusion coef.
Dl = 2.5 * Dt;
kz = Dl*100/d_coorDU(gg);
m_gg_Plus_1 = mc_coorDU(gg+1);
m_gg_minus_1 = mc_coorDU(gg-1);
m_gg
= mc_coorDU(gg);
newmce(ii,Wid+1-gg,kk) = m_gg + kz*dt*(m_gg_Plus_1 - 2*m_gg + m_gg_minus_1)/(dy^2);
mc_coorDU(gg) = newmce(ii,gg,kk);
end;
end;
end;

% End mc Loop
% End ii Loop
% End kk Loop

% ------------------- END DOWN TO 1/2 WAY UP ------------------

%
CORE SURFACE - FROM LEFT TO 1/2 WAY RIGHT
%------------------------------------------------------------------------------for kk=tl+1:1:cl+tl
for jj=1:1:Wid;
% Read mc and d at all nodes in the x-dxn
% Loop until half the width of panel
% mc_coorUD - coordinates from UP -> 1/2 way DOWN
% d_coorUD - coordinates from UP -> 1/2 way DOWN
% 'floor' command - Used to round down division by 2
% Implication - Odd central node is ignored
for ii=1:1:floor(Len/2);
mc_coorLR(ii) = mc(ii,jj,kk);
d_coorLR(ii) = d(ii,jj,kk);
end; % End ii Loop
% Calculate length of array
arraylength = length(mc_coorLR);
Mavg = mc_coorLR(1);
% Use Dbt for diffusion coef. in the transverse dxn
Dbt = (7*10^-6)*exp(-(38500-290*Mavg)/(R*T));
Va = 1 - Gs*(0.653 + 0.01*Mavg); % Porosity of wood - Siaw 1995: Eqn 1.20a
Dt = Dbt/(1-Va)/(1-Va^0.5);
% Transverse bound-water diffusion coef.
Dl = 2.5 * Dt;
kz = Dl*100/d_coorLR(1);
m2 = mc_coorLR(2);
m3 = mc_coorLR(3);
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newmce(1,jj,kk) = (2*h*mo*dz - kz*m3 + 4*kz*m2)/(3*kz + 2*h*dx);
mc_coorLR(1) = newmce(1,jj,kk);

% Begin new mc calculations
for gg=2:1:arraylength-1;
if mc_coorLR(gg-1) >= mc_coorLR(gg+1)
m3 = mc_coorLR(gg-1);
% Higher Moisture Content
m2 = mc_coorLR(gg+1);
% Lower Moisture Content
else
m2 = mc_coorLR(gg+1);
m3 = mc_coorLR(gg-1);
end;
Mavg = m2 + (2/3)*(m3 - m2);
Dbt = (7*10^-6)*exp(-(38500-290*Mavg)/(R*T));
Va = 1 - Gs*(0.653 + 0.01*Mavg); % Porosity of wood - Siaw 1995: Eqn 1.20a
Dt = Dbt/(1-Va)/(1-Va^0.5);
% Transverse bound-water diffusion coef.
Dl = 2.5 * Dt;
kz = Dl*100/d_coorLR(gg);
m_gg_Plus_1 = mc_coorLR(gg+1);
m_gg_minus_1 = mc_coorLR(gg-1);
m_gg
= mc_coorLR(gg);
newmce(gg,jj,kk) = m_gg + kz*dt*(m_gg_Plus_1 - 2*m_gg + m_gg_minus_1)/(dx^2);
mc_coorLR(gg) = newmce(gg,jj,kk);
end;

end;
end;

% End mc Loop

% End ii Loop
% End kk Loop

% ---------------- END LEFT TO 1/2 WAY RIGHT -----------------

%
CORE SURFACE - FROM RIGHT TO 1/2 WAY LEFT
%-------------------------------------------------------------------------------for kk=tl+1:1:cl+tl
for jj=1:1:Wid;
% Read mc and d at all nodes in the x-dxn
% Loop until half the width of panel
% 'floor' command - Used to round down division by 2
% Implication - Odd central node is ignored
% mc_coorDU - coordinates from DOWN -> 1/2 way UP
% d_coorDU - coordinates from DOWN -> 1/2 way UP
vv = 1;
for ii=Len:-1:floor(Len/2)+1;
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mc_coorRL(vv) = mc(ii,jj,kk);
d_coorRL(vv) = d(ii,jj,kk);
vv = vv+1;
end; % End jj Loop
% Calculate length of array
arraylength = length(mc_coorRL);
Mavg = mc_coorRL(1);
% Use Dbt for diffusion coef. in the transverse dxn
Dbt = (7*10^-6)*exp(-(38500-290*Mavg)/(R*T));
Va = 1 - Gs*(0.653 + 0.01*Mavg); % Porosity of wood - Siaw 1995: Eqn 1.20a
Dt = Dbt/(1-Va)/(1-Va^0.5);
% Transverse bound-water diffusion coef.
Dl = 2.5 * Dt;
kz = Dl*100/d_coorRL(1);
if arraylength < 3;
msgbox('PROGRAM ERROR: Mesh should have at least 6 nodes per panel side')
break;
end;
m2 = mc_coorRL(2);
m3 = mc_coorRL(3);
newmce(Len,jj,kk) = (2*h*mo*dz - kz*m3 + 4*kz*m2)/(3*kz + 2*h*dx);
mc_coorRL(1) = newmce(Len,jj,kk);

% Begin new mc calculations
for gg=2:1:arraylength-1;
if mc_coorRL(gg-1) >= mc_coorRL(gg+1)
m3 = mc_coorRL(gg-1);
% Higher Moisture Content
m2 = mc_coorRL(gg+1);
% Lower Moisture Content
else
m2 = mc_coorRL(gg+1);
m3 = mc_coorRL(gg-1);
end;
Mavg = m2 + (2/3)*(m3 - m2);
Dbt = (7*10^-6)*exp(-(38500-290*Mavg)/(R*T));
Va = 1 - Gs*(0.653 + 0.01*Mavg); % Porosity of wood - Siaw 1995: Eqn 1.20a
Dt = Dbt/(1-Va)/(1-Va^0.5);
% Transverse bound-water diffusion coef.
Dl = 2.5 * Dt;
kz = Dl*100/d_coorRL(gg);

m_gg_Plus_1 = mc_coorRL(gg+1);
m_gg_minus_1 = mc_coorRL(gg-1);
m_gg
= mc_coorRL(gg);
newmce(Len+1-gg,jj,kk) = m_gg + kz*dt*(m_gg_Plus_1 - 2*m_gg + m_gg_minus_1)/(dx^2);
mc_coorRL(gg) = newmce(Len+1-gg,jj,kk);
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end;
end;
end;

% End mc Loop
% End ii Loop
% End kk Loop

% ------------------- END RIGHT TO 1/2 WAY LEFT ------------------

%
TOP SURFACE - FROM UP TO 1/2 WAY DOWN
%-------------------------------------------------------------for kk=cl+tl+1:1:2*tl+cl
for ii=1:1:Len;
% Read mc and d at all nodes in the y-dxn
% Loop until half the width of panel
% mc_coorUD - coordinates from UP -> 1/2 way DOWN
% d_coorUD - coordinates from UP -> 1/2 way DOWN
% 'floor' command - Used to round down division by 2
% Implication - Odd central node is ignored
for jj=1:1:floor(Wid/2);
mc_coorUD(jj) = mc(ii,jj,kk);
d_coorUD(jj) = d(ii,jj,kk);
end; % End jj Loop
% Calculate length of array
arraylength = length(mc_coorUD);
Mavg = mc_coorUD(1);
% Use Dbt for diffusion coef. in the transverse dxn
Dbt = (7*10^-6)*exp(-(38500-290*Mavg)/(R*T));
Va = 1 - Gs*(0.653 + 0.01*Mavg); % Porosity of wood - Siaw 1995: Eqn 1.20a
Dt = Dbt/(1-Va)/(1-Va^0.5);
% Transverse bound-water diffusion coef.
kz = Dt*100/d_coorUD(1);
if arraylength < 3;
msgbox('PROGRAM ERROR: Mesh should have at least 6 nodes per panel side')
break;
end;
m2 = mc_coorUD(2);
m3 = mc_coorUD(3);
newmce(ii,1,kk) = (2*h*mo*dz - kz*m3 + 4*kz*m2)/(3*kz + 2*h*dy);
mc_coorUD(1) = newmce(ii,1,kk);
% Begin new mc calculations
for gg=2:1:arraylength-1;
if mc_coorUD(gg-1) >= mc_coorUD(gg+1)
m3 = mc_coorUD(gg-1);
% Higher Moisture Content
m2 = mc_coorUD(gg+1);
% Lower Moisture Content
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else
m2 = mc_coorUD(gg+1);
m3 = mc_coorUD(gg-1);
end;
Mavg = m2 + (2/3)*(m3 - m2);
Dbt = (7*10^-6)*exp(-(38500-290*Mavg)/(R*T));
Va = 1 - Gs*(0.653 + 0.01*Mavg); % Porosity of wood - Siaw 1995: Eqn 1.20a
Dt = Dbt/(1-Va)/(1-Va^0.5);
% Transverse bound-water diffusion coef.
Dl = 2.5 * Dt;
kz = Dl*100/d_coorUD(gg);
m_gg_Plus_1 = mc_coorUD(gg+1);
m_gg_minus_1 = mc_coorUD(gg-1);
m_gg
= mc_coorUD(gg);
newmce(ii,gg,kk) = m_gg + kz*dt*(m_gg_Plus_1 - 2*m_gg + m_gg_minus_1)/(dy^2);
mc_coorUD(gg)=newmce(ii,gg,kk);
end; % End mc Loop

end;
end;

% End ii Loop
% End kk Loop

% ---------------- END UP TO 1/2 WAY DOWN -----------------

%
TOP SURFACE - FROM DOWN TO 1/2 WAY UP
%-----------------------------------------------------------------------------for kk=cl+tl+1:1:2*tl+cl
for ii=1:1:Len;
% Read mc and d at all nodes in the y-dxn
% Loop until half the width of panel
% 'floor' command - Used to round down division by 2
% Implication - Odd central node is ignored
% mc_coorDU - coordinates from DOWN -> 1/2 way UP
% d_coorDU - coordinates from DOWN -> 1/2 way UP
vv = 1;
for jj=Wid:-1:floor(Wid/2)+1;
mc_coorDU(vv) = mc(ii,jj,kk);
d_coorDU(vv) = d(ii,jj,kk);
vv = vv+1;
end; % End jj Loop
% Calculate length of array
arraylength = length(mc_coorDU);
Mavg = mc_coorDU(1);
% Use Dbt for diffusion coef. in the transverse dxn
Dbt = (7*10^-6)*exp(-(38500-290*Mavg)/(R*T));
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Va = 1 - Gs*(0.653 + 0.01*Mavg); % Porosity of wood - Siaw 1995: Eqn 1.20a
Dt = Dbt/(1-Va)/(1-Va^0.5);
% Transverse bound-water diffusion coef.
kz = Dt*100/d_coorDU(1);
if arraylength < 3;
msgbox('PROGRAM ERROR: Mesh should have at least 6 nodes per panel side')
break;
end;
m2 = mc_coorDU(2);
m3 = mc_coorDU(3);
newmce(ii,Wid,kk) = (2*h*mo*dz - kz*m3 + 4*kz*m2)/(3*kz + 2*h*dy);
mc_coorDU(1) = newmce(ii,Wid,kk);

% Begin new mc calculations
for gg=2:1:arraylength-1;
if mc_coorDU(gg-1) >= mc_coorDU(gg+1)
m3 = mc_coorDU(gg-1);
% Higher Moisture Content
m2 = mc_coorDU(gg+1);
% Lower Moisture Content
else
m2 = mc_coorDU(gg+1);
m3 = mc_coorDU(gg-1);
end;
Mavg = m2 + (2/3)*(m3 - m2);
% Enforce limitation on Mavg - Siaw 1995
if Mavg >=12;
Mavg = 12;
end;
Dbt = (7*10^-6)*exp(-(38500-290*Mavg)/(R*T));
Va = 1 - Gs*(0.653 + 0.01*Mavg); % Porosity of wood - Siaw 1995: Eqn 1.20a
Dt = Dbt/(1-Va)/(1-Va^0.5);
% Transverse bound-water diffusion coef.
Dl = 2.5 * Dt;
kz = Dl*100/d_coorDU(gg);
m_gg_Plus_1 = mc_coorDU(gg+1);
m_gg_minus_1 = mc_coorDU(gg-1);
m_gg
= mc_coorDU(gg);
newmce(ii,Wid+1-gg,kk) = m_gg + kz*dt*(m_gg_Plus_1 - 2*m_gg + m_gg_minus_1)/(dy^2);
mc_coorDU(gg) = newmce(ii,gg,kk);
end;

end;
end;

% End mc Loop

% End ii Loop
% End kk Loop

% ------------------- END DOWN TO 1/2 WAY UP -----------------case 'Left - Right'
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end; % End switch-case

%newmce
% Apply superposition to obtain edge effects
newmc = newmc + newmce;
end;

% End main IF statement

%newmc
% Check fiber saturation point limitation

for kk=1:1:Thk
newMC_temp = zeros(Len,Wid);
for jj=1:1:Wid
for ii=1:1:Len
if newmc(ii,jj,kk) > fsp
newmc(ii,jj,kk) = fsp;
end;
newMC_temp(ii,jj) = newmc(ii,jj,kk);
end;
end;
% Ignore the lowest layer (layer 1) since it is fixed
if kk > 1
% Create displacement layer matrix label
% Create Iteration folder label
% Save Workspace variables for each iteration
Moisture_ContentLayerLabel = strcat('Moisture_Content',num2str(kk),'.txt');
Iteration = strcat('Iteration',num2str(w));
save
(strcat('C:\OSB_FEM\Analysis\Moisture_Content\',Iteration,'\',Moisture_ContentLayerLabel),'new
MC_temp', '-ascii');
end;
end;
return;
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%============================================================%
% MOE through Panel Thickness
| 02/01/06
|
ALAN D. TACKIE %
%============================================================%
%==========================================%
% den
- Density at node
% mc
- Matrix of moisture contents
% E_panel - MOE matrix for panel: Linville (2000)
%r
- Percent resin content
% ets
- Matrix of nodal strains
% AvgDen
- Density at node
% AvgMC
- Moisture content at node
% Len,Wid,Thk - Total nodes in panel's Length, Width and Thickness
% state
- Specifies tension or compression at evaluated node
% Function returns a global MOE matrix [E_panel]
% Equations based on Linville (2000)
%-------------------------------------------------------------------------function [E_panel] = Epanel(den,mc,ets,r,Len,Wid,Thk,mfsp)
E_panel = zeros(Len,Wid,Thk);
for ii=1:1:Len;
for jj=1:1:Wid;
for kk=1:1:Thk;
% Assign nodal density and moisture content values to AvgDen and AvgMC
if abs(mc(ii,jj,kk)) > mfsp;
% Set maximum allowable moisture content
AvgMC = mfsp;
% at node to the fiber saturation point
else
AvgMC = abs(mc(ii,jj,kk));
end
if den(ii,jj,kk) < 0;
AvgDen = 0;
else
AvgDen = den(ii,jj,kk);
end
% State strain condition at nodes
if ets(ii,jj,kk) < 0;
state = 'compression';
else
state = 'tension';
Strain = ets(ii,jj,kk);
end
% Load Linville equations for evaluating through the thickness [E]
BB = load ('C:\OSB_FEM\Equations\GUI_InitialVariables');
% Determine MOE Matrices for Surface and Core elements
switch state
case 'compression'
% MOE in Compression
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% Convert psi to N/m^2 by mult. by 6894.75729
yy = BB.BendingMOECom;
yyy = strcat('E_panel(ii,jj,kk) =(',yy,')* 6894.75729');
eval(yyy);
case 'tension'
% MOE in Tension
% Convert psi to N/m^2 by mult. by 6894.75729
% Etension = A + B*strain : A defined in Linville (2000)
% See also Equations Editor Window for definition of A
% B = (A^2)/-615
yy = BB.BendingMOETen;
yyy = strcat('E_panel(ii,jj,kk) =(',yy,'+ (',num2str(Strain),'*(',yy,')^2)/-615)* 6894.75729');
eval(yyy);
end;
clc
end;
end;
end;
return;
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%============================================================%
% NODAL COORDINATE ASSEMBLY
| 10/26/05 | ALAN D. TACKIE %
%============================================================%
%==================================%
% cnx - Panel nodal x-coordinates
% cny - Panel nodal y-coordinates
% cnz - Panel nodal z-coordinates
%------------------------------------------------------------function cn = NCAssemblyH8(ii,jj,kk,cnx,cny,cnz);
x1 = cnx(ii,jj,kk);
y1 = cny(ii,jj,kk);
z1 = cnz(ii,jj,kk);
x2 = cnx(ii,jj+1,kk);
y2 = cny(ii,jj+1,kk);
z2 = cnz(ii,jj+1,kk);
x3 = cnx(ii+1,jj+1,kk);
y3 = cny(ii+1,jj+1,kk);
z3 = cnz(ii+1,jj+1,kk);
x4 = cnx(ii+1,jj,kk);
y4 = cny(ii+1,jj,kk);
z4 = cnz(ii+1,jj,kk);
x5 = cnx(ii,jj,kk+1);
y5 = cny(ii,jj,kk+1);
z5 = cnz(ii,jj,kk+1);
x6 = cnx(ii,jj+1,kk+1);
y6 = cny(ii,jj+1,kk+1);
z6 = cnz(ii,jj+1,kk+1);
x7 = cnx(ii+1,jj+1,kk+1);
y7 = cny(ii+1,jj+1,kk+1);
z7 = cnz(ii+1,jj+1,kk+1);
x8 = cnx(ii+1,jj,kk+1);
y8 = cny(ii+1,jj,kk+1);
z8 = cnz(ii+1,jj,kk+1);
% Assemble element nodal coordinate
cn = [[x1 y1 z1];[x2 y2 z2];[x3 y3 z3];[x4 y4 z4];
[x5 y5 z5];[x6 y6 z6];[x7 y7 z7];[x8 y8 z8]];
return;
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%============================================================%
%
STRAIN for H8
|
10/26/05
|
ALAN D. TACKIE %
%============================================================%
%==================================%
% ets - Matrix of nodal strains
%------------------------------------------------------------function ETS = StrainH8(i,j,k,ets)
% Assemble element nodal strain vector
etsn1 = ets(i,j,k);
etsn2 = ets(i,j+1,k);
etsn3 = ets(i+1,j+1,k);
etsn4 = ets(i+1,j,k);
etsn5 = ets(i,j,k+1);
etsn6 = ets(i,j+1,k+1);
etsn7 = ets(i+1,j+1,k+1);
etsn8 = ets(i+1,j,k+1);
ETS = [etsn1;etsn2;etsn3;etsn4;etsn5;etsn6;etsn7;etsn8];
return;
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%============================================================%
% MC for H8
| 1/30/06
| ALAN D. TACKIE
%
%============================================================%
%==================================%
% newMC - Matrix of nodal moisture content
%------------------------------------------------------------function NMC = NewmcH8(i,j,k,newmc)
% Assemble element moisture content vector
newmcn1 = newmc(i,j,k);
newmcn2 = newmc(i,j+1,k);
newmcn3 = newmc(i+1,j+1,k);
newmcn4 = newmc(i+1,j,k);
newmcn5 = newmc(i,j,k+1);
newmcn6 = newmc(i,j+1,k+1);
newmcn7 = newmc(i+1,j+1,k+1);
newmcn8 = newmc(i+1,j,k+1);
NMC = [newmcn1;newmcn2;newmcn3;newmcn4;newmcn5;newmcn6;newmcn7;newmcn8];
return;
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%============================================================%
% Density for H8
|
1/30/06
|
ALAN D. TACKIE
%
%============================================================%
%==================================%
% d - Matrix of nodal density
%------------------------------------------------------------function ND = DH8(i,j,k,d)
% Assemble element nodal density vector
newd1 = d(i,j,k);
newd2 = d(i,j+1,k);
newd3 = d(i+1,j+1,k);
newd4 = d(i+1,j,k);
newd5 = d(i,j,k+1);
newd6 = d(i,j+1,k+1);
newd7 = d(i+1,j+1,k+1);
newd8 = d(i+1,j,k+1);
ND = [newd1;newd2;newd3;newd4;newd5;newd6;newd7;newd8];
return;
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%============================================================%
% B - MATRIX
| 09/25/05
|
ALAN D. TACKIE
%
%============================================================%
%==================================%
% K = EEE(B'*E*B*|J|)dzdydx :(24x24) EEE - Tripple Gaussian Summation
% B' - B Transpose: 6x24
% E - Elasticity Modulus Matrix for an ISOTROPIC ELEMENT: 6x6
% J - Jacobian Matrix: 3x3 : DJ = |J| - Determinant of J
%------------------------------------------------------------function [b,detJ] = BmatH8(x,e,z,cn)
% b - Strain Matrix at any point within element
% x=xi, e=eta, and z=zeta - Coeffients of Gaussian quadrature
% detJ - Determinant of the Jacobian Matrix
b = zeros(6,24);
DL =(1/8)*[[-(1-e)*(1-z) (1-e)*(1-z) (1+e)*(1-z) -(1+e)*(1-z) -(1-e)*(1+z) (1-e)*(1+z) (1+e)*(1+z) (1+e)*(1+z)]
[-(1-x)*(1-z) -(1+x)*(1-z) (1+x)*(1-z) (1-x)*(1-z) -(1-x)*(1+z) -(1+x)*(1+z) (1+x)*(1+z) (1x)*(1+z)]
[-(1-x)*(1-e) -(1+x)*(1-e) -(1+x)*(1+e) -(1-x)*(1+e) (1-x)*(1-e) (1+x)*(1-e) (1+x)*(1+e) (1x)*(1+e)]];
J = DL * cn;
DG = inv(J) * DL;
detJ = abs(det(J));
% Set up b matrix
for u=1:1:8;
b(1,3*u-2)=DG(1,u);
b(2,3*u-1)=DG(2,u);
b(3,3*u) =DG(3,u);
b(4,3*u-2)=DG(2,u);
b(4,3*u-1)=DG(1,u);
b(5,3*u-1)=DG(3,u);
b(5,3*u) =DG(2,u);
b(6,3*u-2)=DG(3,u);
b(6,3*u) =DG(1,u);
end;
return;
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%============================================================%
% MOE MATRIX for n-th H8 Element | 01/30/06 | ALAN D. TACKIE
%
%============================================================%
%===================================%
% AvgDEN - Average panel density
% ECOMP
- MOE Matrix for Surface Elements
% ETENS
- MOE Matrix for Core Elements
% MO
- Orientation of OSB strands
% Ec
- MOE in Tension and Compression: Linville (2000)
% E_node - MOE matrix for stiffness matrix evaluated at node-i
%
Out of plane property for MOE
%r
- Percent resin content
% Strain - Strain at node
% NodeState - Specifies tension or compression at evaluated node
% Function returns MOE Matrix [E_node]
%-------------------------------------------------------------

function [E_node] = EmatH8(AvgDen,AvgMC,Strain,r,MO,NodeState)
choice = MO;
state = NodeState;
BB = load ('C:\OSB_FEM\Equations\GUI_InitialVariables');
% Determine MOE Matrices for Surface and Core elements
switch state
case 'compression'
% MOE in Compression: Parallel Orientation
% Convert psi to N/m^2 by mult. by 6894.75729
yy = BB.BendingMOECom;
yyy = strcat('Ec =(',yy,')* 6894.75729');
eval(yyy);
case 'tension'
% MOE in Tension: Parallel Orientation
% Convert psi to N/m^2 by mult. by 6894.75729
yy = BB.BendingMOETen;
yyy = strcat('Ec =(',yy,'+ (',num2str(Strain),'*(',yy,')^2)/-615)* 6894.75729');
eval(yyy);
end;
clc
switch choice
case 'Isotropic'
% Poisson evaluated at zero for TS samples
% Ratio can be changed in the "Equations Editor Window"
v = str2num(BB.PoissonRatio);
e1 = 1-v;
e2 = 1-2*v;
e3 = e2/2;
E = Ec/(1+v)/e2;
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E_node = E*[[e1 v v 0 0 0];
[v e1 v 0 0 0];
[v v e1 0 0 0];
[0 0 0 e3 0 0];
[0 0 0 0 e3 0];
[0 0 0 0 0 e3]];

case 'Plane Stress'

% Provision for Plane Stress scenario

case 'Plane Strain'

% Provision for Plane Strain scenario

end; % End Switch-Case for MOE Matix Determination
return;
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%============================================================%
% STIFFNESS MATRIX ASSEMBLY
|
09/25/05 | ALAN D. TACKIE
%
%============================================================%
% [GLOBAL]
%==================================%
% KH8 - Global stiffness matrix for H8
% kh8 - Element stiffness matrix for H8
% Ele - Element type
% cn - Nodal coordinates containing node labels
% NNL - Number of nodes along the length of the panel
% NNW - Number of nodes along the width of the panel
% Kbf - Returned global stiffness matrix for BFS
% Kmz - Returned global stiffness matrix for MZC
% nel - Number of elements in a layer
% pp - Element number
% LF - Layer Factor for adjusting for node count per layer
%------------------------------------------------------------function [KH8,RowCounter,EleCounter] =
SNassemblyH8(Kh,kh,choice,NNL,NNW,nel,pp,rc,ec,LF,LayC);
switch choice
case 'H8 Brick'
% Counters
RCounter = rc;
ECounter = ec;
NIL = NNL*NNW;

% Number of nodes in a layer

n1 = pp + RCounter + LayC*LF; % Index for node 1
1 0-----0 4 + --> Length
n2 = n1 + NNL;
% Index for node 2
| | |
n3 = n2 + 1;
% Index for node 3
| | v
n4 = n1 + 1;
% Index for node 4
2 0-----0 3 Width
n5 = n1 + NIL;
n6 = n5 + NNL;
n7 = n6 + 1;
n8 = n5 + 1;
n1K = 3 * n1 - 3;
n2K = 3 * n2 - 3;
n3K = 3 * n3 - 3;
n4K = 3 * n4 - 3;
n5K = 3 * n5 - 3;
n6K = 3 * n6 - 3;
n7K = 3 * n7 - 3;
n8K = 3 * n8 - 3;

% Index for node 5
5 0-----0 7 + --> Length
% Index for node 6
| | |
% Index for node 7
| | v
% Index for node 8
6 0-----0 8 Width
% Index for n1 in [KH8] (minus 3 for getting zero position for node)
% Index for n2 in [KH8] (in the Global stiffness matrix)
% Index for n3 in [KH8]
% Index for n4 in [KH8]
% Index for n5 in [KH8]
% Index for n6 in [KH8]
% Index for n7 in [KH8]
% Index for n8 in [KH8]

% Create Kindex for labeling nodes composed in [km]
for uu=1:1:3;
Kindex(uu) = n1K + uu;
Kindex(uu+3) = n2K + uu;
Kindex(uu+6) = n3K + uu;
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Kindex(uu+9) = n4K + uu;
Kindex(uu+12) = n5K + uu;
Kindex(uu+15) = n6K + uu;
Kindex(uu+18) = n7K + uu;
Kindex(uu+21) = n8K + uu;
end;
% Begin assembly of [kh] into [Kh]
for g=1:1:24;
for h=1:1:24;
Kh(Kindex(g),Kindex(h)) = Kh(Kindex(g),Kindex(h)) + kh(g,h);
end;
end;
% Increment element counter to the next element
ECounter = ECounter + 1;
% Reset element counter and increment to new row IF
% number of elements in a row is exceeded
% NNL-1 is the number of elements in a row
if ECounter > NNL-1;
ECounter = 1;
RCounter = RCounter + 1;
end
% Reset row counter to 0 if last element in a layer is assembled
if mod(pp,nel)==0;
RCounter = 0;
end;
% Pass KH8, RowCounter and EleCounter back to calling program variables (ControlPanel)
KH8 = Kh;
RowCounter = RCounter;
EleCounter = ECounter;

case 'New Element'
end;

% End Switch-case statement

return;
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%============================================================%
% LOAD MATRIX ASSEMBLY
| 09/25/05
| ALAN D. TACKIE
%
%============================================================%
% [GLOBAL]
%===================================%
% p - Global Load matrix for H8
% kh8 - Element stiffness matrix for H8
% Ele - Element type
% cn - Nodal coordinates containing node labels
% NNL - Number of nodes along the length of the panel
% NNW - Number of nodes along the width of the panel
% Kbf - Returned global stiffness matrix for BFS
% Kmz - Returned global stiffness matrix for MZC
% nel - Number of elements in a layer
% pp - Element number
% LF - Layer Factor for adjusting for node count per layer
%------------------------------------------------------------function P = PassemblyH8(PH8,ph8,NNL,NNW,nel,pp,rc,ec,LF,LayC);
% Counters
RCounter = rc;
ECounter = ec;
NIL = NNL*NNW;

% Number of nodes in a layer

n1 = pp + RCounter + LayC*LF; % Index for node 1
1 0-----0 4 + --> Length
n2 = n1 + NNL;
% Index for node 2
| | |
n3 = n2 + 1;
% Index for node 3
| | v
n4 = n1 + 1;
% Index for node 4
2 0-----0 3 Width
n5 = n1 + NIL;
n6 = n5 + NNL;
n7 = n6 + 1;
n8 = n5 + 1;
n1K = 3 * n1 - 3;
n2K = 3 * n2 - 3;
n3K = 3 * n3 - 3;
n4K = 3 * n4 - 3;
n5K = 3 * n5 - 3;
n6K = 3 * n6 - 3;
n7K = 3 * n7 - 3;
n8K = 3 * n8 - 3;

% Index for node 5
5 0-----0 7 + --> Length
% Index for node 6
| | |
% Index for node 7
| | v
% Index for node 8
6 0-----0 8 Width
% Index for n1 in [KH8] (minus 3 for getting zero position for node)
% Index for n2 in [KH8] (in the Global stiffness matrix)
% Index for n3 in [KH8]
% Index for n4 in [KH8]
% Index for n5 in [KH8]
% Index for n6 in [KH8]
% Index for n7 in [KH8]
% Index for n8 in [KH8]

% Create Kindex for labeling nodes composed in [km]
for uu=1:1:3;
Kindex(uu) = n1K + uu;
Kindex(uu+3) = n2K + uu;
Kindex(uu+6) = n3K + uu;
Kindex(uu+9) = n4K + uu;
Kindex(uu+12) = n5K + uu;
Kindex(uu+15) = n6K + uu;
Kindex(uu+18) = n7K + uu;
Kindex(uu+21) = n8K + uu;
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end;
% Begin assembly of [ph8] into [PH8]
for g=1:1:24;
PH8(Kindex(g),1) = PH8(Kindex(g),1) + ph8(g,1);
end;
% Pass KH8, RowCounter and EleCounter back to calling program variables (ControlPanel)
P = PH8;
return;
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%============================================================%
% ANALYSIS OF PANEL
| 01/28/06 | ALAN D. TACKIE %
%============================================================%

function varargout = Analysis(varargin)
% ANALYSIS M-file for Analysis.fig
% Last Modified by GUIDE v2.5 04-Feb-2006 03:06:21
if nargin == 0
clear;
fig = openfig(mfilename,'reuse');
if nargout > 0
varargout{1} = fig;
end
elseif ischar(varargin{1})
try
[varargout{1:nargout}] = feval(varargin{:}); % FEVAL switchyard
catch
% disp(lasterr);
end
end

% Executes on Horizontal slider movement.
function slider_Horizontal_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles)
fig = gcf;
handles = guihandles(fig);
[slider_horizontal,slider_vertical] = view;
slider_horizontal = get(handles.slider_Horizontal,'Value');
view(slider_horizontal,slider_vertical);

% Executes on Vertical slider movement.
function slider_Vertical_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles)
fig = gcf;
handles = guihandles(fig);
[slider_horizontal,slider_vertical] = view;
slider_vertical = get(handles.slider_Vertical,'Value');
view(slider_horizontal,slider_vertical);
% Executes on selection change in pop_PanelProfiles.
function pop_PanelProfiles_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles)
fig = gcf;
handles = guihandles(fig);
% Obtain choice for Density Profile Plot
PanelProfiles = get(handles.pop_PanelProfiles,'String');
PanelProfiles_index = get(handles.pop_PanelProfiles,'Value');
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ProfileChoice = PanelProfiles{PanelProfiles_index(1)};

if strcmp(ProfileChoice,'VDP')==1;
set(handles.slider_Vertical,'Visible','off')
set(handles.slider_Horizontal,'Visible','off')
else
set(handles.slider_Vertical,'Visible','on')
set(handles.slider_Horizontal,'Visible','on')
end

% Option Plot Function Updates Plot Choices
function varargout = pop_PlotOption_Callback(h, eventdata, handles, varargin)
fig = gcf;
handles = guihandles(fig);
% Obtain Property Option
PanelProperty = get(handles.pop_PanelProperty,'String');
PanelProperty_index = get(handles.pop_PanelProperty,'Value');
Property = PanelProperty{PanelProperty_index(1)};
% Obtain Plot Option
PlotOption = get(handles.pop_PlotOption,'String');
PlotOption_index = get(handles.pop_PlotOption,'Value');
Option = PlotOption{PlotOption_index(1)};

if strcmp(Option,'Plot 3D')==1;
% Turn on 3D sliders
set(handles.slider_Vertical,'Visible','on')
set(handles.slider_Horizontal,'Visible','on')
% Set panel property options
aaastr = [{'Thickness Swell'},{'Moisture Content'},{'Density'},{'Layer Stresses'}];
aaastr';
handles.file_names = aaastr;
set(handles.pop_PanelProperty,'String',handles.file_names,'Value',1)
% Set Layer options
% Set Layer options
aaastr = [{'Top Nodal Plane'},{'Nodal Plane 6'},{'Nodal Plane 5'},{'Nodal Plane 4'},...
{'Nodal Plane 3'},{'Nodal Plane 2'}];
aaastr';
handles.file_names = aaastr;
set(handles.pop_ChooseLayer,'String',handles.file_names,'Value',1)
% Set visibility of layer choice and cycle
set(handles.pop_ChooseLayer,'Visible','on')
set(handles.text_ChooseLayer,'Visible','on')
set(handles.pop_ChooseCycle,'Visible','on')
set(handles.text_ChooseCycle,'Visible','on')
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else
% Turn on 3D sliders
set(handles.slider_Vertical,'Visible','off')
set(handles.slider_Horizontal,'Visible','off')

% Set panel property options
BB = load ('C:\OSB_FEM\SystemFiles\ControlPanelVariables');
if (strcmp(BB.Sample,'Bending')==1);
% Assign iterations array with zero
handles.file_names = BB.ZeroIteration;
set(handles.pop_ChooseCycle,'String',handles.file_names,'Value',1)
aaastr = [{'Bending Stiffness'},{'Curvature'},{'Stiffness Trend'},...
{'Stiffness Stats'}];
aaastr';
handles.file_names = aaastr;
set(handles.pop_PanelProperty,'String',handles.file_names,'Value',1)
% Set visibility of layer choice and cycle
set(handles.pop_ChooseLayer,'Visible','off')
set(handles.text_ChooseLayer,'Visible','off')
set(handles.pop_ChooseCycle,'Visible','on')
set(handles.text_ChooseCycle,'Visible','on')
else
aaastr = [{'Avg Thickness Swell'},{'Max Thickness Swell'},{'Avg Panel Thickness Swell'},...
{'Avg Moisture Content'},{'Max Moisture Content'},{'Avg Density'},{'Max Density'},...
{'Property Changes'},{'Sample Statistics'},{'Failed Fraction'}];
aaastr';
handles.file_names = aaastr;
set(handles.pop_PanelProperty,'String',handles.file_names,'Value',1)

% Set Layer options
aaastr = [{'Top Nodal Plane'},{'Nodal Plane 6'},{'Nodal Plane 5'},{'Nodal Plane 4'},...
{'Nodal Plane 3'},{'Nodal Plane 2'},{'All Layers'}];
aaastr';
handles.file_names = aaastr;
set(handles.pop_ChooseLayer,'String',handles.file_names,'Value',1)
% Set visibility of layer choice and cycle
set(handles.pop_ChooseLayer,'Visible','on')
set(handles.text_ChooseLayer,'Visible','on')
set(handles.pop_ChooseCycle,'Visible','off')
set(handles.text_ChooseCycle,'Visible','off')
end
end

% Panel Property Option Function Updates Choose Layer GUI Item
function varargout = pop_PanelProperty_Callback(h, eventdata, handles, varargin)
fig = gcf;
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handles = guihandles(fig);
BB = load ('C:\OSB_FEM\SystemFiles\ControlPanelVariables');
% Obtain Property Option
PanelProperty = get(handles.pop_PanelProperty,'String');
PanelProperty_index = get(handles.pop_PanelProperty,'Value');
Property = PanelProperty{PanelProperty_index(1)};
% Obtain Plot Option
PlotOption = get(handles.pop_PlotOption,'String');
PlotOption_index = get(handles.pop_PlotOption,'Value');
Option = PlotOption{PlotOption_index(1)};
if ((strcmp(Property,'Sample Statistics')==1)||(strcmp(Property,'Failed Fraction')==1));
aaastr = [{'Top Nodal Plane'},{'Nodal Plane 6'},{'Nodal Plane 5'},{'Nodal Plane 4'},...
{'Nodal Plane 3'},{'Nodal Plane 2'}];
aaastr';
handles.file_names = aaastr;
set(handles.pop_ChooseLayer,'String',handles.file_names,'Value',1)
handles.file_names = BB.noZeroIteration;
set(handles.pop_ChooseCycle,'String',handles.file_names,'Value',1)
else
aaastr = [{'Top Nodal Plane'},{'Nodal Plane 6'},{'Nodal Plane 5'},{'Nodal Plane 4'},...
{'Nodal Plane 3'},{'Nodal Plane 2'},{'All Layers'}];
aaastr';
handles.file_names = aaastr;
set(handles.pop_ChooseLayer,'String',handles.file_names,'Value',1)
end

if (strcmp(Property,'Stiffness Trend')==1);
set(handles.pop_ChooseCycle,'Visible','off')
set(handles.text_ChooseCycle,'Visible','off')
else
set(handles.pop_ChooseCycle,'Visible','on')
set(handles.text_ChooseCycle,'Visible','on')
end
if (strcmp(Property,'Property Changes')==1);
set(handles.pop_ChooseLayer,'Visible','off')
set(handles.text_ChooseLayer,'Visible','off')
else
set(handles.pop_ChooseLayer,'Visible','on')
set(handles.text_ChooseLayer,'Visible','on')
end
if (strcmp(Property,'Avg Panel Thickness Swell')==1);
set(handles.pop_ChooseCycle,'Visible','off')
set(handles.text_ChooseCycle,'Visible','off')
set(handles.pop_ChooseLayer,'Visible','off')
set(handles.text_ChooseLayer,'Visible','off')
else
if (strcmp(Property,'Property Changes')==1);
set(handles.pop_ChooseLayer,'Visible','off')
set(handles.text_ChooseLayer,'Visible','off')
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set(handles.pop_ChooseCycle,'Visible','on')
set(handles.text_ChooseCycle,'Visible','on')
else
set(handles.pop_ChooseCycle,'Visible','off')
set(handles.text_ChooseCycle,'Visible','off')
set(handles.pop_ChooseLayer,'Visible','on')
set(handles.text_ChooseLayer,'Visible','on')
end
end
% Plot Analysis - Executes 2D or 3D Plot of Panel Properties
function push_PlotAnalysis_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles)
fig = gcf;
handles = guihandles(fig);
% Obtain Plot Option
PlotOption = get(handles.pop_PlotOption,'String');
PlotOption_index = get(handles.pop_PlotOption,'Value');
Option = PlotOption{PlotOption_index(1)};
% Obtain Property Option
PanelProperty = get(handles.pop_PanelProperty,'String');
PanelProperty_index = get(handles.pop_PanelProperty,'Value');
Property = PanelProperty{PanelProperty_index(1)};
% Obtain Layer Option
ChooseLayer = get(handles.pop_ChooseLayer,'String');
ChooseLayer_index = get(handles.pop_ChooseLayer,'Value');
Layer = ChooseLayer{ChooseLayer_index(1)};
% Obtain Iteration Cycle Option
ChooseCycle = get(handles.pop_ChooseCycle,'String');
ChooseCycle_index = get(handles.pop_ChooseCycle,'Value');
ChooseCycle1 = (str2num(ChooseCycle))';
Cycle = ChooseCycle1(ChooseCycle_index);

% Load Initial GUI Variables
BB = load ('C:\OSB_FEM\SystemFiles\ControlPanelVariables');
% Retrieve analyzed panel dimensions for data plotting
LEN = BB.len;
WID = BB.wid;
THK = BB.thk;
ItNum = BB.IterationNumber;
Time = BB.delta_t;
Hours = BB.hours;
UL = BB.ul/0.0254; % Obtain panel unit length and covert to inches
PL = BB.pl/0.0254; % Obtain panel length and covert to inches
PT = BB.pt/0.0254; % Obtain panel original thickness to inches
UT = BB.ut/0.0254; % Obtain panel unit thickness
HDD = BB.HDD/157.087464;;
% Unreduced - Horizontal Density Distribution
VDP = BB.VDP/157.087464;
% Unreduced - Vertical Density Profile (lb/ft^3)
xlenNodes = BB.xraylengthnodes;
xwidNodes = BB.xraywidthnodes;
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xthkNodes = floor(BB.xraythknessnodes);
if strcmp(Layer,'Top Nodal Plane')==1;
LayerNumber = THK;
Divisor = (LayerNumber-1)*UT;
else
if strcmp(Layer,'Nodal Plane 6')==1;
LayerNumber = 6;
Divisor = (LayerNumber-1)*UT;
else
if strcmp(Layer,'Nodal Plane 5')==1;
LayerNumber = 5;
Divisor = (LayerNumber-1)*UT;
else
if strcmp(Layer,'Nodal Plane 4')==1;
LayerNumber = 4;
Divisor = (LayerNumber-1)*UT;
else
if strcmp(Layer,'Nodal Plane 3')==1;
LayerNumber = 3;
Divisor = (LayerNumber-1)*UT;
else
if strcmp(Layer,'Nodal Plane 2')==1;
LayerNumber = 2;
Divisor = (LayerNumber-1)*UT;
end
end
end
end
end
end
cla;
switch Option
case 'Plot 3D'
switch Property
case 'Density'
%LayerNumber = 44;
%Cycle = 0;
str0
=strcat('C:\OSB_FEM\Analysis\Density\Iteration',num2str(0),'\DensityLayer',num2str(44),'.txt');
fid0 = fopen(str0, 'r');
DEN0 = (fscanf(fid0, '%f', [LEN WID]))*157.08;
str
=strcat('C:\OSB_FEM\Analysis\Density\Iteration',num2str(Cycle),'\DensityLayer',num2str(LayerNu
mber),'.txt');
fid = fopen(str, 'r');
DEN = (fscanf(fid, '%f', [LEN WID]))*157.08;
%DEN = DEN - DEN0;
for aa=1:1:LEN;
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for bb=1:1:WID;
X(aa,bb) = bb;
end
end
for aa=1:1:WID;
for bb=1:1:LEN;
Y(aa,bb) = bb;
end
end

Y = Y';
%FontSize = 16
surf(X,Y,DEN)
ylabel('Nodes along Sample Length','Fontsize',16)
xlabel('Nodes along Sample Width','Fontsize',16)
zlabel('Density (N/m^3)','Fontsize',16)
%axis([1 13 1 13 0 8000])
axis([1 LEN 1 WID])
colormap(hsv(128))
%title(strcat('Density Distribution : Cycle -',num2str(Cycle),' for the ', Layer))
grid on
colormap(copper);
view([60 10])
clc
status = fclose('all')

case 'Moisture Content'
str =strcat('C:\OSB_FEM\Analysis\Moisture_Content\Iteration',num2str(Cycle),...
'\Moisture_Content',num2str(LayerNumber),'.txt');
fid = fopen(str, 'r');
MC = fscanf(fid, '%f', [LEN WID]);
handles = gca;
for aa=1:1:LEN;
for bb=1:1:WID;
X(aa,bb) = bb;
end
end
for aa=1:1:WID;
for bb=1:1:LEN;
Y(aa,bb) = bb;
end
end
Y = Y';
surfl(X,Y,MC)
ylabel('Nodes along Sample Length','Fontsize',16)
xlabel('Nodes along Sample Width','Fontsize',16)
zlabel('Moisture Content (%)','Fontsize',16)
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%title(strcat('Moisture Content Distribution : Cycle -',num2str(Cycle),' for the ', Layer))
grid on
colormap(copper);
view([45 45])
clc
status = fclose('all');
% 3D Plot of Thickness Swell
case 'Thickness Swell'
str =strcat('C:\OSB_FEM\Analysis\Thickness_Swell\Iteration',num2str(Cycle),...
'\Thickness_SwellLayer',num2str(LayerNumber),'.txt');
fid = fopen(str, 'r');
TS = fscanf(fid, '%f', [LEN WID]);
TS = 100*(TS-UT*(LayerNumber-1))/(UT*(LayerNumber-1));
for aa=1:1:LEN;
for bb=1:1:WID;
X(aa,bb) = bb;
end
end
for aa=1:1:WID;
for bb=1:1:LEN;
Y(aa,bb) = bb;
end
end
Y = Y';
surfl(X,Y,TS)
ylabel('Nodes along Sample Length','Fontsize',16)
xlabel('Nodes along Sample Width','Fontsize',16)
zlabel('Thickness Swell (%)','Fontsize',16)
axis([1 LEN 1 WID])
%title(strcat('Thickness Swell Distribution : Cycle -',num2str(Cycle),' for the ', Layer))
grid on
colormap(copper);
view([45 45])
clc
status = fclose('all');
% 3D Plot of Layer Internal sStresses
case 'Layer Stresses'
str =strcat('C:\OSB_FEM\Analysis\Stress\Iteration',num2str(Cycle),...
'\StressLayer',num2str(LayerNumber),'.txt');
fid = fopen(str, 'r');
LS = fscanf(fid, '%f', [LEN WID]);
for aa=1:1:LEN;
for bb=1:1:WID;
X(aa,bb) = bb;
end
end
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for aa=1:1:WID;
for bb=1:1:LEN;
Y(aa,bb) = bb;
end
end
Y = Y';
surfl(X,Y,LS*6894.7/10^6)
ylabel('Nodes along Sample Length')
xlabel('Nodes along Sample Width')
zlabel('Layer Stresses (Mpa)')
axis([1 LEN 1 WID])
%title(strcat('Layer Stress Distribution : Cycle -',num2str(Cycle),' for the ', Layer))
grid on
colormap(copper);
view([45 45])
clc
status = fclose('all');
end
case 'Plot 2D'
switch Property
% Bending Stiffness
case 'Bending Stiffness'
PanelLength = 1:1:LEN;
str =strcat('C:\OSB_FEM\Analysis\MoverEI\Iteration',num2str(Cycle),'\EI.txt');
fid = fopen(str, 'r');
BendingStiffness = fscanf(fid, '%f', [1 LEN]);
%Plot section stiffness along panel length
plot(PanelLength,BendingStiffness);
set(gca,'XTick',1:1:LEN)
ylabel('EI (lb-in^2)','Fontsize',16)
xlabel('Sample Length (nodes)','Fontsize',16)
title(strcat('Plot of Bending Stiffness Along Panel Length: Iteration : ',num2str(Cycle)))
grid on
clc
status = fclose('all');
% Stiffness Trend
case 'Stiffness Trend'
time_axis = 0:Time/3600:Hours;
% Set panel property options
% Assign iterations array with zero
BB = load ('C:\OSB_FEM\SystemFiles\ControlPanelVariables');
w = length(BB.ZeroIteration)-1;
strEI0 =strcat('C:\OSB_FEM\Analysis\MoverEI\Iteration',num2str(0),'\EI.txt');
strIxx0 =strcat('C:\OSB_FEM\Analysis\MoverEI\Iteration',num2str(0),'\Ixx.txt');
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fid1 = fopen(strEI0, 'r');
fid2 = fopen(strIxx0, 'r');
EI0 = fscanf(fid1, '%f', [1 LEN]);
Ixx0 = fscanf(fid2, '%f', [1 LEN]);
EIavg0 = mean(EI0);
Ixxavg0 = mean(Ixx0);
for ii=0:1:w;
strEI =strcat('C:\OSB_FEM\Analysis\MoverEI\Iteration',num2str(ii),'\EI.txt');
strIxx =strcat('C:\OSB_FEM\Analysis\MoverEI\Iteration',num2str(ii),'\Ixx.txt');
fid3 = fopen(strEI, 'r');
fid4 = fopen(strIxx, 'r');
EI = fscanf(fid3, '%f', [1 LEN]);
Ixx = fscanf(fid4, '%f', [1 LEN]);
EIavg(1,ii+1) = mean(EI);
Ixxavg(1,ii+1) = mean(Ixx);
normEI(1,ii+1) = EIavg(1,ii+1)/EIavg0;
normIxx(1,ii+1) = Ixxavg(1,ii+1)/Ixxavg0;
end
%Plot section stiffness along panel length
plot(time_axis,normEI,'-sr',time_axis,normIxx,'-ob');
legend('EI/(EI)o','I/Io',0)
axis([0 Hours 0.8*(max(normIxx)) max(normIxx)]);
xlabel('Time (Hours)')
ylabel('EI/(EI)o and I/Io')
title(strcat('Normalized Stiffness and Moment of Inertia vs. Time'))
grid on
clc
status = fclose('all');
% Curvature
case 'Curvature'
PanelLength = 1:1:LEN;
str =strcat('C:\OSB_FEM\Analysis\MoverEI\Iteration',num2str(Cycle),'\MoverEI.txt');
fid = fopen(str, 'r');
Curvature = fscanf(fid, '%f', [1 LEN]);
str =strcat('C:\OSB_FEM\Analysis\MoverEI\Iteration',num2str(Cycle),'\Deflection.txt');
fid = fopen(str, 'r');
Deflection = fscanf(fid, '%f', [1 1]);
str = strcat('Midspan Deflection = ', num2str(Deflection),' in/lb')
%Plot section curvature per unit load along panel length
plot(PanelLength,Curvature);
legend(str,1);
set(gca,'XTick',1:1:LEN)
ylabel('M/EI/Unit Load (lb^-1 in^-1)')
xlabel('Sample Length (nodes)')
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title(strcat('Plot of Curvature per unit Load Along Panel Length: Iteration :
',num2str(Cycle)))
grid on
clc
status = fclose('all');
% Average Layer Density Case
case 'Avg Density'
time_axis = 0:Time/3600:Hours;
% Time axis in hours
count = LEN*WID;
if strcmp(Layer,'All Layers')~=1;
IterationAvgDen = zeros(1,ItNum+1);
for LL=0:1:ItNum;
str =strcat('C:\OSB_FEM\Analysis\Density\Iteration',num2str(LL),...
'\DensityLayer',num2str(LayerNumber),'.txt');
fid = fopen(str, 'r');
Den = fscanf(fid, '%f', [LEN WID]);
B = sum(sum(Den))*157.08;
IterationAvgDen(1+LL) = B/count;
end
plot(time_axis,IterationAvgDen);
else
for mm=2:1:THK;
yy= [strcat('IterationAvgDen',num2str(mm)),'= zeros(1,ItNum+1)'];
eval(yy);
for LL=0:1:ItNum;
str =strcat('C:\OSB_FEM\Analysis\Density\Iteration',num2str(LL),...
'\DensityLayer',num2str(mm),'.txt');
fid = fopen(str, 'r');
Den = fscanf(fid, '%f', [LEN WID]);
B = (mean(mean(Den)))*157.08; % Convert to SI
yyy= [strcat('IterationAvgDen',num2str(mm)),'(1+LL) = B'];
eval(yyy);
end
end
str='';
strleg = '';
for hh=THK:-1:2;
str = strcat(str,'time_axis,IterationAvgDen',num2str(hh),',');
switch hh
case 2
str = strcat(str,'''-ro''');
case 3
str = strcat(str,'''-b>''',',');
case 4
str = strcat(str,'''-r*''',',');
case 5
str = strcat(str,'''--gd''',',');
case 6
str = strcat(str,'''--rp''',',');
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case 7
str = strcat(str,'''','--rs''',',');
end
end;
str
str = strcat('plot(',str,')');
eval(str);
end
if strcmp(Layer,'All Layers')~=1;
legend('hide');
else
%legend('Bottom Layer','Layer 2','Layer 3','Layer 4','Layer 5','Top Layer',0);
legend('Top nodal plane','Nodal Plane 6','Nodal Plane 5','Nodal Plane 4','Nodal Plane
3','Nodal Plane 2',0);
end
set(gca,'XTick',0:Time/3600:Hours)
xlabel('Time (Hours)','Fontsize',16)
ylabel('Average Density (N/m^3)','Fontsize',16)
%axis([0 Hours 4500 6000]);
%title(strcat('Plot of Average Density :', Layer))
grid on
clc
status = fclose('all');
% Max Layer Density Case
case 'Max Density'
time_axis = 0:Time/3600:Hours;

% Time axis in hours

if strcmp(Layer,'All Layers')~=1;
IterationMaxDen = zeros(1,ItNum+1);
for LL=0:1:ItNum;
str =strcat('C:\OSB_FEM\Analysis\Density\Iteration',num2str(LL),...
'\DensityLayer',num2str(LayerNumber),'.txt');
fid = fopen(str, 'r');
Den = fscanf(fid, '%f', [LEN WID]);
IterationMaxDen(1+LL) = (max(max(Den)))*157.08;
end
plot(time_axis,IterationMaxDen);
else
for mm=2:1:THK;
yy= [strcat('IterationMaxDen',num2str(mm)),'= zeros(1,ItNum+1)'];
eval(yy);
for LL=0:1:ItNum;
str =strcat('C:\OSB_FEM\Analysis\Density\Iteration',num2str(LL),...
'\DensityLayer',num2str(mm),'.txt');
fid = fopen(str, 'r');
Den = (fscanf(fid, '%f', [LEN WID]))*157.08;
yyy= [strcat('IterationMaxDen',num2str(mm)),'(1+LL) = max(max(Den))'];
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eval(yyy);
end
end
str='';
strleg = '';
for hh=THK:-1:2;
str = strcat(str,'time_axis,IterationMaxDen',num2str(hh),',');
switch hh
case 2
str = strcat(str,'''-ro''');
case 3
str = strcat(str,'''-b>''',',');
case 4
str = strcat(str,'''-r*''',',');
case 5
str = strcat(str,'''--gd''',',');
case 6
str = strcat(str,'''--rp''',',');
case 7
str = strcat(str,'''','--rs''',',');
end
end;
str = strcat('plot(',str,')');
eval(str);
end
if strcmp(Layer,'All Layers')~=1;
legend('hide');
else
%legend('Bottom Layer','Layer 2','Layer 3','Layer 4','Layer 5','Top Layer',0);
legend('Top nodal plane','Nodal Plane 6','Nodal Plane 5','Nodal Plane 4','Nodal Plane
3','Nodal Plane 2',0);
end
set(gca,'XTick',0:Time/3600:Hours)
xlabel('Time (Hours)','Fontsize',16)
ylabel('Max Layer Density (KN/m^3)','Fontsize',16)
%axis([0 Hours 4500 6500]);
%title(strcat('Plot of Max Density :', Layer))
grid on
clc
status = fclose('all');
% Average Moisture Content Case
case 'Avg Moisture Content'
if strcmp(BB.Sample,'Bending')==1;
msgbox('Operation not valid for Bending Samples')
break
end
time_axis = 0:Time/3600:Hours;
count = LEN*WID;

% Time axis in hours
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if strcmp(Layer,'All Layers')~=1;
IterationAvgMC = zeros(1,ItNum+1);
for LL=0:1:ItNum;
str =strcat('C:\OSB_FEM\Analysis\Moisture_Content\Iteration',num2str(LL),...
'\Moisture_Content',num2str(LayerNumber),'.txt');
fid = fopen(str, 'r');
MC = fscanf(fid, '%f', [LEN WID]);
B = sum(sum(MC));
IterationAvgMC(1+LL) = B/count;
end
plot(time_axis,IterationAvgMC);
else
for mm=2:1:THK;
yy= [strcat('IterationAvgMC',num2str(mm)),'= zeros(1,ItNum+1)'];
eval(yy);
for LL=0:1:ItNum;
str =strcat('C:\OSB_FEM\Analysis\Moisture_Content\Iteration',num2str(LL),...
'\Moisture_Content',num2str(mm),'.txt');
fid = fopen(str, 'r');
MC = fscanf(fid, '%f', [LEN WID]);
B = sum(sum(MC));
yyy= [strcat('IterationAvgMC',num2str(mm)),'(1+LL) = B/count'];
eval(yyy);
end
end
str='';
strleg = '';
for hh=THK:-1:2;
str = strcat(str,'time_axis,IterationAvgMC',num2str(hh),',');
switch hh
case 2
str = strcat(str,'''-ro''');
case 3
str = strcat(str,'''-b>''',',');
case 4
str = strcat(str,'''-r*''',',');
case 5
str = strcat(str,'''--gd''',',');
case 6
str = strcat(str,'''--rp''',',');
case 7
str = strcat(str,'''','--rs''',',');
end
end;
str = strcat('plot(',str,')');
eval(str);
end
if strcmp(Layer,'All Layers')~=1;
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legend('hide');
else
%legend('Bottom Layer','Layer 2','Layer 3','Layer 4','Layer 5','Top Layer',0);
legend('Top nodal plane','Nodal Plane 6','Nodal Plane 5','Nodal Plane 4','Nodal Plane
3','Nodal Plane 2',0);
end
set(gca,'XTick',0:Time/3600:Hours)
xlabel('Time (Hours)','Fontsize',16)
ylabel('Average Moisture Content (%)','Fontsize',16)
axis([0 Hours 0 35]);
%title(strcat('Plot of Average Moisture Content :', Layer))
grid on;
clc
status = fclose('all');
% Max Moisture Content Case
case 'Max Moisture Content'
if strcmp(BB.Sample,'Bending')==1;
msgbox('Operation not valid for Bending Samples')
break
end
time_axis = 0:Time/3600:Hours;

% Time axis in hours

if strcmp(Layer,'All Layers')~=1;
IterationMaxMC = zeros(1,ItNum+1);
for LL=0:1:ItNum;
str =strcat('C:\OSB_FEM\Analysis\Moisture_Content\Iteration',num2str(LL),...
'\Moisture_Content',num2str(LayerNumber),'.txt');
fid = fopen(str, 'r');
MC = fscanf(fid, '%f', [LEN WID]);
IterationMaxMC(1+LL) = max(max(MC));
end
plot(time_axis,IterationMaxMC);
else
for mm=2:1:THK;
yy= [strcat('IterationMaxMC',num2str(mm)),'= zeros(1,ItNum+1)'];
eval(yy);
for LL=0:1:ItNum;
str =strcat('C:\OSB_FEM\Analysis\Moisture_Content\Iteration',num2str(LL),...
'\Moisture_Content',num2str(mm),'.txt');
fid = fopen(str, 'r');
MC = fscanf(fid, '%f', [LEN WID]);
yyy= [strcat('IterationMaxMC',num2str(mm)),'(1+LL) = max(max(MC))'];
eval(yyy);
end
end
str='';
strleg = '';
for hh=THK:-1:2;
str = strcat(str,'time_axis,IterationMaxMC',num2str(hh),',');
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switch hh
case 2
str = strcat(str,'''-ro''');
case 3
str = strcat(str,'''-b>''',',');
case 4
str = strcat(str,'''-r*''',',');
case 5
str = strcat(str,'''--gd''',',');
case 6
str = strcat(str,'''--rp''',',');
case 7
str = strcat(str,'''','--rs''',',');
end
end;
str = strcat('plot(',str,')');
eval(str);
end
if strcmp(Layer,'All Layers')~=1;
legend('hide');
else
%legend('Bottom Layer','Layer 2','Layer 3','Layer 4','Layer 5','Top Layer',0);
legend('Top nodal plane','Nodal Plane 6','Nodal Plane 5','Nodal Plane 4','Nodal Plane
3','Nodal Plane 2',0);
end
set(gca,'XTick',0:Time/3600:Hours)
xlabel('Time (Hours)','Fontsize',16)
ylabel('Max Moisture Content (%)','Fontsize',16)
axis([0 Hours 0 35]);
%title(strcat('Plot of Max Moisture Content :', Layer))
grid on
clc
status = fclose('all');

% Average Panel Thickness Swell Case
case 'Avg Panel Thickness Swell'
time_axis = 0:Time/3600:Hours;
count = LEN*WID;

% Time axis in hours

IterationAvgTS = zeros(1,ItNum+1);
WholepanelTS = zeros(1,ItNum+1);
for overallTS=2:1:THK
Divisor = (overallTS-1)*UT;

% Overall TS

for LL=0:1:ItNum;
str =strcat('C:\OSB_FEM\Analysis\Thickness_Swell\Iteration',num2str(LL),...
'\Thickness_SwellLayer',num2str(overallTS),'.txt');
fid = fopen(str, 'r');
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TS = fscanf(fid, '%f', [LEN WID]);
IterationAvgTS(1+LL) = 100*(mean(mean(TS))-Divisor)/Divisor;
WholepanelTS(overallTS-1,1+LL)= IterationAvgTS(1+LL);
end
end % End FOR for overall case
IterationAvgTS = mean(WholepanelTS);
% Open Experimental Results and Plot
strExpt =strcat('C:\OSB_FEM\Analysis\Expt_Thickness_Swell\ExerimentalTS.txt');
fidExpt = fopen(strExpt, 'r');
ExptTS = fscanf(fidExpt, '%f', [6 15]);
ExptTS = ExptTS';
SampleName = [{'Pine1TS1.xls'},{'Pine1TS2.xls'},{'Pine1TS3.xls'},{'Pine2TS1.xls'},...
{'Pine2TS2.xls'},{'Pine2TS3.xls'},{'Aspen1TS1.xls'},{'Aspen1TS2.xls'},...
{'Aspen1TS3.xls'},{'Aspen1TS4.xls'},{'Aspen2TS1.xls'},...
{'Aspen2TS2.xls'},{'Aspen2TS3.xls'},{'Aspen2TS4.xls'}];
for xyx=1:1:length(SampleName);
filename = BB.HDD_VDPfile
if strcmp(filename,SampleName(xyx))==1
sampleindex = xyx;
break
end
end
for sss = 1:1:6;
expt_time(1,sss) = ExptTS(1,sss);
expt_ts(1,sss) = ExptTS(sampleindex+1,sss);
end
coef = polyfit(expt_time,expt_ts,2);
% Plot command below plots experimental TS from dissertation
%plot(time_axis,IterationAvgTS,'-b',expt_time,expt_ts,'ro');
plot(time_axis,IterationAvgTS,'-b');
if strcmp(Layer,'Top Nodal Plane')==1;
%legend('Predicted','Experimental',0);
else
legend('hide');
end

set(gca,'XTick',0:Time/3600:Hours);
xlabel('Time (Hours)','Fontsize',16)
ylabel('Average Panel Thickness Swell (%)','Fontsize',16)
m1 = max(IterationAvgTS);
m2 = max(expt_ts);
axis([0 max(time_axis) 0 max(m1,m2)])
%title(strcat('Plot of Average Panel Thickness Swell'))
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grid on;
clc
status = fclose('all');

% Average Thickness Swell Case
case 'Avg Thickness Swell'
if strcmp(BB.Sample,'Bending')==1;
msgbox('Operation not valid for Bending Samples')
break
end
time_axis = 0:Time/3600:Hours;
count = LEN*WID;

% Time axis in hours

if strcmp(Layer,'All Layers')~=1;
IterationAvgTS = zeros(1,ItNum+1);
for LL=0:1:ItNum;
str =strcat('C:\OSB_FEM\Analysis\Thickness_Swell\Iteration',num2str(LL),...
'\Thickness_SwellLayer',num2str(LayerNumber),'.txt');
fid = fopen(str, 'r');
TS = fscanf(fid, '%f', [LEN WID]);
B = sum(sum(TS));
Divisor = (LayerNumber-1)*UT; % (mm-1)= Layer Number
IterationAvgTS(1+LL) = 100*(B/count - Divisor)/Divisor;
end
plot(time_axis,IterationAvgTS);
else

% ELSE Statement if ALL LAYERS is chosen

for mm=2:1:THK;
yy= [strcat('IterationAvgTS',num2str(mm)),'= zeros(1,ItNum+1)'];
eval(yy);
Divisor = (mm-1)*UT; % (mm-1)= Layer Number
for LL=0:1:ItNum;
str =strcat('C:\OSB_FEM\Analysis\Thickness_Swell\Iteration',num2str(LL),...
'\Thickness_SwellLayer',num2str(mm),'.txt');
fid = fopen(str, 'r');
TS = fscanf(fid, '%f', [LEN WID]);
B = sum(sum(TS));
yyy= [strcat('IterationAvgTS',num2str(mm)),'(1+LL) = 100*(B/count - Divisor)/Divisor'];
eval(yyy);
end
end
str='';
strleg = '';
for hh=THK:-1:2;
str = strcat(str,'time_axis,IterationAvgTS',num2str(hh),',');
switch hh
case 2
str = strcat(str,'''-ro''');
case 3
str = strcat(str,'''-b>''',',');
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case 4
str = strcat(str,'''-r*''',',');
case 5
str = strcat(str,'''--gd''',',');
case 6
str = strcat(str,'''--rp''',',');
case 7
str = strcat(str,'''','--rs''',',');
end
end;
str = strcat('plot(',str,')');
eval(str);
end
if strcmp(Layer,'All Layers')==1;
%legend('Bottom Layer','Layer 2','Layer 3','Layer 4','Layer 5','Top Layer',0);
legend('Top nodal plane','Nodal Plane 6','Nodal Plane 5','Nodal Plane 4','Nodal Plane
3','Nodal Plane 2',0);
else
legend('hide');
end
set(gca,'XTick',0:Time/3600:Hours);
xlabel('Time (Hours)','Fontsize',16)
ylabel('Average Thickness Swell (%)','Fontsize',16)
axis([0 24 0 5]);
%axis([0 24 0 5]);
%title(strcat('Plot of Average Thickness Swell:', Layer))
grid on;
clc
status = fclose('all');

% Max Thickness Swell Case
case 'Max Thickness Swell'
time_axis = 0:Time/3600:Hours;

% Time axis in hours

if strcmp(Layer,'All Layers')~=1;
IterationMaxTS = zeros(1,ItNum+1);
Divisor = (LayerNumber-1)*UT;
for LL=0:1:ItNum;
str =strcat('C:\OSB_FEM\Analysis\Thickness_Swell\Iteration',num2str(LL),...
'\Thickness_SwellLayer',num2str(LayerNumber),'.txt');
fid = fopen(str, 'r');
TS = fscanf(fid, '%f', [LEN WID]);
IterationMaxTS(1+LL) = 100*(max(max(TS))-Divisor)/Divisor;
end
plot(time_axis,IterationMaxTS);
else
for mm=2:1:THK;
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yy= [strcat('IterationMaxTS',num2str(mm)),'= zeros(1,ItNum+1)'];
eval(yy);
Divisor = (mm-1)*UT; % (mm-1)= Layer Number
for LL=0:1:ItNum;
str =strcat('C:\OSB_FEM\Analysis\Thickness_Swell\Iteration',num2str(LL),...
'\Thickness_SwellLayer',num2str(mm),'.txt');
fid = fopen(str, 'r');
TS = fscanf(fid, '%f', [LEN WID]);
yyy= [strcat('IterationMaxTS',num2str(mm)),'(1+LL) = 100*(max(max(TS))Divisor)/Divisor'];
eval(yyy);
end
end
str='';
strleg = '';
for hh=THK:-1:2;
str = strcat(str,'time_axis,IterationMaxTS',num2str(hh),',');
switch hh
case 2
str = strcat(str,'''-ro''');
case 3
str = strcat(str,'''-b>''',',');
case 4
str = strcat(str,'''-r*''',',');
case 5
str = strcat(str,'''--gd''',',');
case 6
str = strcat(str,'''--rp''',',');
case 7
str = strcat(str,'''','--rs''',',');
end
end;
str = strcat('plot(',str,')');
eval(str);
end
if strcmp(Layer,'All Layers')==1;
%legend('Bottom Layer','Layer 2','Layer 3','Layer 4','Layer 5','Top Layer',0);
legend('Top nodal plane','Nodal Plane 6','Nodal Plane 5','Nodal Plane 4','Nodal Plane
3','Nodal Plane 2',0);
else
if strcmp(Layer,'Top Layer')==1;
legend('hide');
else
legend('hide');
end
end
set(gca,'XTick',0:Time/3600:Hours)
xlabel('Time (Hours)')
ylabel('Max Thickness Swell (%)')
%title(strcat('Plot of Max Thickness Swell:', Layer))
%axis([0 24 0 4.5]);
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grid on;
clc
status = fclose('all');

% Changes in sample properties
case 'Property Changes'
if strcmp(BB.Sample,'Bending')==1;
msgbox('Operation not valid for Bending Samples')
break
end
% Initialize property matrix for surface above bottom to top surface
% 3 properties accounted for: Thk Swell, Density, Stress
Property = zeros(THK-1,3);
for LL=2:1:THK;
strTS =strcat('C:\OSB_FEM\Analysis\Thickness_Swell\Iteration',num2str(Cycle),...
'\Thickness_SwellLayer',num2str(LL),'.txt');
strDEN =strcat('C:\OSB_FEM\Analysis\Density\Iteration',num2str(Cycle),...
'\DensityLayer',num2str(LL),'.txt');
strDEN_0 =strcat('C:\OSB_FEM\Analysis\Density\Iteration',num2str(0),...
'\DensityLayer',num2str(LL),'.txt');
strST =strcat('C:\OSB_FEM\Analysis\Stress\Iteration',num2str(Cycle),...
'\StressLayer',num2str(LL),'.txt');
if Cycle==0;
nCycle = Cycle;
else
nCycle = Cycle-1;
end
strST_0 =strcat('C:\OSB_FEM\Analysis\Stress\Iteration',num2str(nCycle),...
'\StressLayer',num2str(LL),'.txt');
fidTS = fopen(strTS, 'r');
fidDEN = fopen(strDEN, 'r');
fidDEN_0 = fopen(strDEN_0, 'r');
fidST = fopen(strST, 'r');
fidST_0 = fopen(strST_0, 'r');

% Property 1
% Property 2
% Property 3

TS = fscanf(fidTS, '%f', [LEN WID]);
DEN = fscanf(fidDEN, '%f', [LEN WID]);
DEN_zero = fscanf(fidDEN_0, '%f', [LEN WID]);
ST = fscanf(fidST, '%f', [LEN WID]);
ST_zero = fscanf(fidST_0, '%f', [LEN WID]);

% Evaluate statistics for thickness swell
[1]
% Find initial panel thickness
TS_zero = (LL-1)*UT;
ts_percent = 100*(mean(mean(TS)) - TS_zero)/TS_zero;
% Check for extremely small TS % and round to zero
if abs(ts_percent) < 0.0001;
ts_percent = 0;
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end;
Property(LL-1,1) = ts_percent;
% Evaluate change in panel density
Property(LL-1,2) = 100*(mean(mean(DEN)) mean(mean(DEN_zero)))/mean(mean(DEN_zero));

[2]

% Evaluate change in panel internal stress
Property(LL-1,3) = 100*(mean(mean(ST_zero))mean(mean(ST)))/mean(mean(ST_zero));

[3]

end
bar(Property);
legend('Thickness Swell','Density','Internal Stress',0);
set(gca,'XTick');
xlabel('Panel Layers')
ylabel('Percent Change (%)')
title('Panel property changes for all layers')
grid on;
clc
status = fclose('all');
% Sample Statistics
case 'Sample Statistics'
if strcmp(BB.Sample,'Bending')==1;
msgbox('Operation not valid for Bending Samples')
break
end
% Initialize property matrix for surface above bottom to top surface
% 3 properties accounted for: Thk Swell, Density, Stress
% 3 Statistics: Variance, Standard Deviation, COV
Statistics = zeros(3,2);
strTS =strcat('C:\OSB_FEM\Analysis\Thickness_Swell\Iteration',num2str(Cycle),...
'\Thickness_SwellLayer',num2str(LayerNumber),'.txt');
strDEN =strcat('C:\OSB_FEM\Analysis\Density\Iteration',num2str(Cycle),...
'\DensityLayer',num2str(LayerNumber),'.txt');
strST =strcat('C:\OSB_FEM\Analysis\Stress\Iteration',num2str(Cycle),...
'\StressLayer',num2str(LayerNumber),'.txt');
fidTS = fopen(strTS, 'r');
fidDEN = fopen(strDEN, 'r');
fidST = fopen(strST, 'r');

% Property 1
% Property 2
% Property 3

TS = fscanf(fidTS, '%f', [LEN WID]);
DEN = fscanf(fidDEN, '%f', [LEN WID]);
ST = fscanf(fidST, '%f', [LEN WID]);

% Evaluate thickness swell statistics

[1]
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Statistics(1,1) = std(std(TS));
Statistics(1,2) = Statistics(1,1)/mean(mean(TS));
% Evaluate density statistics
[2]
Statistics(2,1) = std(std(DEN));
Statistics(2,2) = Statistics(2,1)/mean(mean(DEN));
% Evaluate stress statistics
[3]
Statistics(3,1) = std(std(ST));
Statistics(3,2) = Statistics(3,1)/mean(mean(ST));

bar(Statistics);
legend('Standard Deviation','COV',2);
set(gca,'XTick');
xlabel('Panel Statistics')
ylabel('[1] Thk Swell(in), [2] Density (lb/ft^3), [3] Stress (psi)')
%title(strcat('Standard Deviation, COV :', Layer))
grid on;
clc
status = fclose('all');

% Failed Fraction
case 'Failed Fraction'
if strcmp(BB.Sample,'Bending')==1;
msgbox('Operation not valid for Bending Samples')
break
end
for vv=2:1:THK;
strEdgeFail=strcat('C:\OSB_FEM\Analysis\Stress\Iteration',...
num2str(Cycle),'\EdgeFailLayerCount.txt');
strMainFail=strcat('C:\OSB_FEM\Analysis\Stress\Iteration',num2str(Cycle),...
'\MainFailLayerCount.txt');
fidSTEdge = fopen(strEdgeFail, 'r');
fidSTMain = fopen(strMainFail, 'r');
EdgeFail = fscanf(fidSTEdge, '%f', [1 THK-1]);
MainFail = fscanf(fidSTMain, '%f', [1 THK-1]);
% Evaluate fail fraction statistics (%)
Statistics(vv-1,1) = 100*(EdgeFail(1,vv-1))/(WID*LEN);
Statistics(vv-1,2) = 100*(MainFail(1,vv-1))/(WID*LEN);
end
bar(Statistics);
legend('Edge Failure','Main Panel Failure',1);
%set(gca,'XTick');
xlabel('Layers (Bottom - No.1)')
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ylabel('Percent Layer Failure (%)')
%title(strcat('Failed Fraction for : ', Layer))
grid on;
clc
status = fclose('all');

% Stiffness Statistics
case 'Stiffness Stats'
Statistics = zeros(THK-1,3);

strEI =strcat('C:\OSB_FEM\Analysis\MoverEI\Iteration',num2str(Cycle),'\EILayer.txt');
fidEI = fopen(strEI, 'r');
EI = fscanf(fidEI, '%f', [1 THK-1]);
strEA =strcat('C:\OSB_FEM\Analysis\MoverEI\Iteration',num2str(Cycle),'\EALayer.txt');
fidEA = fopen(strEA, 'r');
EA = fscanf(fidEA, '%f', [1 THK-1]);

for vv=2:1:THK;
strST =strcat('C:\OSB_FEM\Analysis\Stress\Iteration',num2str(Cycle),...
'\StressLayer',num2str(LayerNumber),'.txt');
strDen =strcat('C:\OSB_FEM\Analysis\Density\Iteration',num2str(Cycle),...
'\DensityLayer',num2str(vv),'.txt');
fidDen = fopen(strDen, 'r');
fidST = fopen(strST, 'r');
Density = fscanf(fidDen, '%f', [LEN WID]);
Stress = fscanf(fidST, '%f', [LEN WID]);
DD(vv-1,1) = mean(mean(Density));
STR(vv-1,1) = mean(mean(Stress));
StDev(vv-1,1) = std(std(Density));
COV(vv-1,1) = StDev(vv-1,1)/DD(vv-1,1);
end
for mnm=2:1:THK;
%Statistics(mnm-1,3) = 100*(STR(mnm-1))/sum(STR);
Statistics(mnm-1,1) = DD(mnm-1,1);
Statistics(mnm-1,2) = StDev(mnm-1,1);
%Statistics(mnm-1,3) = COV(mnm-1,1);
Statistics(mnm-1,3) = 100*(StDev(mnm-1,1))/sum(StDev);
%Statistics(mnm-1,2) = 100*EA(1,mnm-1)/sum(EA);
%Statistics(mnm-1,1) = 100*EI(1,mnm-1)/sum(EI);
end;

barh(Statistics);
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%legend('Layer Stiffness','Layer Density','Layer Stress',1);
%legend('Layer Stiffness (EI)','EA',1);
legend('Density','Std. Deviation','COV',1);
%set(gca,'XTick');
ylabel('Layers (Bottom - No.1)')
%xlabel('% Layer Stiffness, % Layer Density and % Layer Stress Contribution to overall
panel performance')
%title(strcat('Layer Contributions to Stiffness, Density, & Stress at
:',num2str(Time*Cycle/3600),'Hours'))
%xlabel('Percent EI and EA contribution to overall panel performance')
xlabel('Layer Density Statistics (lb/ft^3)')
%title(strcat('Layer Contributions to Stiffness at :',num2str(Time*Cycle/3600),'Hours'))
grid on;
clc
status = fclose('all');
end
end

% Plot HDD and VDP from Original Panel X-Ray Attenuation
function push_ViewProfile_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles)
fig = gcf;
handles = guihandles(fig);
legend('hide');
% Obtain choice for Density Profile Plot
PanelProfiles = get(handles.pop_PanelProfiles,'String');
PanelProfiles_index = get(handles.pop_PanelProfiles,'Value');
ProfileChoice = PanelProfiles{PanelProfiles_index(1)};
if strcmp(ProfileChoice,'VDP')==1;
set(handles.slider_Vertical,'Visible','off')
set(handles.slider_Horizontal,'Visible','off')
else
set(handles.slider_Vertical,'Visible','on')
set(handles.slider_Horizontal,'Visible','on')
end
% Load Initial GUI Variables
BB = load ('C:\OSB_FEM\SystemFiles\ControlPanelVariables');
HDD = BB.HDD;
VDP = BB.VDP;
xlenNodes = BB.xraylengthnodes;
xwidNodes = BB.xraywidthnodes;
xthkNodes = floor(BB.xraythknessnodes);
UT = BB.ut/0.0254;
THK = BB.pt/0.0254;
if strcmp(ProfileChoice,'VDP')==1;
surfsum=0; counter=1; profile = zeros(1,xthkNodes);
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for vvv=1:1:xthkNodes;
for uuu=1:1:xlenNodes;
surfsum = VDP(uuu,vvv) + surfsum;
counter = counter + 1;
end;
profile(1,vvv) = surfsum/counter;
surfsum=0; counter=0;
end;
% Use polyfit and polyval to refine VDP
depth = xthkNodes:-1:1;
newdepth = 1:0.1:xthkNodes;
coef = polyfit(depth,profile,4);
newVDP = polyval(coef,newdepth);
plot(newVDP,newdepth)
xlabel('Vertical Density Profile (N/m^3)')
ylabel('Sample Thickness (Nodes)')
set(gca,'YTick',1:1:xthkNodes)
axis([3500 6500 1 7])
%title('Vertical Density Profile from X-Ray Attenuation')
grid on
clc
else
if strcmp(ProfileChoice,'HDD')==1;
[a,b] = size(HDD);
for aa=1:1:a;
for bb=1:1:b;
X(aa,bb) = bb;
end
end
for aa=1:1:b;
for bb=1:1:a;
Y(aa,bb) = bb;
end
end
Y=Y';
meshz(X,Y,HDD);
ylabel('Sample Length (x-ray nodes)','Fontsize',16)
xlabel('Sample Width (x-ray nodes)','Fontsize',16)
zlabel('Density (N/m^3)','Fontsize',16)
axis([1 55 1 55 0 8000])
%title('Horizontal Density Distribution from X-Ray Attenuation')
grid on
colormap(copper);
view([45 60])
clc
end
end
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% Print Analysis
function print_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles)
print -noui

% Close Analysis Window
function Close_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles)
button = questdlg('Do you want to end the analysis session?',...
'End Session','Yes','No','No');
if strcmp(button,'Yes')
close('Analysis')
end

% Create movie simulations
function playmovie_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles)
% Load Initial GUI Variables
BB = load ('C:\OSB_FEM\SystemFiles\ControlPanelVariables');
LEN = BB.len;
WID = BB.wid;
THK = BB.thk;
UT = BB.ut/0.0254;
LN = 1:1:BB.thk;
ItNum = BB.IterationNumber;
Cy=0:1:ItNum;
for uvw = 1:1:length(Cy);
LayerNumber = LN(THK);
Cycle = Cy(uvw);
Layer = strcat('Layer',num2str(uvw))
str =strcat('C:\OSB_FEM\Analysis\Thickness_Swell\Iteration',num2str(Cycle),...
'\Thickness_SwellLayer',num2str(LayerNumber),'.txt');
fid = fopen(str, 'r');
TS = fscanf(fid, '%f', [LEN WID]);
TS = 100*(TS-UT*(LayerNumber-1))/(UT*(LayerNumber-1));
for aa=1:1:LEN;
for bb=1:1:WID;
X(aa,bb) = bb;
end
end
for aa=1:1:WID;
for bb=1:1:LEN;
Y(aa,bb) = bb;
end
end
Y = Y';
surfl(X,Y,TS)
xlabel('Nodes along Sample Length')
ylabel('Nodes along Sample Width')
zlabel('Thickness Swell (%)')
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title(strcat('Thickness Swell Distribution : Cycle -',num2str(Cycle),' for the ', Layer))
grid on
colormap(copper);
view([45 60])
clc
M(uvw) = getframe;
end
movie(M,5,1)
status = fclose('all');
% Generate Analysis Report
function report_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles)
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%============================================================%
%
EQUATIONS GUI
|
01/28/06 |
ALAN D. TACKIE
%
%============================================================%
function varargout = figure1(varargin)
if nargin == 0
fig = openfig(mfilename,'reuse');
% Generate a structure of handles to pass to callbacks, and store it.
fig = gcf;
handles = guihandles(fig);
if nargout > 0
varargout{1} = fig;
end
elseif ischar(varargin{1})
try
[varargout{1:nargout}] = feval(varargin{:}); % FEVAL switchyard
catch
disp(lasterr);
end
end
% Save Changes to figure1 Folder
function push_Save_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles)
fig = gcf;
handles = guihandles(fig);
% Get modified figure1 from GUI
BETA = get(handles.edit_BETA,'String'); % BETA Equation
FSP = get(handles.edit_FSP,'String'); % FSP Equation
BendingMOECom = get(handles.edit_BendingMOECom,'String'); %Bending MOE
Compression
BendingMOETen = get(handles.edit_BendingMOETen,'String'); %Bending MOE Tension
MOETenPer = get(handles.edit_MOETenPer,'String'); % MOE Equation
MOETenPar = get(handles.edit_MOETenPar,'String'); % MOE Equation
MOEComPer = get(handles.edit_MOEComPer,'String'); % MOE Equation
MOEComPar = get(handles.edit_MOEComPar,'String'); % MOE Equation
STRTenPer = get(handles.edit_STRTenPer,'String'); % STR Equation
STRTenPar = get(handles.edit_STRTenPar,'String'); % STR Equation
STRComPer = get(handles.edit_STRComPer,'String'); % STR Equation
STRComPar = get(handles.edit_STRComPar,'String'); % STR Equation
PoissonRatio = get(handles.edit_PoissonRatio,'String'); % Poisson Ratio Equation
save C:\OSB_FEM\Equations\GUI_InitialVariables;
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close('Equations')
[flag,fig] = figflag('ControlPanel');

% Cancel figure1 Editor Window and Returnt to 'ControlPanel'
function push_Cancel_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles)
close('Equations')
[flag,fig] = figflag('ControlPanel');

% Delete old files save from previous analysis
function push_Delete_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles)
% Delete ALL old files from program folders
for ss=0:1:48
Iteration = strcat('Iteration',num2str(ss));
Denlabel = strcat('C:\OSB_FEM\Analysis\Density\',Iteration,'\*.*');
MClabel = strcat('C:\OSB_FEM\Analysis\Moisture_Content\',Iteration,'\*.*');
Displabel = strcat('C:\OSB_FEM\Analysis\Displacements\',Iteration,'\*.*');
ThkSwelllabel = strcat('C:\OSB_FEM\Analysis\Thickness_Swell\',Iteration,'\*.*');
Stresslabel = strcat('C:\OSB_FEM\Analysis\Stress\',Iteration,'\*.*');
MoverEIlabel = strcat('C:\OSB_FEM\Analysis\MoverEI\',Iteration,'\*.*');
delete(Denlabel);
delete(MClabel);
delete(Displabel);
delete(ThkSwelllabel);
delete(Stresslabel);
delete(MoverEIlabel);
delete('C:\OSB_FEM\SystemFiles\ControlPanelVariables.mat');
clc;
end

% Restore Default System figure1
function push_Restore_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles)
% Load Initial GUI Variables
DEFAULT_EQUATIONS = load ('C:\OSB_FEM\SystemFiles\GUI_InitialVariables');
fig = gcf;
handles = guihandles(fig);
handles.b = DEFAULT_EQUATIONS.BETA;
handles.f = DEFAULT_EQUATIONS.FSP;
handles.bmoeC = DEFAULT_EQUATIONS.BendingMOECom;
handles.bmoeT = DEFAULT_EQUATIONS.BendingMOETen;
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handles.mtpe = DEFAULT_EQUATIONS.MOETenPer;
handles.mtpa = DEFAULT_EQUATIONS.MOETenPar;
handles.mcpe = DEFAULT_EQUATIONS.MOEComPer;
handles.mcpa = DEFAULT_EQUATIONS.MOEComPar;
handles.stpe = DEFAULT_EQUATIONS.STRTenPer;
handles.stpa = DEFAULT_EQUATIONS.STRTenPar;
handles.scpe = DEFAULT_EQUATIONS.STRComPer;
handles.scpa = DEFAULT_EQUATIONS.STRComPar;
handles.poisson = DEFAULT_EQUATIONS.PoissonRatio;
set(handles.edit_BETA,'String',handles.b,'Value',1);
set(handles.edit_FSP,'String',handles.f,'Value',1);
set(handles.edit_BendingMOECom,'String',handles.bmoeC,'Value',1);
set(handles.edit_BendingMOETen,'String',handles.bmoeT,'Value',1);
set(handles.edit_MOETenPer,'String',handles.mtpe,'Value',1);
set(handles.edit_MOETenPar,'String',handles.mtpa,'Value',1);
set(handles.edit_MOEComPer,'String',handles.mcpe,'Value',1);
set(handles.edit_MOEComPar,'String',handles.mcpa,'Value',1);
set(handles.edit_STRTenPer,'String',handles.stpe,'Value',1);
set(handles.edit_STRTenPar,'String',handles.stpa,'Value',1);
set(handles.edit_STRComPer,'String',handles.scpe,'Value',1);
set(handles.edit_STRComPar,'String',handles.scpa,'Value',1);
set(handles.edit_PoissonRatio,'String',handles.poisson,'Value',1);
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